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Preface 
This report contains the description of s•-trees and a 
partial analysis of their storage characteristics. Two 
huffer1ng methods foi B•-tree nodes are presented. Empiri-
cal results qiven from algorith~s tested on the computer. 
Pro~rams were ~ritten in ?L/1, com~iled on the optimizing 
compiler, and run on the raM 370/163. 
I ~auld li~e to tnank mf advisor, Dr. ?hillips, and the 
other membera of wy com~ittee, Dr. C~andler and Or. Fisher, 
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There are many t_echniques and structures used for the 
stora;Je and access of data. ~any of these allow "keyed" 
access to data records. Keyed access is the ability to 
access a data record by specifying a key that is associated 
;.,ith th<:~t recurJ. Th~ "r:..cy ma;, be uilrelated to the physical 
storage locatiJ~ of the data recorc. There are two major 
classes af KeyeJ access storage techniques: key to address 
transformations and search tree structures. Within each of 
these classes, there are techniques for accessin~ data on 
external as r..~ell as internal storage. 
Key to address transformation (also called "hashing") 
is the mathematical transformation of the key into a physi-
cal storage address. Although the key may not be totally 
unrelated to the physical location of the data record, the 
selection of an appropriate function may make it seem that 
way. Key to aJdr e_ss transtormat1on has been used for the 
storage of data on both internal and external storage. 
This method is typically faster than search tree struc-
t~res, ~ec,use ~uch uf th~ time the data recocj ~ay be 
accessed wit:1 .ao intermP.diate accesses. }tuwever, it is nec-




priate for a given set of Key values. The range and 
( 
distribution of th~ values of keys may affect the efficiency 
of a key to address transformation system to a great degree. 
This makes it difficult to use such a system in a general 
database application in which the properties of keys are not 
known in advance. 
A possibld solution to this problem has been introducec 
by Fagin, (10), llhich consists of co;nbining a radix tree, or 
trie (1~), with kei to adJress transformation. This techni-
que, called extenJible hashing, transforms the key into a 
pointer tu d pd]~ ~ith several ~ets. The range of ~e'l val-
ues ~ithin a ?age is dynamic. decause of this, the hashing 
function is not as tigt1tly jound to the characteristics of 
the key values as it is in conventional key to address 
transformation syste~s. 
A search tree is a tree structure in which the keys are 
arranged in such a manner that they can be accessed by key 
value. There are four major operations performed on search 
trees: searching, insertion, deletion, and traversal. 
Searching is the process of searchiny for a given key's pos-
ition in the tree. Insertion is the process of inserting a 
key into the tree, and deletion the process ot deleting a 
key from the tree. The traversal of a search tree involves 





Binary Search Trees 
A binary search tree is a search tree in which each 
node contains one key and two pointers. The left pointer of 
each node points to a (possibly empty) subtree in which all 
keys are less than the key in the parent of the subtree. 
Similarly, all keys in the right subtree are greater than 
the key in the ?arent; The pointers in leaf nodes are null. 
The search of a binary tree begins at the root node and 
proceeds to its descendants, visiting one node at each 
level. ~~hen a node is vi.3ited, if the desired key is less 
thdn the naJe's ~et 1 then the left pointer is followed. If 
the desired key is greater than the node 1 s key, the right 
pointer is follo~o~ed. The search terminates when the desired 
key is found or •hen a null ~ointer is encountered. wh~n a 
key is inserted into a binary tree, a search is performed 
If the search is successful, the key cannot be 
If a null pointer is encountered, it is set to 
ne• node that contains the new key and two null 
f o r th e ic e y • 
inserted. 
point to a 
painters. 
Keys are always deleted from leaf nodes or semi-leaf 
nodes in a binary tree. ~ semi-leaf node is a node with 
only one descendant. If a k~y to be deleted has two descen-
dants, then that key is exchanged with the next larger or 
next swaller ~ey in the tree, ~hich has dt most one descen-
aant. Then, thtl key and its nod~ are deleted. lf th~ 
Jeleted node haJ a descenjant, the descendant is moved up 
into the S?ac~ left by the deletion. 
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There are several ways to traverse binary search trees, 
the most common of which is the inorder traversal. This 
type of traversal accesses all keys in order. Other methods 
of traversal include preorder, postorder, and level order 
(16). 
Binary search trees way or ~ay not be well-balanced. A 
well-balanced binary search tLee is one in which each node's 
two subtrees have approximately the same height. When a 
binary search tree is built by insertion of random keys, it 
is li~ely to ~e well-~alanced. On the other hand, consider 
the case ~here the keys are inserted in ascending order. A 
degenerate tLae is then for~ed in which every left ~ointer 
is null. This tree is essentialli 110 more more tha~ a lin-
ear linked list. 
The average search time for a randomly built binary 
search tree is O(logN) where N is the number of keys in the 
tree (16). The average search time for a degenerate binar~ 
search tree is O(N). The average time for insertion corre-
sponds very closely to the search time, since there is a 
constant time after the correct null pointer is found. The 
average time to delete a ket from a binary search tree is 
U(logN). 
Height Balanced Trees 
U.lcunstr3i~ed binar 1 se~rch trees have good character-
istics •hen they are wall-balanced, but the fact that they 
maJ ba degenerate can cause prublerns. Height ~alanced trees 
have provisions, or constraints, for keeping the tree 
well-balanced (13, 16). A height balanced tree has some 
value, k, which is the maximum difference in heights of a 
node's t~o subtrees. When an insertion or a deletion causes 
the heights of a node's two subtrees to differ by more than 
k, an adjustment is made to rebalance the subtrees. Height 
balanced trees are o~ten named by their value of k. For 
examr;>le, if a tree had a value of one for k, it iolould be 
calle·i <.Hl riB(l) tr~e. 
T~e adjust~ents made to the tree to kee~ it balanced 
are C3lled rotdtions. There are only t~o types of rotations 
used in rebalancing. Each of these requires a fixed amount 
of ti~e. This neans that the average time for insertion and 
deletion remains O(logN), while the average search time 
decreases (if k < N). 
There have been several variations of HB(k) trees 
developed. A partially height balanced tree (HB(kl,k2)) has 
two values for k: one for the bottom level of the tree and 
one for the upper levels (12). Weight balanced trees use 
the number of nodes contained in, rather than the height of, 
the subtrees to test for rebalancing (16). 
~eight balanc~d trees are appro~riate primarily for the 
internal storaJe of data. Other ~ethods are ~enerally used 
for storing data on secondary storage. By storing more than 
one Ket 1n a n:J·~e, the numoer of acc:o!sses to secondary stor-





The B-tree was first developed by Bayer and McCreight 
(3) in 1972. Since then, B-trees and variations thereof 
have become common data structures for the storage of 
infor~ation on secondary storage devices. 
A 9-tree is a search tree that has the following prop-
erties: 
1. ~ac~ ~ath frau the root to any leaf has the 
same leny th, h, also called the height of the 
treg. 
2. Eac~ node has at most m descendants. 
3. 
4. 
~ach node, exce~t the root and the leaves, 
has at le~st CEIL(~/2) descendants. The root 
is a leaf noJe or i1as at least h;o 
descendants. 
Each node holds between FLOOR((m-1)/2) and 
m-1 keys, except the root ~hich holds bet~een 
1 and m-1 keys. 
5. Each non-leaf node with k keys has k+l 
descendants. 
Since the path from the root to any leaf has the same 
length, every leaf node must reside on the same level. For 
this reason, the 8-tree is said to have uniform height. 
In Ei-tree..>, insertions occur only at the leaf node 
1 evel. The leaf node level is also referred to as the 
bottom level. An insertion may cause a node·to become 
overfull, that i~, t0 contai~ more than ru-1 ~eys. If this 
ha9?ens, the ;,ode nay be .:>l)lit into two nodes, and the 
middle ~ei af the overfull node inserted into the parent 
node. This 19eration is called node ~ptittiny. An 
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alternative method of handling overfull nodes is overflow 
sharing. In this operation, some of the keys and pointers 
from the overfull node are moved into one of its siblings. 
Overflow sharing is not possible if both of the overfull 
node's siblings contain the maximum possible number of keys. 
If overflo~ sharing is used, ~hen possible, it tends to kee~ 
m or e k ey s i n e a c h no d e • 1' h is c au s e s the t r e a t o b e 
shallo~er and hJve better search characteristics. 
'ihen a k.eJ is cleletec from a U-tree, it is deleted from 
a leaf node. If the key to be deleted is in an upper level 
node, it is flrst s~a~~ed ~ith the next l~rger or next 
smaller key in the tree, which always appears on tha bottom 
level. A deletion may cause a node to become underfull, 
that is, to contain less than FLOO~((m-1)/2) keys. If this 
happens, the underfull node may be merged with a sibling 
that contains FLOOH((m-1)/2) keys. this operation is called 
node ~erging. When a node becomes underfull and a merge is 
not possible, an underflow share is performed. Underflow 
sharing consists of moving some of the keys and pointers 
from a sibling into the underfull node. 
o-tr~e Variants 
Several variations of t~e n-tree have come about in 
recent y~ars. There see~s to be a lack of uniformity in the 
ter.nhol.J:JY 113e.j in the Jef inition of. these structures. The 
def iii! t ion of some of the terns used in this paper follow. 
( 
8 
The leaf nodes of a 3-tree have no descendants in the 
tree, but do contain keys and pointers to external nodes. 
External nodes may be imaginary nodes without information, 
or data records associated with keys in the leaf nodes. The 
bottom level of the tree refers to the leaf node level, or 
the level of the tree at 0o1hich all leaves are present. The 
up~er levels of the tree are any levels other than the bot-
tom level. Comer (6) anJ ;1agner (21) use "sequence set" to 
refer to the bottoin level, and "index set" to refer to the 
Upper levels of certain 8-tree variations. In discussing 
8-trees, Ki1uth (1•5) uses "le.lf node" to refer to the exter-
nal nodes defined above, but chan]es the definition to agree 
with the abov3 ~hen discussing ffiOdifications used in the 
8•-tree. 
In a conventional B-tree, data stored ~ith the key may 
be large enough to occupy a considerable portion of an index 
node. If a large amount of data is stored with the keys in 
the nodes, the order of the 8-tree may be relatively small, 
and so the height relatively large. Also, in a 8-tree, all 
pointers on the bottom level are not used. Since most of 
the pointers in the tree are on the bottom level, most 
pointers in tne tree are not useJ. A solution to these 
problems is to store each key and associated datd on the 
bottom level of the tree (16). When a leaf node splits, the 
1 ev c 1. 
level. 
1u~l ic:lte,.j .:wJ ~ru~agate:1 to the next higher 
The ori.nr.al l<ey and dat3 re.uain on the bottom 
Th~ u9per level ~ets and pointers are merely a 
'-
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"roadmap" to the bottom level. A search in this structure 
is not complete until the bottom level is reached. If a key 
that has a duplicate in an up~er level is deleted from a 
leaf node, the upper level key does not need to be deleted. 
It can still function to guide searches to the bottom of the 
tree. 
Instead of storing data with each key on the bottom 
level of the tree, as suggested above, a pointer to an asso-
ciateJ data record can ~e stored. The perillits the same 
structure to ~a used for both leaf nodes and upper level 
nodes. !lo;.o~ever, if the sa:ne structure is used, one ~ointer 
on each leaf nvJe is not used. Th~se extra pointers can be 
used t o 1 in:( all th e b o t tom 1 e v e 1 nodes h or i z on tally t o aid 
in the traversal of the tree (8, 16, 21). 
In the trees just described, the upper level keys are 
used only to guide searches. These keys can be compressed, 
using any of several techniques, to allow a greater branch-
ing factor on Up?er levels (4, 14, 21). Key compression 
results in keys with variable lengths. Because of this, the 
number of bytes used in a node, rather than the number of 
keys a node contains, is used to determine underflow and 
overflow conditions in u~~er level nodes. 
( 
CHAPTER II 
THE B•-TREE INDEX 
The structure presented in this chapter is the 
B•-tree 1 , described by Comer (8) and Knuth (16). A descrip-
tion o! the s•-tree is given, Eollo~ed by a partial anal]sis 
of the storage characteristics of the s•-tree. Empirical 
results are ?resenteJ, sho~inJ the convergence of the den-
sity of the a•-tree after alternate insertions and deletions 
of r .. mdom ke_ys. 
~ach node in the o•-tree contains only keys and point-
ers. The bottom level pointers point to data records, or 
external nodes. On the bottom level, there is one pointer 
per key. Each leaf node has a link to the next leaf node to 
the right, except the rightmost node, whose link is null. 
Each upper level key is copied from a bottom level key 
during a node split on insertion. From that time on, the 
-
upper level key is used only to direct searches to the bot-
tom level. A 3Uccessful Sedrch in d 8•-tree is detect~d 
only ~hen a ~atching key is found at the botto~ lev~l. 
Some implementations of the s•-tree (16) have data 
stored ~ith thd ~eys in ledi nodes, ~akinJ the structure of 
10 
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leaf nodes different from the structure of the upper level 
nodes. The a•-tree structure discussed in this paper is one 
in which the sa~e structure is used for both leaf nodes and 
upper level nodes. The s•-tree has one key per pointer in 
the bottom level and one more pointer than keys in the upper 
levels. Since one more pointer per node is used on the 
up~er levels than on the bottom level, there is an extra 
pointer on each leaf node. The unused pointer on each leaf 
noc~ is used ::1s CJ horizont.11 link to the "next" leaf node. 
The horizontal links across the bottom level can be 
mair,tained •ithout much difficultt. 'fhe only time a hori-
zontal lin~ is u~dated is during an node s~lit or mer)e. ln 
either case, no additional node accesses are required beyond 
those ordinarily required for a split or merge. 
The horizontal links allow the "next" key and pointer 
to be accessed •ithout using upper level nodes, after the 
initial search. This makes it possible to traverse several 
trees simultaneously, keeping only one node per tree in mem-
ory at a time. 
In the a•-tree, only the keys in leaf nodes are associ-
ated with data records. The u~per level keys are duplicated 
fro:n keys in tne bottom level keys, and are only usect to 
reference other nodes. The duplication of ~eys on the upper 
levels may cause the number of keys per node to be ruislead-
in':) • ..:. 1.)+-tr~e .-it:-t ~; extJrnal noLies ita.3 ~~keys in the ~ot-
tom level or t~g 
level.:> may V3ry. 
tree, but the number of ~eys 1n u~~er 
Ihis variance ~ay be small, hut a unit of 
( 
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measurement can be chosen which will show the overall 
storage characteristics of the tree more accurately than 
keys per node. Instead of using the total number of keys 
per node, the number of external nodes per internal node can 
be used, that is, the number of keys on the bottom level 
divided by the number of nodes in the tree. This unit will 
be called "effective keys ~er node." The number of effec-
tive Keys per no8e in a tree of order m with N external 
nodes is re~rasented as E(~,N). 
Storage Characteristics 
To finJ the u~per and lo•er bounds on E(m,N) for a 
a•-tree of order m ~ith N external nodes, it is necessary to 
determine the maximum and minimum nodes in the tree. N can 
then be divided by these values to obtain the maximum and 
minimum value for t;(:n,N). 
The minimum number of pointers in a node is 
d = CEIL(m/2). 
The maximum number of leaf nodes is 
t' L 00 t< ( N I ( d -1) ) • 
If there are n noJes on a level, L, of a tree, and if n>l, 
then there are n pointers on level L-1, the level immedi-
atelJ above. 7his can be seen intuitively since each node 
except the rJot must h3ve d pointer to it from the next 
higher level. rh~ illaximuill nuillDer of node5 on an up~er level 
\, 
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with n pointers is 
FLOOR{n/d). 
Using the above, one can progress from the bottom level 
of the tree upward, counting the number of nodes on each 
level, until the number of nodes on a level is one. When 
the root node is reached {where the number of nodes on the 
level is one), the maximum possible nuruber of nodes in a 
B•-tree for the ;~iven order, m, and size, N, is obtained. 
The minir.tum :fOSSible number of nodes may be found simi-
larly. The ~ini~u~ nu~ber of leaf nodes is 
CEIL(N/(w.-1)). 
The minimum number of nodes on an up?er level with p point-
ers i.s 
CEIL(p/m). 
On an UP?er level, each node has one more pointer than 
key. Therefore, on an upper level with n nodes and p point-
ers, there are (p-n) keys. Using this, the maxi:num or mini-
mum number of keys in the tree may be counted along with the 
nodes. 
In each progression upward during the counting, the 
maximum or minimum number of levels in the tree may be tal-
lied. The algorithm in Figure 1 
maximum and miniwum number of keys, 
mat be used to find the 
nodes, and levels in a 
B•-tree of order ~ with N external nodes. 
The f~nctions for the ruaxiwum and minimum number of 
nodes anJ keys ~auld be linear if the FLOOR and C~IL func-
tious :.~ere nat present, since .J is divided by the sawe value 
( 
14 
each time through the loop. This implies that a linear 
approximation to the maximum and minimum number of nodes in 
a a+-tree can be obtained. 
r•••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·---, 
STAt: P~OC (~JXNODES, HAX~EVS, MI~NODES, MINKEVS, 
HAXLEV, .'1I~L£V, l-1, N}; 
M~XNOOES,~AXKEYS,HAXLEV,~INNODES,HINKEYS,MINLEV = 0 
D = CZIL(m/2); 
I* FI~D ~AXIMUYS */ 
J = ~lGO~(~/(D-1)}+N; 
00 ~d-ilLS J > 1; 
I = FLi.JGC<(J/0); 
MAX~GD~S = ~AXNCOES+I; 
MAXKEYS = MAXK~YS+J-I; 
MAXLEV = MAXLEV+l; 
J = 1; 
END; 
/* FI~D MINIMUMS */ 
J = CEIL(N/(~-l))+N; 
DO 'liHILE J > 1; 
I = CEIL(JOO; 
MINNODES = MINNODES+I; 
MI~KEVS = HINKEYS+J-I; 
HINLEV = MINLEV+l; 




FiJure 1. Al.Jorithm to Find the Maximum and Minimum 
~eys, ~o~es, and Levels in a e+-tree 
I f t i1 e r ~ J r e n I: o d e s in d 1 e v e l o f the t r e e, then t h e r e 
~re n-1 ~eys in dll levels above that level. This is shown 
( 
\ 
by the following: 
1. If a level has only one node, then it is the 
root node and there are no keys in the above 
levels. 
2. A node is added to a level if and only if a 
key is added to the upper levels in the 
~rocess of node splitting. 
J. A nod~ is deleted fro~ a level if and only if 
a ~ey 1s deleted from the upper levels in the 
process of node merging. 
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This implies th3t the maximum and minimum number of keys can 
be found using 
N+FLOOR(N/(d-1))-1 
for the rm ax i.nu;n, and 
H+~LOOR(N/(w-1))-1 
for the minimu;u. 
The linear approximation for the maximum and minimum 
number of nodes in a a+-tree can also be found. As stated 
previously, the 11aximum number of leaf nodes is 
FLOOR(N/(d-1)). 
The maximu~ number of keys on upper levels of the tree is 
FLOOR(N/(d-1)-1). 
The maximum number of nodes in a B-tree with k keys is 
ap~roximated by FLOOR(k/(d-1)), so the maximum number of 
nodes in the upper levels of a B+-tree is approximately 
FLOOR((FLOOR(N/(d-1))-1)/(d-1)). 
The .uaxiruurr: numner of nodes in the entire tree can be 






n = FLOOR(N/(d-1)). 
The minimum effective keys per node may be estimated by 
dividing N by the above. 
It can be shown that the linear approximation for the 
maximum number of nodes in a e•-tree has a maximum error of 
L-1, where L is the number of levels in the tree. There are 
two places ~here error is introduced. One stems from the 
fact that the root node may be less than 1/2 full. This 
tends to make the approximation less than the actual 
maximum. The other source of error is the fact that on each 
upper 1 ev el, it may not be possible to have all nodes at 
minimum capacity. This tends to make the approximation 
greater than the actual maximum. The maximum error for this 
is one node for each level. The top level has two possible 
errors of one, but since the they are opposing, an error of 
only one may occur at this level. 
An approximation of L, the number of levels in a 
B•-tree, is given by 
L <= 1 + logd (N + FLOOR(N/(d-1))-1). 
Therefore, the maximum error in the linear approximation of 
the maxi~um number of nodes in a a•-tree is 
e <= log d (N + FLOOii(n/(d-1))-1}. 
A similar derivation for the minimum number of nodes in a 






n = FLOOR(N/(m-1)) 
for the minimum. The maximum error turns out to be 
e <= logm (N + FLOO~{n/(m-1))-1). 
Similarly, the nu~ber of nodes in a a•-tree with p keys per 
node may be approximated by 
(N/p-1)/p+N/p. 
l s•-tree can be built by inserting random keys to 
obtain the storage characteristics of the tree. If such a 
tree is built, its density, or number of keys per node with 
respect to node capacity, is higher than that of a tree of 
identical size that has undergone a series of alternate 
insertions and deletions. By the same token, after a tree 
has undergone a series of deletions it tends to be more 
sparse than normal. As a newly built tree undergoes alter-
nate insertions and deletions of random keys, its density 
converges to a value which will be called the average den-
sity. The average storage characteristics of a s•-tree are 
those of a tree that has undergone an infinite number of 
alternate insertions and deletions of random keys. 
To obtain the average storage characteristics of a 
B•-tree, its density must be adjusted after the tree is 
built initially. This can be done by performing alternate 
insertions and deletions on the tree until the density nears 
the average. The density can also be adjusted by inserting 
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more than the desired number of keys into the tree, and then 
deleting the difference. 
A tree with a relatively small order, m, tends to 
approach the average density taster and smoother than a 
tree with a lar;,er or1er. Considar a tree of order 201 with 
13 nodes and 2000 keys on the bottom level. Consider fur-
ther a leaf node at 90' c~~acity, containing 180 ~eys. In 
order for the node to share or split, there must be 21 more 
insertiolls into that node than deletions from it. 
Consider a seconj case in ~Jhich a tree of order 11 has 
2000 keys on the bottom level and 27 leaf nodes. ,\ node at 
90% ca?acity on the botto.n level contains 9 :ceys. only 2 
more insertions than deletions must occur in this node for a 
split or overflo~ share to take place. A split or share 
operation is much more likely to occur in this tree than in 
the tree of order 201. This means that after a given number 
of alternate insertions and deletions, the tree of order 11 
will probably have a density closer to the average than that 
of the tree of order 201. 
The two trees have different average densities. The 
average density of the tree of order 201 is slightly greater 
than that of the tree of order 11. ~m~irical results show 
that the averaye density of a•-trees increases at a decreas-
ing rate as the order incre~ses. Furthermore, if the number 
of ~lternate in3artions and Jeletions is normalized to the 
node size, 3•-tre~s of lo~er orders still converge to the 
averdqe density tJster than o•-trees of larger orders. 
( . 
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Trees of relatively large orders have nearly the same 
average density. 
Any differences between the average storage character-
istics in a 8•-tree and a 8-tree would be caused by the dif-
terence in the way insertion 
done on the bottom level. 
splits and deletion merges are 
~hen a leaf node splits in a 
8-tree, a key is removed fro~ the bottom level and promoted 
to the next higher level. In a a•-tree, a leaf node split 
causes a key to be Juplicated and ~rornoted to the upper 
level, so o~e of the leaf nodes has one more key than it 
~auld in a A-tree. In a 0-tree, ~hen a node merge occurs, 
the key in the parent node that separates the two nodes 
being merged is movej into the middle position of the node 
resulting fro~ the merge. ~hen a merge occurs on the bottom 
level of a a•-tree, that key is merely deleted, since it 
does not refer directly to a data record. This leaves the 
merged node with one less key than it would have in a 
B-tree. 
Most of the nodes of a B+-tree are at the bottom level. 
In the follo~ing discussio11, it will be assumed that the 
upper levels of the tree reflect the characteristics of the 
bott~n level. The root, with a different ~inimum nu~ber of 
keys than the other nodes, ~ill be ignored. The difference 
in the densities of the bottom level of a 8•-tree and the 
up~er levels is expected to b~ negli~able, especially since 
the U?~er levels usually cont3in a small ~ercentage of nodes 





Empirical data was gathered for a+-trees of several 
orders. The trees approach average densities of .76 to .ao. 
The density of trees newly built averaged from .84 to .86, 
for trees of order 7, 11, 12, 13, 15, 24, 35, and 49. After 
each tre~ was built, a series of alternate insertions and 
deletions of r3ndom keys ~as done, recording the storage 
characteristics periodically. Next, a series of insertions, 
a series of deletions, and another series of alternate 
insertions and deletions ~ere done. 1he results provide 
data for the a~~roach of an underfull tree to the average. 
The data froro Tabla I was obtained by the method 
describeJ above. The "Operations" column refers to the num-
ber of alternate insertions and deletions. One operation is 
defined as an insertion and a deletion pair. 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the way relat1vely sparse 
and dense B+-trees approach average density. The tree of 
order 35 approaches the average density much slower than the 
tree of order 13, as expected. Empirical data for these 
trees, as well as trees of other orders, is given in ap(>en-
dix A. 
rhe eA~ected number of nodes in a s•-tree of order m 
with , ~ays and an average density of .78 is 
( i·4 I t~ - 1 ) I p + N I p 
where 
p = • 7 !3{ m-1). 
N can ba divided by this to obtain the expected effective 
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keys per node: 
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Figure 2. Density of the Bottom Level of an Order 13 
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Figure 2. Density of the Bottom Level of an Order 13 
s•-tree After N*100 Operations 
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TABLE I 
\._. STORAGE CHARACTERIStiCS OF THE BOTTLl.l.f 
LEVEL OF A d+-TREE 
Number of Number of 
QILe.t.a.t.iJl~ H2.W:.s .Ilf:n.s.ill 
0 199 .8375 
10 199 .8375 
20 201 .8292 
30 202 .9251 
40 204 .8170 
50 204 .8170 
60 203 .8210 
70 203 .8210 
80 203 .8210 
90 203 .8210 
100 203 .8210 
120 20 4 .8170 
140 20 4 .3170 
1.,., b v 201 .8052 
180 209 .7974 
200 210 .7937 
220 210 .7937 
24 0 210 .7937 
260 211 .7899 
28 0 211 .7899 
300 211 .7899 
350 212 • 7862 
400 214 .7788 
·150 212 .7862 
500 214 .7788 
550 215 .7752 
600 213 .7825 
650 214 .7788 
700 213 .7825 
750 216 .7716 
300 216 .7716 
900 216 .7716 
1000 218 .7645 
1100 217 .7680 
1200 216 .77lb 
1300 215 .7752 
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Figure 3. Density of the Bottom Level of an Order 35 
B•-tree After N*lOO Operations 
CHAPTER III 
INDEX NODE BUFFERING 
It is inefficient to access secondary storage for the 
root no~e each ti~e the tree is used. It is preferable to 
ke~~ the ruot naJe in meru0ry until t~e program has completed 
its o~erations, and tr.en out~ut the root node to secondary 
stora•je. Far so.,;• J+-tree.>, it :n:w also be feasit-,le to :<eep 
more than t~e root node in me~ory, es~ecially if the root 
nod~ has orily a fc\ol jescendant5. 
Least Recently Used Replacement Method 
The first bufferinY method presented is the "least 
recently used replacement" method (18). Using this techni-
que, the K most recently used nodes remain in me~ory. K 
pointers are set to point to the nodes in the buffer. The 
first ~ointer refers to the most recently used node and the 
Kth pointer to the least recently used. If the node refer-
reJ to by the thir1 pointer is re~uesteJ as in~ut, the first 
pointer is set to point to that node, the third pointer to 
the node previously referred to by the second, and the sec-
ond ~ointer to the node Jreviously referreJ to ~Y the first 
point~r. T~is is 1llustrateJ in Figure 4. By adJUsting the 




accessed, the relative time since the last access is 




t--·-----·+-~------·------------------·-~ 1 2 
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t·--------+-----------------------------~ 1 3 
l---------~-----------------------------~ After Access to Page 2 
Figure 4. Pointers to Buffered Pages for Maintenance of 
Time Since Last Reference 
If a node that is not in the buffer is requested as 
input, the nu1e rP?laces th~ least r~cently used node in the 
buffer. T~e ?ointers to the nodes are then adjusted to 
retain the r~lative times since last reference~ If the 
repldced node 11:ls been updated i11 lT.emor-;, it ~ust be output 
to secor,Jary st.Jraje beEort! its re.>lucem~nt. A fla:J for 
each 11vJe in t:1e buffer i.3 useJ to tell. ;o~hether the node has 
been altered. 
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If a nod~ in the buffer is requested as output, it is 
replaced with the structure that would normally be output to 
secondary stora~e. The node's flag is set to indicate that 
the node has been altered, and the pointers to the nodes are 
adjusted to reflect the access to the node. If the node 
requested as output is not in the buffer, then the least 
recentlJ used node is replaced, after out~utting it to sec-
The new node's flaJ is then ondary stor::t-Je if necess;]ry. 
set ta indicate ulteration of the node, ~n(~ the node tJOint-
ers are adjustej. 
4t the enJ of the program, dny nodes ~Jith t!leir altera-
tion flags set must be output to secondary storage. 
If the number of nodes in the buffer is greater than or 
equal to the h~ight of the tree, then the root node will 
remain in memory during a series of searches. During 
updates that do not require any node shares, splits, or 
merges, the root will also remain in memory. Most of the 
insertions or deletions in a s•-tree do not require shares, 
s9llts, or merJeS, so the root node will remain in ~emory 
during most upJuc.es to tne tr:ee. inls r.eJuces the nurnoer o.t 
accesses to secondary storage by at least one for each 
search, and bt at least one for most insertions and dele-
tions. 
Consider- d tree with a hei~ht equal to the number of 
11 o ·i e s i n t b e ~ u E f e r • A f t c r e a c h .> e d r c 11, t h e no de s in rn em o r .v 
\ 
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will be the same nodes that were accessed in the search. 
Since the root node is always accessed in a search, it will 
always remain in me~ory. If the root node has two descen-
dants, then there is a 50~ chance of saving an access on the 
second level during each search. If the root has three des-
cendants, an access will be saved one third of the time on 
the second level. This reasoning can be generalized for any 
number of nodes on all levels. If a series of searches is 
performed on the tree, then the average number of accesses 
saved by buffering the nodes is 
where h is the height of the tree and n is the number of 





If the buffer size is p nodes and the height of the tree is 
h, then the average number of accesses saved is at least 
This assumes that dUPlicate nodes may be present in memory, 
and levels are ace essed in any order 1 both of which are 
false. Even so, the error in this approximation is rela-
tively small for large trees. 
( 
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Levels of the tree that have a lar~e nu~ber of nodes 
will ma~e little contribution to the savings in accesses to 
secondary storage. The top two levels are responsible for 
the major part of access reduction in trees of relatively 
large orders. 
The discussion so far has been limite~ largely to ran-
dom searchin~. As stated befor~, there is no chanye in the 
number of accesses requireJ in insertions and deletions 
that do not c:::~use sharf}S, splitsJ or mer]es. Ho..,ever, if a 
node split, m~rge, or share is necessary/ at least one 
sib lin '] oil us t u P. a c cess e d • This incraases the nu~ber of 
accesses for the operation, ar.J causes another bottom level 
node to reside in ~e~orJ. Since there are a lot of nodes on 
the bottom level, this may increase the number of accesses 
for the next operation 
level nodes in :ue;nory. 
activity up the tree, 
by decreasing the number of upper 
When a split or a mer~e pro~agates 
most of the parent nodes will already 
be in m~aory, since they were the last nodes accessed. 
Empirical re3ults were obtained for the number of 
accesses required tor random searches or u•-trees. l'aoles 
II and Ill contain data for buffer sizes of 1, 5, 10, and 2C 
nodes, for tree~ of order 12 and 24. The trees ~ere built 
'.1 i th \ ranuo.n r<..et g. ~. :: t e r t l1 e t r e e s .., P. r e b u i 1 t , N a 1 t e rna t e 
insertious <lili Jeletions Jo~ere ;Jerfor::ted to jecrease the den-
sity. ~ext, 3aarches were ~~rforwed on all the elements of 
,_ 
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the tree. The average number of accesses per search is 
given. The empirical results correspond closely to the ana-
lytical estimation given above. 
The empirical results also show that node buffering 
cuts the number of accesses required for a•-tree updates. 
For e~ample, a tree of order 24 and size 2400 was built, and 
2400 alternate insertions and deletions were performed. 
With a buffer of size one, the nu:nber of accesses required 
f o r t :1 ~:? a 1 t e r n a t e i n s e r t i o o s and de 1 e ti on s • as 2 0 , 0 5 8 • 
Using a ten node buffer, the number of accesses required was 
reduced to 12,271, nearly a 3Q% reduction. The number of 
nodes in the tree after the o~erations ~as 140. The 
decrease in aCC9sses was ~ruu~ht about by keepin~ only about 










AVERAGE NUMBER OF ACCESSES PER SEARCH 
FOR A s+-TREE OF ORDER 12 
~Jumber Accesses Per Search 
Q1 Kfi~ K:l K:.S K.:l.Q 
50 2.00 .36 
10 0 2.0li .bO .2 A 
3 0 f) 3.00 1.51 1.07 
600 3.00 1.73 1.44 
1201) 4.00 2.44 1.87 
2400 2.13 








AVERAGE NUMBER OF ACCESSES PER SEARCH 
FOR A B•-TREE OF ORDER 24 
Tree Number Accesses Per Search 
H!:Ull.t jl_t Kfi~ K:l ~5. K:l.Q K:::2.Q 
2 50 2.00 
2 100 2.00 .17 
2 300 2.00 .81 .47 
1 60 0 3.00 1.16 • 78 .54 
3 120!1 3.00 1.41 1.00 • 78 
3 240 a 3.00 1. 71 1.42 .97 
3 500 0 1.68 1.36 
:< = gu ff e r .)ize, in Noces 
Height kei~hted Method 
It is usually more advantageous to keep upper level 
index nodes in memory rather than leaf nodes. The level of 
the tree in which a node resides can be used, as well the 
the time since the node's last reference, to determine the 
next node in th~ buffer to be reolaced. This will c~use a 
greater rerceutage of the buffered nodes to be from the 
upper levels of the tree, which in turn will cause fewer 
dCcesses to s~conc.Jrt .3tJraye. 
To use this "height ~o~eiJhted 11 buffering method, ~ach 
node i~ the buffer ~ust have its hei~ht present, as ~ell as 
the time since it was last referenced. Each node's time 
\ 
Jl 
since last reference is maintained in the same manner as in 
the least recently used replacement method. 
Each tirue, t, has a value between 1 and K inclusively, 
where K is the buffer size. Each height, h, has a value 
between 1 and L inclusively, where L is the height of the 
tree. The most recently used node has t=l. The root node 
has h=l. Tne formula used to assign a priority, P, to a 
node is 
P = t + ;I * X 
where x is a ~eightin~ factor for the height. The node with 
the yr~atest VJlu~ for P is replaced next. 
If X ) K, 
tl1 e s ;:En e 1 eve l • 
ti1 en t 1or i 11 be i g nor e d ex c e p t for nodes on 
Si~ilarlt, if x < 1/L, then h will not be 
used. ~ value for the weighting factor, x, should be deter-
mined so that 
If x = K is used, 
entirely on the level 
1/L <= X <= K. 
node replacement will depend almost 
of the tree in which each node 
resides. This causes the maximum possible number of upper 
level nodes to reside in the buffer. During a share, split, 
or merge on the bottom level, however, each time a node is 
read from or 'Jritten to the buff~r, an access to secondary 
storage will pronaoly be necess3ry. 
::- i · 1 u r e :5 s :w "'s t:, e r e s u l t s o t t e s t i ll'J d i f f e r en t v a 1 u e s 
for x on a ~-trea of order 24. The buffer size used ~as ten 
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nodes. The graph shows the number of accesses required for 
a sequence of insertions, alternate insertions and dele-
tions, and searches on the s+-tree. The actual operations 
performed can be found in appendix B. The best value for x 
seems to be bet~den 8 and 10, for this case. 
Considerations 
The insertion of 3 :<ay into a node requires a time of 
OCl), ""here 'I L; the number of if.eJS in the node. l f tiler e 
are several hundred keys per node, this tLne may be signifi-
cant. oy r~ducin~ the noJe siz~ and increasin~ the buffer 
size, the tot1l tiwe required for updates might be reduced. 
In a multi-user environwent, the effect of node buffer-
ing c~dnges. Because several different trees are likely to 
be used concurrently, the number of nodes in the buffer for 
each tree is reduced, which in turn reduces the access sav-
ings. The use of multiple buffers would probably be unfeas-
ible for updates, because of problems with the duplication 
of nodes. A co~mon buffer, with a "lockout mechanism" could 
be used, instead. 
The efficiency of traversing a u+-tree using horizontal 
liulcs is not atrected mucil 'oi node buffering, s1nce maut 
nodes are accessed only one ti~e. However, node buffering 
may be useful in 3+-tree trav~rsals iu a multi-user environ-
m e n t, s i !1 c e 1 n o J e c a n 'H! h e l d in t h e b u f f e r f o r e d c h o f 
s ev r:! r a l t r <1 v ~ r s ;J 1 s • T .'1 e :-, ~ s t h e i J h t w e i ~ h t in q f a c t or f or 
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buffering in such a system would probably not be the same as 
it would for a system with only one o•-tree. 
r••••••••••?•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 
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X = Height Weighting Factor 
Figure 5. Number of Accesses vs. Height Weighting Fac-
tor for Operations on a e•-tree of Order 24 
with a 10 Node Buffer 
CHAPTER IV 
A STORAG~ A~D ACCESS SYSTEM DESIG~ FOR A 
~ELATIONAL DATAB~SE 
A comprehensiv~ relatioual database has been defined to 
have the folloJ4ing characteristics: 
1. An interface for a high level, nonprocedural 
d Cl t 1 l a n ;1 • 1 ,, •J e w h i c h ~ r ov i ,j e s t h e f o 11 o •d n g 
caJabilities for both dJplication ~rograwrners 
anJ nontechnic3l users: query, data 
manipulation, Jatd ~efinition, and Jata 
control facilities. 
2. l!.fficient file structures in which to store 
the database and efficient access paths to 
the stored database. 
3. An efficient optimizer to help ~eet the 
response-time requirements of terminal users. 
4. User views and snapshots of the stored 
database. 
5. Integrity control -validation of semantic 
constraints on the database during data 
manipulation, and rejection of offending data 
manipulation statements. 
6. Concurrency control - synchronization of 
si~ultaneous updates to a snared dataoase by 
multi;?le users. 
7. Selective access control 
access privileges of one 
otaers. 
- authorization of 
user's database to 
:) • "e cover y t r o a~ J o t h sot t a ra d hard crashes. 
9. A r~?ort J~ner~tor for a highly stylized 
display of t~e results of interactions 
against the datdha3e and such ap~lication-
1 l 
\ 
oriented computational facilities as 
statistical analysis {15, p. 185-186). 
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A system design is presented here to supply the second item 
above for a relational database. The design of the file 
system is based on the s+-tree, described in Chapter II. 
qelational Database Structure 
~ relation is a set of n-tu~les, or tuples. A relation 
may be thou·Jht of as a lo.;JicJl file, and a tuple as a logi-
cal record ~ithin that file. A tuple is a character string 
wiU1 one or .li·Jr~ fi~lJs.~ or attri~utes. See Figure 6. 
r•••••··-------~-----·--··----~---··T••••••••••••••, 
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A relational database contains a set of relations, on 
which operations such as joins, projections, and selections 
may be perfor~ed. 
The storage and access system of a relational database 
system should ~rovide the following capabilities: 
1. Relation definition. 
2. Access path ·definition. 
3. Tuple addition, deletion, and update. 
4. Tuple ~ccess. 
5. Acce33 ~ath deletion. 
b. Rel3tiun deletion. 
A bdse rel::~tion is 3 relation tnat i.J not defined or. 
any other relations. The base relation is the prlmary 
entity to be stored by a relational database storage and 
access system. 
The definition of a relation involves the definition of 
the ·tuples and attributes of the tuples, such as the tuple 
length and the position and length of the attributes. Each 
relation defined must have a name by which it is to be 
referenced. The information on a newly defined base 
relation is stored on a second~ry storage structure, such as 
a catal OJ. 
There dre several possible access paths to a base 
~.·:1e l;tost strai·~ht.lor-. .. ani is se'iuential dccess. 
Another a~t!1 .. d 'Jf accass is the use uf a set of direct links 
from tui;:iles ill one base rel<1tion to tut;>les in another. 
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Still another access method involves the use of an index, 
such as the s•-tree, in which the bottom level pointers 
reference tuples, either directly or indirectly. The access 
paths must be maintained during the addition, deletion, and 
updating of tuples. 
A hi~h level design of a storage and access system for 
a relational database follows. 
The Storage and Access Syste~ 
In this system, a base relation contains tuples which 
are stored on ?a]es. A ~aJe is a physical record from a 
file useJ by all bdse relations. A base relation page, as 
illustrated in ?i~ure 7, contains a status word, a set of 
tag bits, a~d a set of tuples. 
r•••••••-?••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 




















Pi~ure 7. ~aH~ Relation Pa~e 
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The status flag is set to -2 if the page is full, -1 if 
the page is partially full, and is a positive lin~ in the 
list of available pages if the ~age is empty. Each tu~le 
has a tag bit associated with it indicating whether the 
tuple is currently being used. Any full or partially full 
page is dedicated to a sin~le relation. Any page on the 
available list is available to any relation. 
·/Jhen a .?:lge beco;nes empty., by the deletion of its last 
tuple, it is re~oved from the set of base relation pages and 
placed onto the available list. Similarly, if all the pages 
in a relatiun are full when a tu~le is added, ~ 
taken from the available list and placed into the 
pages in the ~as~ relation. 
page is 
set o t 
The set of pages in a base relation are not necessarily 
contiguous. There must exist a method to access the pages 
of a relation sequentially, as well as find a partially full 
page, if there is one, for the addition of a new tuple. The 
capability must exist to access a page directly to update, 
delete, or read a given tuple. Also, there must be effi-
cient means of adding pages to and deleting pages from a 
base relation. The solution to these problems is to use the 
B•-tree for the :Ud!lagement of ~ages for base relations. 
There is a a•-tLee foL each base relation with bottom 
level pointers referring to the pages of the base relation. 
The keys in th~ tree are the ~~rye numbers. Each base rela-
tion itas tr.e root of this ;:>~:ie inJex stored i11 the catalog, 
along ~ith other i~for~ation. ~hen a page is added to or 
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deleted from the relation, the page number is added to or 
deleted from the index. When the relation is to be accessed 
sequentially, the ~age index is traversed. 
The page index is typically only two or three levels in 
height. For example, if the index node size is 19,000 
bytes, which is a common size for ~hysical records on sec-
ond3rY storag~ ,levices, then over 2300 page numbers may be 
stored in each index node. This would make it highly 
unlikely for 3:1'/ page index to exceed three levels ir. 
height. 
~ihen a b':lse relation L:> d~fined, information on attrib-
utes must be supplied. The length, name, and position of 
each ::.Jttri:>ut~ is required. Infor;nation on tuple indexes, 
if any, must also be present. Information on any binary 
links associated ~ith the relation is supplied, as well as a 
possible clustering attribute, which will be described 
later. Each index has a root node, attribute name, and a 
flag that specifies whether the values of the attribute are 
to be unique. A base relation may be temporary or cata-
loged. A temporary base relation may be cataloged at a time 
other than ~hen it is definej. The follo~ing information is 
stored in the Cdtaloq tor base relations: 
1. 5ase relation name. 
2. hoot node of page index. 
3. lilt> l e J.. en·Jth. 
t. ~umber of attributes. 
5. Attribute information. 
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a. .\ttr ibute name. 
b. Position within the tuple. 
c. Length of the attribute. 
6. Number of tuple indexes. 
7. Tuple index information. 
a. ~ttribute name. 
b. Root node. 
c. Unique key flay. 
13. Clustering attribute. 
9 • 1. u ;n her of s ~ t s of b i nary links • 
10. 1 i nk i n f o rIll a t i o r. • 
a. ~ttribute name. 
b. 1elation na~e. 
~-
c. Root node. 
The above information is kept in the catalog for all 
relations exce~:>t temporary relations. The same informatior. 
is stored in internal memory for temporary relations. 
The deletion of a base relation involves deleting all 
the tuples and indexes, and removing the relation's entry, 
if any, from the catalog. The page index is traversed, 
placing each pa']e of the relation onto the list of available 
pages. After the last access to each index node in the page 
index, the node i3 placed onto the available list for index 
node~. The t u~ I.e iud exes J&ld binary link indexes are 
deleted 1n the same manner, exce~t that no base relation 






A tuple inJex is a s•-tree index in which all the val-
ues of an attribute in a relation are used as keys. Each 
tuple has one key. A tuple identifier is associated with 
each key input to the index. The tuple identifier is a 
tullword integer that contains the number of the page in 
•hich a tuple r~sides ·in t~e first halfi.iord and the relative 
position of the tuple within the page in the second half-
word. The tuJle identifiers are the bottom level pointers 
of each tui--ll! index. 
Each ~ey in a 5•-tree must be unique, in order to allo~ 
deletions. It is so~eti~es necessary to have an index in a 
relational database in which some of the keys may be dupli-
cated. Each tuple index has a fla~ associated with it that 
tells whether duplicate keys are allowed. If duplicate keys 
are allowed in an index, then the tuple identifier is conca-
tenated with the original key to form a unique key, which is 
inserted into the tree. There are two types of searches in 
an index that allows duplicate keys. The first 
search for the entire key, or a specific search. 
tyi_>e is a 
In this 
search, the oriyin~l key and the concatenated tuple identi-
fier are sou~ht, and both must match for a successful 
search. This type of search is performed for the deletion 
of a tuple. 
T~e second tjpe ot se3rcn is d ]eneric search, or a 
3 e a r c!l f o r on 1 i d ..., or t i on o f t h e i<: e y • 
from the tupla is sought in this 
Gnly the ori~inal key 
search. The tuple 
'-
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identifier is ignored. Since only a left hand portion of 
the key is considered, there may be more than one matching 
key in this ty~e of search. The search is done by concaten-
ating the lowest possible value in collating sequence to the 
primary key, in place of the tuple identifier. This results 
in the first match, if any, being obtained after a normal 
sp~cific search for t~at key. From that point, the tree is 
traversed until the first ~ey that does not match the pri-
mary '<:ey is founJ. The ide:=t of a generic search may be gen-
eralized to allo~ a com~lete truversal of the tree by 
specify ill g a n u 11 )j r iin a r y key ( 7) • 
Each tu:?le index is maintJir.ed as tne corresponding 
relati •Jn is U[>dJted. 'tihen :Hl adJ it ion tv the relation ta~ces 
place, a key is inserted into the index. Similarly, the 
deletion of a tuple in the relation causes the deletion of 
that tuple's key from the index. A tuple update which 
changes the value of the attribute used by the index causes 
a deletion frow and then an insertion into the index. 
Clustering 
\of hen a r e L1 t ion is processed seq u en ti a 11 y, us in q a i' age 
index, each p~~e iJ read only once. when the same relation 
is processed inorJer, using a tuple index, each page may be 
read several ti~es - up to once per tuple. This can make 
processing rel1tioo;;; inocdar li!.CY inefficient, especially if 
thd tu~les ar! in random orjer ~ith respect to the attribute 




The physical order of the tuples can be maintained so 
that each page is read only once ~hen the relation is proc-
essed in order of some attribute. A relation maintained in 
such a 11anner is said to be clustered on the attribute. A 
relation can be clustered on only one attribute. That 
attri)ute 1s called the clustering attribute. 
A clustere j. relation has its page index modified to 
contain information on the largest attribute in each page, 
in addition to the inforillation stated previously. Each key 
in the ~age index contains the maximum attribute value in 
the pa 1 e~ <J !:l aj indica tin :J whether the ;>age is full., and 
the pa~e numb~r. 
The alJur~th~ for insert1on 1nto a clustered relatio~ 
is given in Figure B. When a tuple is inserted into a clus-
tered relation, the page index is searched for the first 
clustering attribute value greater than or equal to the 
attribute value in the tuple to be inserted. lf the result-
ing page is not full, the tuple is inserted into that page. 
If the page is full, then it is split into two pages, each 
page containing half the tuples, so that each attribute 
value in one page is less than or equal to each attribute in 
the other. The tuple is then inserted into the appropriate 
page, 
the new 
and the page index is updated to contain an entry for 
page. When a page split takes place, any tuple 
indeAeS or binary links on the relation are chanyed to con-
taiu ile:.o tupl~ iJeutifiars tor all the tut:les in one of the 
, __ 
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two pages, since the their old tuple identifiers would no 
longer be accurate. 
r••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 
I 
I INCLUSTER: ?ROC (TUPLE, ATTR_VALUE); 
I SEARC:l ~AGE UlDEX FOR ATTR_VALUE; 
I IF PAGE IS NOT ~ULL ThEN DO; 
J INSERT TUPLE I~TC PAG£; 
I IF PAGE BECO!Jf.S FULL THEN UPDAfE PAGE INDEX; 
I END; 
I i::LSC: DO; 
I SORT TUPLSS I~ PAGE 0~ CLUSTERING ATTRIBUTE; 
I PLACE T~~ UPPER 1/2 OF THE TUPLES INTO A NE~ PAGE; 
I U?LAT2 TUPL~ IDE~1IFI2RS OF RELCCATED 1UPLES IN 
I BIN~RY Ll~KS ANil TUPLE INDEXES; 
I INSEriT THE ~EW TUPLE INTO THE APPROP~IATE PAGE; 
I UPDATS raE PAGE lNDEi<-; 
I END; 
I END INCLUSTEH; 
I 
L••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ 
Figure 8. ~lgorithm for Insertion Into a Clustered &el-
ation 
Deletion in a clustered relation is fairly straightfor-
ward. A tuple is deleted from its page. Even if the tuple 
had the larJest Value for the clustering attribute in the 
pa1e, the ?aJe index is not chanyed. The value in the paye 
index can still be used to separate attribute values. If 
the t~ple del~tion le~ves a Jd~e empty, then the entry for 
that pdye iii t!-19 r.:~ge itlLiex is deleted. 
If a tu~le update in a clustered relation results in a 
new value for the clusterinJ attribute, the old tuple is 
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deleted from and the new tuple inserted into the relation. 
Splitting a page in a clustered ~elation can involve a 
considerable amount of overhead, since tuple indexes and 
binary links, as well as the page index, may have to be 
changed. Although a clustered relation is somewhat more 
costly to maintain than are other base relations, the bene-
fits from inex~~nsive inorder ~recessing may offset the high 
maintenance cost. 
tiinary Lini<s 
Jinar~ lin~s are sets of links that connect the tuples 
of t~o relations. Links go fro~ each tuple in one relation 
to all the tuples in another relation that have the same 
value for 
tuples in 
sllme attribute. Similarly, 
the second relation to all 





The binary links from one relation to another are 
stored in a a+-tree. Each key consists of the "from" tuple 
identifier concatenated to the "to" tuple identifier. A 
generic search can be done on the binary link index to find 
all the tuples in 3 relation linked from a tuple in another 
relation. 
fier. 
l'he ;;earch is done tor the "from" tuple identi-
The insertion of a tuple into a linked relation 
involves updatin1 the ~inary link in~exes going both to and 
from th~ r~lation. All matchin~ tuples in the other rela-
tion are found. If a tuple index is availa~le on the appro-
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priate attribute, it is used. Ctherwise a serial search of 
the relation is performed. As each matching tuple is found, 
an insertion is made into both binary link indexes. 
When a tuple is deleted from a linked relation, every 
key in the two associated binary link indexes that contain 
that tuple identifier, in either the "from" tuple identifier 
or the "to" tuple ide_ntifier, must also be deleted. The 
maintenance of linked relations is moderately expensive, 
particuldrly when there is r,o tuple index on the linking 
attribute. Ho~ever, binary links can play an important part 
in the iill~le~entation of view3, and can be worth~hile in 
relatively st3ble relations. 
Procedures 
Figure 9 s ho .-s a bloc!< diagram of the procedures used 
in the storage and access system. There are three primary 
procedures: STORE, DEFINE, and ACCESS. High level pseudo-
code, or program design language, descriptions are given for 
these procedures in Appendix D. STOPE is used for tuple 
insertion, deletion, and updating in base relations. STORE 
also updates binary links anc tuple indexes associated with 
the base rel3ti on being changed. 
DEFINE is used for the definition of base relations and 
ace ess paths. 
DEF I ~E: 
The followin1 operations are supported by 
1. Cefine 3 relation. 
2. Define a tuple index. 
3. Define binary links. 
4. Delete binary links. 
5. Delete a tuple index. 
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When one of the above items is defineri, the information 
is placed into the cataloy. If a tuple index or a set of 
binary links is defined on an existing relation, then the 
entire relation is processed, setting u~ the binary link 
index or tuple index as if each tuple encountered were a new 
tuple being insdrted into the relation. 
A set of ~inar1 links or a tu~le index ~ay be deleted 
witilout deletinJ the exi.:>tin.; relation. ~hen a relation is 
cl.det~d, anJ Jial3[}' liilks 1.H turle indexes a~sociatei! with 
that relation are also deleteJ. 
~cc:ss ~r0~i~es for the access of tu~les using any of 
1 • Given a tuple ldentifier, 
~hich it refers. 
get the tuple to 
2. Given a celational O\?ecatoc and a value of an 
attribute, get all the tuple identifiers of a 
relation whose tu~les satisfy the 
restri:::tion. 
3. Given a tuple identifier of one celation, 
obtain tuple identifiers of another relation 
of tuples that match on a given attribute. 
4. Using the page index for a relation, get the 
next tu111e. 
5. Using a tuple index foe a relation, get the 
~~xt tuple i~entifi~r. 
In o~ecatiJn 2 above, a tuple index is used if one is 
available on the requested relation and attribute. 
u the r·.., i se, 1 ~~ridl ~earc~ is ~erforned on tne base 
relation. ;Ji:Ji.l;:lrly, ~;inar{ links are u.Jed in operation J 
if the . .. ex1s .. .:>. If not, aad if one is 
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available, a tuple indax is used. If binary links and a 
tuple index both cannot be used, then a serial search of the 
base relation is performed. 
For o~erations 4 and 5 above, a "cursor", 
the index node and offset within the node of 
containing 
the current 
key, is kept ~~ the calling program. The cursor contains a 
null "lfdlU8 on the first cdll. ACCESS "incr:ements 11 the 
cucsor to the next pusition in the node, oc to the next 
n o c! e , e a c I. ti .il P. t h e ~ r o c e d u r e i s c a 11 e d • A n e n d - o f - f i 1 e 
flaJ is set after the gnd of th~ relation has been 
en court t e r c .J • 
1\s sJ-:o;..n in r1.c;ure 'J, several .:;upt?orting procedures are 
TL~LS IND~X is called 
to insert, delete, or update a key in a tu~le index. BINAHY 
LI~KS ~er:forms the same function foe a binary link index. 
BTl<EE is a g~u~ral purpose routine that provides for the 
insertion and deletion of keys in B+-tree indexes. INDEXIC 
is a buffered input/output procedure for index nodes. 
CATALCG is a set of procedures which may be called to 
obtain or store information on relations aud access paths. 
Certain infoc~ation is kept on each relation and access 
path, as .J ::! l i. ..1 s other i t e .a.:; • At 
relational Jatd~ase•s main program, 
is r~ad fro~ 3econdary storage by 
tne ~~y1nning of tne 
the C3talog infor~ation 
a call to a catalog 
)i;nllCJrl1, ~t th~ end ~t the main 1atatiase 
~rogra~, ~ c~ll to a cat~lo~ Jrocedure causes the catalog 
i n f or n a t.i o 11 t iJ 11 ~ :.1 r i t t e r: :1 a c ::: o u t t o .:i e c o n j a r y s t or a ·1 a • A t 
so 
this time, the catalog procedure calls lNDEXIO to wri~e any 
index nodes remaining in memory out to secondary storage. 
Also, at the end of the vrogram, the catalog procedure 
deletes any existing temporary relations. Catalog 
procedures ar~ called by STOf<E a11d ACCESS to obtain tuple 
formdt and access paths for relations. 
SEi!.::<CH is a p["oc.edure used to search an index for a 
given ~ey. It is used ~ith tu~le Indexes, binary link 
inde~~~, an~ ?aJJ ir~ex~s for clustered rel~tio~s. TRlVE~SE 
is used to get the next tu~le identifier, given the last 
"cur.:;o["".., or iih.!ex r.ode ani ra.;.ativ~ offset of the key 
W~iti1in the index node. ::.'he cursor may be set to null to 
s tar t M i t h U1 e f i r 3 t t u t-' 1 .::? i d en tit i e r, or i t may be s e t by a 
call to SEARcq, if the traversal is to begin somewhere other 
than the beginning. FETCH reads a tuple from the base 
relation page, given a tuple identifier. NEXT traverses the 
page index, much like TRAVERSE dces the tuple index. It 
returns a tu~le identifier to ACCESS, which, in turn, calls 
FETCH to retrieve the tuple itself. 
It should be noted that the high level design of a 
complex syste~ such as this should not be held com~letely 
s t a tic • I f t h e [' e as on s f o r a c i1 a n J e u u t w e i :l h the r e as o 11 s 
not to change, then a change should be ~ode. Some of the 
decisions i.:1 thd design of this system •ere based upon 
ex~~ct~f ~["o~~rtl~S ~! th~ cJllinry ~ro7ram. ~s the calling 
r o u t i 11 e s '1 r: <> ! ! .:; i ; n e J , i t _, i 1 l ::> r o b a b l y b ~ ad If a n t a :J e o u s t o 
ruorJifr t;1is Jesi<:Jll tu better suit them. The access routines 
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are ~articularly susceptible to change, since they are 
directly dependent upon the needs of the calling program. 
The storage and access system just described is meant 
for use with an intermediate processor for queries. The 
intermediate processor is to use this system to perform the 
storage and access of tuples. The intermediate processor 
that ~rocesses joins, view accesses, etc., ~ill probably not 
be the sa~e Qrocedure that receives and analyzes source 
queri stdt8ments. For further details on relational 
database s~sterus, see (1, 15). 
( 
CHAPTER V 
SU~HARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
.>umiUary and Conclusions 
T :1 e u rn t o f s t o r a ·J e u t i 1 i r a t i on in a 3 +- t r e a w as 
defiiwJ to be Lw effective k8iS per ncde, or the nur.mer of 
botto·'l levtd ~cdys Jivide.} hy the nu:nber :J~ node;;; in the 
tree. Ail a 1 •J or i t:m f o r de t e r m in i IJ g the ex d c t upper and 
lower bouncs for storage utilization in n+-trees ~as pres-
ented, alonJ with a linear a[.)\.)roxLaation of the IJounds and 
an associated error limit. 
An approxi~ation for the averaye density of a B•-tree 
was determined empirically to be between .76 and .80. An 
appro~imation of the average effective keys per node was 
derived from this. Empirical data showed that a•-trees 
built from a series of insertions have higher densities than 
d o S +- t r ~ f'! s t '1 .J t h .1 v .:.- 'J n i ~ r ·; o !1 ~ ~ e l e t i o n s :'! s w g 1 1 a s i n s e r -
tions. Densities cf e•-trees o.f Luger orders decrease at 
slower rates th~n do a+-tregs of relatively small ·orders. 
l•-tree nuJe buifer.i..n:J .. ds te.3teJ using t"'v methods. 
T~e least recentl; used re~laceruent ~ethod ?ic~s the node 
t I 1 a t -1 .J s u .3 e J l e J s t r e c c l1 t 1 1· t o b e r e p i. a c e d • The hei;ht 




well as its ti~e since last reference, to determine which 
node will be re~laced. Empirical results showed that node 
buffering significantly reduces the number of accesses 
reguired for the searching and maintenance of B•-trees. 
Furthermore, the heiqht weighted method proved to be more 
effective than the least recently used replacement method. 
~n dp~lication of n•-trees in a relational database was 
illustrated bi the hi~h le~al design of the storage and 
access 3yste~ of a relatiJnal database. E•-tree indexes 
~ere us~d in the ~~nage~ent of ~aye3 for relation storage, 
to or:ler tuples uE a relJtion ~'1 ar. attribute, anJ to store 
sets ot ~any to illany binary links between relations. 
Su]ge~tions for Further Research 
The effect of three way s~litting, keeping each node at 
least at 2/1 ca?acity instead of at 1/2, can be determined 
empirically for a•-trees. Also, sharing among a node and 
both its siblings, instead of just one, could be done to 
help reduce the amount of splitting and increase the density 
of the tc ee. 
The avera~e storage utilization of s•-trees has yet to 
be determined dndlttically. 
·rests can be performed to determine empirically, as 
well as analytically, the concentration of a•-tree densities 
the 1ver~ge density unaer alterndto insertions and dele-




which increases as the order increases. Hysteresis is 
resistance to c~ange. For example, a a•-tree of a high den-
sity may approach the average density under alternate inser-
tions and stop short of the analytical average. 
Several test cases of a•-trees approaching their aver-
age densities c3n be run, and the resulting data fitted to a 
curve to did in findin~ their characteristics analytically. 
The data from \ppendix A ~as fitted to the function of a 
co:lstallt ti;n.:; an ex:_->onential. The data ~it the curves 
fairly well, :J:.~t the individual functions :.~ere not suffi-
ciently ..;ir~dlnr to ~r1;.~ conclusion.:i. 
~ord empirical JJta can ~e obtained to find t~e effect 
of t~H~ t .. o il1~thod3 of node bufferinq on the nu.<~ber of 
accessas required for searchin~ and updating n•-trees. The 
amount of the effect could be given in terms of order, 
height, and buffer size. The analytical value for the above 
effect could also be determined. 
Other variations of the two node buffering methods can 
be examined. For exam;?le, the number of lceys in a node can 
be used in the ~eighting to determine replacement, along 
with the other parameters. lnstead of using P=t+h*x for 
rep J dC cl men t ue 1: ~ r :n1.1a t i o u, ~=!+~·~x could be useu. fh is 
would corres~und better to tha number of nodes on each 
1 ev el. Ther~ .-:oul~ be two buffers used. The first buffer 
racentl/ u~~J r~~l~~ement ~etho1. The second buffer ~ould 
( 
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each node to determine replacement. A decision would have 
to be made on ~here to put uodes that qualify to remain in 
both buffers. 
After finding an optimal node buffering method, the 
characteristics of buffers of different sizes could be 
deter~ined. lt could possibly be more efficient, in terms 
of accesses to soconi~ry storaJe, 
larger buffers. 
to use smaller nodes and 
Tfl er ~ L V3St amount of research to b~ dona in the 
field of relational c!atabases. ~orne sug~estions for addi-
tlonal .Jori~ rJil the stora]~ und access syt>te:n ~?resented ir. 
this p::tp~r fvl1o.o~. 
Til·:n.;.. structur•!S can btl desi•Jned so tltut one indt!.X on a 
common attri'Jute of two or more relations can refer to 
tu~les ir-' any of the relations. This method, and the method 
used in the present system, could be im~lemented and com-
pared in terms of time and storage costs. 
The implementation of view relations could be designed 
in such a way that binary links and predetermined projec-
tions ma"e t~e access to a vieiol relatiou very efficient. 
Allowing binary links between relations to be defined by a 
general JOill, ratnec tlldlt the equ1valence or a sin'Jle 
attribute, ~auld !dcilitate this. 
In a clustered relation, overfull pages split, ~uch 
l'his dnaloqy coulJ t>e extended to keer. 
pa~e~ at least ~t 1/2 ca~dcity by usin1 mer)ln~ and under-
7hi~ could be explored to determine 
( 
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whether the increased storage utilization would offset the 
overhead of changing tuple identifiers in binary linKs and 
tuple indexes, after each merge or share. The above concept 
could be carried one step farther, if it seemed worthwhile, 
to include overflow sharing and three way splitting, merg-
ing, and sharinJ. 
Instead of sevaratin'J t:1e tuple pC:.Jges and page index, 
the tuplcls thewselves could be stored on the botto;n level of 
The leaf ~odes ~ould have a different 
structure ~nd order than that of the u~per level nodes. 
l n s t d ·" J o ~ us i 11 J t u p i <! i d e n i; i f i e r ~ , a u n i :z \.1 e a t t r i b u t e v a 1 u e 
for the turle cJul~ be used for identification. Each rela-
tion "'auld ~loV~ <.1 ":.Ce;· attribute'', vne in Ahich no du;>lica-
tion of ke;s is allowed. 
This would re~uire a different node format for leaf 
nodes of tuple indexes. Binary links would contain key 
attribute values instead of tuple identifiers. The ability 
to cluster relations on any attribute would not be sup-
ported, since every relation would, in effect, be clustered 
on the key attribute. 
( 
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APPENDIX A 
T~ST RESULTS FOR B+-TREE DENSITIES 
This datd ~as obtained using the program TESTREE, 
listed in A~~endix C. Euch "Operation" is the insertion of 
a r2nJo~n '<ey anJ the dei~~tion of another random key. The 
"r; u m b ~ r o f N o j e s" i s t h e numb e c o f nod as on the b o t tom 1 eve 1 
of tha tree. T;1~ "Den~ity' 1 is the density of the "bottom 
level. 
60 
Case 1 - Order: 7 N: 2000 
Nuillb er of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
r•••••••••••y•••••••··--~-----------, 
I 0 I 393 84.32 
I 10 I 394 84.6 0 
I 20 I 395 84.39 
I 30 I 319 33.54 
I 40 I 399 83.54 
I 50 I 399 83.54 
I 60 I 399 83.5 4 
I 70 I 399 83.54 
1 80 I 401 63.13 
I 'JO I 403 82.71 
I 100 l ~ 0 ·i i32.51 
I 120 I ·tOS 82.3C 
I 140 I 40 9 81.50 
I 160 I 1.!.3 I 80.71 
I 18C l 414 I 20.52 
I 200 l 413 I '30.71 
I "1, . L L. J I 415 I 80.32 
1 2 40 I 416 I 80.13 
260 I 415 I go.J2 
28() I 418 I 79.74 
300 41 B I 79.7'!. 
350 420 I 79.37 
400 423 I 78.ti0 
450 429 1 77.70 
500 434 I 76.80 
550 435 I 7o.63 
600 439 I 75.93 
650 438 I 76.10 
700 439 I 75.93 
750 442 1 75.41 
800 442 I 75.41 
900 446 I 74.7 4 
1000 447 I 74.57 
1100 440 I 75.75 
1200 433 I 76.10 
1300 '1 V.i ' 76.4'3 L•••••••••••••••••••••••~--~•-••••••~ 
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Case "') - Order: 9 N: 1500 
( 
Numbe.r of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
r•••••••••••y•••••••••••y•••••••••••1 
I 0 I 218 I 86.01 I 
I 10 I 221 I 84.84 I 
I 20 I 223 I 84.08 J 
I 30 I 224 I 83.71 I 
1 40 I 224 I 83.71 I 
I so I 226 I 82.~ti I 
I 60 1 226 I 82.g6 I 
1 70 I 225 I 32.JS I 
I 80 I 22u I 82.9o I 
' 90 ' 226 1 82.96 1 I 100 I 227 I q2.1J0 I 
I 120 J 227 I 82.60 I 
I 140 1 228 I 82.24 I 
1 150 I 22') I 21.~·'1 I 
I lt3i.J I ;_Jc I 31.52 I 
200 I 2J5 I 79.79 I 
2 20 I 236 I 79.45 
2 40 I .23t1 I 78.7d 
2 ') c I 239 I 78 .·"i 5 
2 80 237 I 79.11 
300 23b I 79.45 
350 237 I 79.11 
400 238 1 78.7 8 
450 239 I 78.45 
500 238 I 78.7 8 
550 237 I 79.11 
600 238 I 78.78 
650 238 I 78.78 
700 241 I 77.80 
750 241 I 77.60 
800 240 I 78.13 
900 242 I 77.48 
1000 243 I 77.16 
1100 243 I 77.16 
1200 247 I 75.91 
1300 24ci I 75 .G 0 
-·-·-----·-·------~----·-----------~ 
6L 
Case 3 - order: 9 N: 1500 
Number of Number 
O~e ['a ti ons of hoaes Densi t.1 
,-----------~-----------y·----------, I 0 I 295 I 63.56 I 
I 10 I 294 I 63.78 I 
I 20 I 294 I 63.78 I 
I 30 I 292 I 64.21 I 
I 40 I 2~2 I 64.21 I 
I 50 I 291 I 64.43 I 
I 60 I 2ae I 65.10 I 
I 70 I 286 I 65.56 I 
I 80 I 2:l4 I 66.02 I 
I 90 I 283 I 66.25 I 
I 100 I 2'11 I 66.73 I 
I 120 I 279 67.20 I 
I 1 t1 () I 278 67.'15 I 
I 16G I 277 67.69 I 
I l no I 27 J 68.6~ I 
I 200 I 271 69.1~ I 
220 I 269 69.70 I 
2 40 I 269 69.70 I 
260 I 2G':1 69.7C 
2 eo I 268 69.96 
( 300 I 267 70.22 
350 I 265 70.7'5 
400 I 267 70.22 
450 I 265 70.75 
500 I 261 71.84 
550 I 259 ' 72.39 600 I 257 I 72.96 
650 I 255 I 73.53 
700 1 255 ' 73.53 750 ' 256 I 73.24 800 I 253 I 74.11 900 ' 250 I 75.00 10 00 I 250 I 75.00 1100 I 251 I 74.7 0 
1200 1 243 ' 77.16 1100 I 2 •l5 I 76.22 
L••••~•"••••••~•••••••••••••••••••--~ 
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Case 4 - Order: 11 N: 1500 
( 
Number of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
r•••••••••-·T·~---------~----·--·-·-, 
I 0 184 I 81.52 I 
I 10 185 I 81.08 t 
1 20 187 I 80.21 
I 30 187 I 80.21 
I 40 187 I 80.21 
I 50 187 I 80.21 
I 60 187 I 80.21 
I 70 188 I 79.79 
I eo 1P9 I 79.37 
I 90 1g9 I 79.37 
I 100 1139 I 79.37 
I 120 1C9 I 79.37 
I 140 1H9 t 79.37 
I 160 192 I 78.13 
1 1 i3 (; 1 ,, ., J-' I 77.72 
I 200 FH I 77.32 
I 22G 194 I 77.32 
I 2 4•) 194 1 77.32 
I 260 1 :) c; J - I 76.92 
J 280 195 I 76.92 
I 300 195 ' 76.92 I 350 195 76.'12 
I 400 194 77.32 
I 450 193 77.72 
I 500 193 77.72 
I 550 196 76.53 
I 600 197 76.14 
I 650 197 76.14 
I 7 00 196 76.53 
I 750 195 76.92 
I 800 195 76.92 
I 900 194 77.31 
1 1000 196 76.53 
I 1100 197 76.14 
I 1200 194 77.32 
I 1300 lq5 76.92 
L•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ 
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Case 5 - Order: 11 N.: 1500 
\.;. 
Number of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
r•••••-·•-••y•••••••••··~---·•••••••, 
I 0 I 240 I 62.50 
I 10 1 238 I 63.03 
I 20 I 234 I 64.10 
I 30 I 233 I 64.38 
r 40 I 232 ' 64.65 I 50 I 231 I 64.94 
I 60 I 231 I 64.94 
f 70 I 231 I 64.')4 
I 80 I 230 I 65.22 
I 90 f 228 I 65.79 
I 100 I 225 I 1115.37 
I 120 I !)c; L~~ I 66.67 
1 110 I 223 I 67.26 
I 160 I 223 I 67.26 
I 1 ao I 223 I 67.'2.6 
I 2 Q!) I 22:2 I 67.57 
I 2 20 I 221 I 67.37 
I 2 tiC I 221 I 67.67 
I 260 I 221 I 67.17 
I 2 80 220 I 68.1~ 
I 300 217 f 69.12 
I 350 211 I 70.09 
I 400 210 I 71.43 
I 450 208 I 72.16 
I 500 209 I 71.77 
I 550 209 I 71.77 
I bOO 206 I 72.82 
I 650 206 I 72.82 
I 700 205 I 73.17 
I 750 205 I 73.17 
I 800 205 I 73.17 
I 900 203 I 73.89 
I 1000 202 I 74.25 
I 1100 196 I 76.53 
1 1200 198 I 75.75 
I 1300 199 I 75.38 
L-••••••••••••••••••-••••-••••••••••~ 
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Case 6 - Order: 11 N: 2000 
( 
Number of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
r•••••••••·-~··•••••••••?•••••••••••, 
I 0 199 83.75 I 
I 10 199 83.75 I 
I 20 201 82.92 I 
1 30 202 82.51 I 
I 40 201 81.70 t 
r 50 204 81.7 0 
I 60 203 82.10 
I 70 203 82.10 
r 80 203 82.10 
I 90 203 82.10 
I 100 20 3 '!2.10 
I 120 2011 81.7 0 
I 140 20-1 81.70 
I 150 207 80.52 
I tao 20~ 79.7'1 
I 200 210 79.37 
I 2 20 210 79.37 
I 2 40 -'.10 79.37 
I 260 211 78.99 
I 280 211 78.')q 
~ 
I 300 211 78.99 
350 212 78.62 
400 214 77.89 
450 212 78.62 
500 214 77.88 
550 215 77.52 
600 213 78.25 
650 214 77.88 
700 213 78.25 
750 216 77.16 
800 216 77.16 
900 216 77.16 
1000 21d 76.45 
1100 217 76.80 
1200 216 77.16 
13 I)(} 215 77.52 
····-------~-----------~--------·--~ 
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Case 7 - Order: ~4 N: ~000 
\ 
'•, 
Number of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
,-----------~-----------?·----------, 0 I 102 I 84.8'5 I 
50 I 104 I 83.48 I 
100 I 106 I 82.16 I 
150 I 107 I 81.52 I 
200 I 107 I 81.52 I 
250 I 107 I 81.52 I 
300 I 107 I 80.89 I 
350 I 107 I 80.89 I 
400 I 10 7 I 90.8? J 
450 I 107 I 80.89 I 
500 ' 107 I 80.89 I .5 50 I lOB I 80.23 I 
600 I lOB I 80.28 I 
f) 50 I 108 I 80.2R I 
' 700 ' 10 7 I 30.3') I I 'j 3 v I 1J7 80.dJ I 
I 800 I 107 80.39 
I J 50 I 107 80.39 
I :; J 0 I 107 80.8:1 
I 95(J 1 1C8 eo.28 
I 1000 I 103 80.21 
I 10 sa ' 10) 79.65 I 1100 I 108 80.28 
I 1150 ' 108 80.29 I 1200 I 110 79.05 
' 1250 I 111 78.45 I 1300 I 111 78.45 
I 1350 I 111 78.4S 
I 1400 I 110 79.05 
I 1450 I 109 ' 79.52 I 1500 I 109 I 79.62 
1 1550 I 109 I 79.62 
I 1600 1 10 9 I 79.62 
I 1650 I 109 I 79.62 
1 1 '1 00 I 109 1 79.62 
' 17 50 ' HH ' 90.23 I ldOO I l\Jd I oLl.2J l 
I lB 5G I 10:1 I 90 .2 3 I 
I 1900 I 10>3 I 90.23 I 
I 19SO I 108 I 80.23 I 
I 2000 1 108 ' 80.23 I I 21 0 0 I 10'! I 79.F,2 I 
I 220() ' 10":1 I 79.o2 I I 2J 00 I llC I 79.02 I 
I 2 -~ 0 0 I 110 I 79.02 I 
I 25 O•J I 1 ()') I 79.o2 I 
l-~-·-------~·--·----~--4-----------~ 
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Case 8 - Order: 35 N: 3000 
( 
Numb ec of Number 
Operations of Nodes Densitt 
r•••••••••••y•·------·-·T·-·--------, 
I 0 I 104 84.84 
I 100 I 105 84.01 
I 200 I 105 84.03 
I 3 00 I 105 84.03 
I 100 I 107 82.46 
I 500 I 107 82.16 
I 600 I 10d 81.7 0 
1 ?CO I 108 81.70 
I nOO I 10'J 80.95 
I 9 00 I 109 80.95 
I 10 01) I 109 3C.'J5 
I 1100 I 109 80.95 
I 1200 I 109 80.95 
I 13 00 I 108 21.70 .. 
I 1-100 I 11) q f31.70 
I l~i Q 0 I 10o 81.7 0 
I 1600 I 108 81.70 
I t700 I 10!3 81.70 
I U OIJ I 108 81.7 0 
! 1900 I 108 81.70 I 
I 20 00 I 108 81.70 I 
\ I 2100 I 103 81.7 0 I 
I 2200 I 109 80.95 1 
I 2350 I 109 80.95 t 
I 2500 I 109 80.95 I 
I 2650 I 109 80.95 I 
I 2300 I 109 80.95 I 
I 2950 I 109 80.95 I 
L•••••••••••~•••••••••••~•••••••••••~ 
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Case 9 - Order: 35 N: 3000 
Number of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
,-----------~-----------~-----------, I 0 I 142 I 62.14 I 
I 100 I 141 I 62.58 I 
I 200 I 138 I 63.94 I 
I 300 I 137 I 64.41 I 
I 400 r 135 r 65.36 I 
I 500 134 I 65.85 I 
I 6 00 133 I 66.34 I 
I 7 00 133 I 6o.34 I 
I 8 co 133 I 66.34 I 
I 900 131 I 67.36 I 
I 10 c (j 12b I 63.93 I 
I 1100 1'1:= L.\,.. I 68.93 I 
I 120() 128 I 68.93 I 
I lJOO 127 l 69.48 I 
! 14 I),_, 127 I 69.41 I 
I 150C 127 I 69.4tl I 
I 16 00 127 I 69.48 I 
I 1/00 1:.":6 I 70.03 I 
I 1300 12'1 I 71.15 I 
I 1.9 00 124 I 71.16 I 
I 2000 123 I 71.74 I 
I 2100 121 I 72.92 I 
I 22 00 121 I 72.92 I 
I 2350 120 I 73.53 I 
I 2500 120 I 73.53 I 
I 2o50 120 I 73.53 I 
I 2800 120 I 73.53 I 
I 2950 119 I 74.15 I 
L••••••••-••~•••••••••••~•••••••••-~~ 
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Case 10 - Order: 49 N! 3000 
( 
Number of :~umber 
O~:>erations of Nodes Oensity 
r••••••••··-~--·-----·-·y•••••·--·--, 
I 0 74 I 84.46 I 
I 100 74 I 84.46 I 
I 200 74 I 84.46 I 
J 300 75 I 83.33 I 
I 400 75 I 83.33 I 
I 500 76 I 82.24 I 
1 6 00 76 I 82.24 I 
I 7 00 76 I 82.24 I 
I o OJ ?t; I 82.24 I 
I 900 76 I 82.24 I 
I 10 00 77 I 'H .1 7 I 
I 1100 77 I 81.17 I 
I 1200 77 I 81.17 I 
' 1300 77 I 81.17 I I HOC 77 I 31.17 I 
I 1500 77 I 81.17 I 
1 1500 77 I '31.17 
I 11 Ou 77 I 81.17 
I 1 ~l 00 77 I 81.17 
I 1900 78 I 90.13 
I 2000 78 I 80.13 
I 2100 78 I 80 .13 
I 2200 78 I 80.13 
I 2350 7!3 I 80.13 
I 2500 78 1 80.13 
I 26 50 78 I 80.13 
I 2800 78 I 80.13 
J 2950 78 I 80.13 
L•••••••••••~•••••••••••~•••••••••••~ 
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Case 11 - Order: 49 ~= 3000 
l 
:iu mb er of Number 
Operations of Nodes Density 
r••••••··---~---·-••••••7•••••·-----, 
I 0 I 99 I 63.13 I 
I 100 I 98 I 63.78 I 
I 200 I 97 I 64.43 I 
I 300 I 1)6 I 65.10 I 
I 400 I 96 I 65.10 I 
1 500 I 95 I 65.79 I 
I 500 I !)4 ' 66.49 ' I 7 0 (J I 94 I 66.49 I 
I 800 I 94 I 66.49 ' I 900 I 92 I 67.93 I 
I 10 00 I 92 I 67.93 I 
I 11 co I 92 I 67.93 I 
I 1200 I 92 I 67.93 I 
I 1J OJ 1 92 1 67.93 I 
I 1400 I !'JC I 69.41 I 
I bOO I 8 ~~ J I 71.02 I 
I lo 00 I 86 I 71.02 I 
I 17 oc I 88 I 71.02 I 
I t Jt)() I p -~ I 71 .o 2 I 
I 19 00 I 86 I 71.02 I 
I 20 00 I 88 1 71.02 I 
' 2100 ' 87 ' 71.84 I I 2200 I d7 I 7l.U4 I I 2350 I 87 ' 71.81 I I 2500 I 87 I 71.84 I 
I 26 50 I 87 I 71.8 4 I 
I 2800 I 137 I 71.84 I 




T~ST RESULTS FOR BUFFeReD B•-TREES 
rhe follo~ing data ~as obtained from the program TES-
TREE, l1sted in A~~enJlx c, for a+-trees of several sizes 
dnd or .J ~r s. T!1r~•! GJ~rv.tir;;ls .o~ere performed: insertion of 
randout }~eys (Insert), searching for random ~eys (:>earch), 
and <~lternat~ in.,:;ertion :tnd Jeletion of rando,n key3 (Alt~r-
nate). Each ''U ternate" operation consists of an insertion 
a n J J e l ~ t i o n :? a ir • C.Js~.::; 1 throu~h 16 are from runs usiny 
the Least Rec<:!ntly Used t~e:;>lacemeut method. Cases 17 
through 28 are froill runs using the Height ~eignted buffering 
me tho.j. 
C~se 1 - Order: 50 Buffer: 20 
r•••••••••••••?••••••••••····~-------·-····-~--------------, 
I 09er ation I Number of ~u:nb er Numb ec 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~-------------+·-~-----------+--------------+--------------i Insert 1200 122 I 100 
:.1 t ~ r n.J t e 12 0 () P66 I 858 
Se.Jrcn 1 L. 0 t) -120 I 2 
li1s e r t 12 00 833 I 713 
Alternate 2400 3534 I 3510 
Search 2400 1695 ' 0 Insert 2601 2631 I 2485 A 1 t2r nat c SGOG 2714 I 8562 




C1se 2 - Order: 50 Buffer: 10 
( 
r···---·-··---~---··-----·---~----·---------~-·-········---, 
I Operation j Number of Number Number 
I Tyi,~e I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~·------------+·--·----------+----~---------+--------------i 
I Insert J 100 I 4 I 0 I 
I Alternate I 100 I 0 I 0 I 
I Search I 100 I 0 I 0 I 
I Insert I 200 I 5 I 0 I 
I Alternate I 300 I 0 I 0 I 
I Sear ci1 I 3 00 I 0 I 0 I 
I I n3 er t I JOO I 66 I 64 I 
I Al t~ rna te I 6 o·o l 496 I 4~9 I 
I Sear c:: I f., oc I 257 I 1 I 
I Insert I 600 I 440 I 415 I 
I .\ 1 t E: r; 1 J t c I 1200 I 161H I 16•j6 I 
I Sear ci1 1200 I 836 I 0 I 
I Insert 1200 I 1217 I 1169 I 
I Alter:l.Jte 2400 I •t 4 2 2 I 4377 I 
I Seard1 2400 I 2124 J 0 I 
~----~--~-----~----·-··-~"·--~--------------'------~-------~ 
CaSt.! .l - Order: 50 Buffer: 5 
r•••••••••••••y••••••••••••••T••••••••••••••T••••••••••••••, 
I Operation Number of Number Number 
I Type J Operations of Reads of Writes 
~-------------+·--···--------+--------------+--------~----·i 
I Insert I 100 I 4 f 0 
f Al te rna te I 100 I 0 I 0 
I Search I 100 I 0 I 0 
I Insert I 2 00 I 40 I 38 
Alternate I 300 I 254 I 250 
Search I 300 I 152 I 2 
Insert I 100 I 238 I 226 
Alternate I 600 I 909 I 904 
Search I 600 I 429 J 0 
Ins ~rt I 600 I 608 I 563 
.Ht~r::.1te I 1200 ' 21.75 I 2155 Search l 12 OG I 1051 I 0 
1 ns e r t I 1200 1 1 ·t 91) I 1351 
Al ternd te I 2400 I s9a9 I 4899 
Search I 2-100 I 2902 I 0 
-------------··--·--·-------~--------------~--------------~ 
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Case 4 - Order: 50 Buffer: 1 
( 
r•••••••••••••?···----------·?·····---······~------~-------, 
I o p er a ti on j Nu111ber of Number I Numb':!r 
I Type I Ope rations of Reads I of Writes 
~-------------+--------------+--------------+--------------i Insert I 100 106 I 59 
J\lterndte I 100 403 I 205 
Search I 100 200 I 0 
Insert I 200 426 I 247 
Al lerna te i 300 1214 I 625 
Se<Jrc:-t I 300 60C I 0 
Insert I 300 668 I 40 3 
A 1 te rna te l t.o·o 2420 I 12JY 
S eel r c:1 I 600 1200 I G 
TIts en: I 600 1351 I 829 
f. 1 t e r r;.:; t e l 1200 4890 l 25Sl 
~ear ch I 1200 2400 I 0 
T11sert I 1200 2994 I 1653 
l\ltern-1tt! j 2400 14592 l 511J 
Se~rc:1 I ?.4 0 0 7200 I 0 
L•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~•••••••••••~•• 
CJse 5 - Or·ier: 24 auffer: 20 
r•••••••••••••T•••••··------·?··------------~-----·-~-----·, 
I Operation I Number of Number Number I 
I Type I o D e r a t i o ns of Reads of Writes I 
~------------·+·--·----------+--------------+--------------~ Insert I 600 113 90 I 
A 1 terna te I 6 00 625 608 I 
Search I 600 322 1 I 
Insert I 600 543 490 I 
AI ternate I 1200 1954 1922 I 
Search I 1200 933 0 I 
Insert I 1200 1540 1372 I 
Alternate J 2400 5069 4695 I 
Search I 2400 1695 0 I 
Insert I 2601 4410 3623 I 
.\ltern.Jt~ I SO C'O 13JOO 98C:tJ I 


















t-------------+--------------+--------------+---·----------i Insert I 300 58 48 
Alternate I 300 297 279 
Search J 300 142 0 
Insert I 300 290 269 
A.l ter nate I 600 1037 1018 
Search I 600 468 0 
Ius e rt I 600 786 709 
~ 1 te r ua te I 12o"O 2547 2366 
f.earch J 1200 1200 0 
Insect I 1200 2103 172q 
Altern::tte I 2400 7155 5116 
S e<1 r cl1 I 2·100 3405 0 
-------------;------------··t--------------+--------------i 













Case 7 - Crder: 24 Uuffer: .:: ,J 
r•••••••••••••y••••••••••••••?•••••··--·····~---·-------·••, 
I Operation I Number of humber Numbec 
I Type I Ope rations of Reads of Writes 
J·------------+·-------------+--------------+-··-----------~ 
Insert 100 I 7 I 2 
Alternate 100 I 37 I 35 
Search 100 I 17 I 3 
Insert 200 I 173 I 158 
Alternate 300 I 479 I 467 
Se3rch 300 I 243 I 0 
Insert 300 I 436 I 378 
Alternate 600 I 1512 I 1251 
Search 600 1 694 I 0 
!na'!rt 600 t 1099 I 890 
Alter nc1 t e 1200 I 35b4 I 2585 
Se3rc!l 1200 I 16a8 I 0 
Insert 1200 I 25L2 I 1900 
Alternate 2400 f 8514 I 5254 
Search 2400 ' 4092 I 0 ·------~-·--······------·---~A-·-----·---M-~--------------J 
75 
Case 8 - order: 24 Buffer: 1 
r••••••·-·----~----·------·-·T•••••••••••••·~-----~----·---, 
I Operation Number of Number Number 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
t----------·--+---·-·--------+--------------+--------------i 
I Insert I 50 58 35 
I AI ter nate I 50 200 99 
I Sear c!l J 50 100 0 
I Insert J 50 117 77 
I AI ter nate I 100 421 235 
I Se3 r ch l 100 200 0 
I Insert I 200 472 3()7 
I hl tee nate I 3 o'o 1244 675 
I Sect r ch I 300 500 0 
I Insert j 300 885 505 
I ,\ 1 t ~ r r:a t 2 I 6 00 3696 1355 
I Search I (; 0 G l800 0 
I Ins~ r t I 6 00 2127 1003 
I 1\ 1 te r Il3 t e I 1200 7377 I 2671 
I Sear d, I 12 00 3600 I 0 
f Ins t! r- t I 120(; 4257 I 2001 
I h 1 te rna t e I 2400 1~727 I 5331 
I Search I 240C 7200 I 0 
L••a•••••~••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••~ 
C-1se 9 - Order: 12 Buffer: 20 
r••••••••••···~·-··-----···-·T•••••••••••···~--··-·••••••••, 
I Operation J Number of I Number Number 
I Type I Operations I of Reads of lirites 
~-------------+·-------------~--------------+-------------·i 
I Insert j 300 I 106 I 82 I 
I Alternate I 300 I 396 I 374 I 
I Search f 300 I 187 I 0 I 
I Insert I 100 I 389 I 333 I 
I ~lternate I . 600 I 1315 I 1164 I 
I Search I 600 I 580 I 0 I 
I Insert I 600 I 1099 I 886 I 
I Hterrut~ I 1200 l 3749 I 2695 I 
J Sear ell j 1200 I 17 47 I a I 
I Insert I 1:200 I 2772 J 2050 I 
I AI terna te I 2400 I aJaa I 4783 I 




Case 10 - Order: 1~ auffer: 10 
r·---~~----···?••••••••••••••?••••••••••••··~---·-----··---, 
I Ci;ler ation 
I Type 







Insert 100 12 I 2 
Alternate 100 59 J 57 
Search 100 28 I 5 
Insert 200 260 I 222 
Al te rna te 300 632 1 584 
Search 300 322 I 0 
Insert 300 551 I 443 
Altcrndte 6 o·o 1855 I 1371 
Search 600 862 I 0 
Insert 600 1338 I 1013 
At t e r n<t t e 1200 4656 I 2932 
Se:~rcll 1201) 2241 I 0 
Insert 1200 3241 I 2193 
Alternate 2400 10448 I 4956 
Se.:1rc:1 2400 511 Q I 0 
L•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••4••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••• 
Case 11 - Lruer: 12 auffer: 5 
r•••••••••••••?••••••••••••••T••••••••••·--·~---·-•••••••••, 
I Uper a ti on ' Nu :nb er of Nuitlber Number I Type I Operations of Reads of llirites 
~------------·+--·-----------+--·-----------+-·------------~ Insert I 50 9 4 I 
Alternate j 50 44 43 I 
Search I 50 18 2 . I 
Insert I 50 44 41 I 
Alternate I 100 151 138 I 
Search I 100 60 0 I 
Insert I 200 423 349 I 
Alternate I 300 940 6e9 I 
Search I 300 454 0 I 
Insert I 300 706 534 I 
,\ltern"lte I 600 2223 1446 I 
Sear en I 600 1035 0 I 
Insert I 600 1553 1112 I 
Alternate I 1200 5708 3004 I 
Search ' 1200 2926 0 I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A••••••••••••••J 
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Case 12 - Order: 12 Buffer: 1 
( 
r••••••••••••-?••••••••••••••?•••••••••••·--~----------·•••1 
I Operation J Number of NUIDb er Number 
I Type I Operations of Reads of ~rites 
~-----------·-+--------------+--·-----------+--------------i 
I Insert 50 I 91 I 61 
I AI te rna te 50 I 208 I 115 
I Search 50 I 100 I 0 
I Insert 50 I 131 I 91 
I A 1 te rna te 100 I 435 I 251 
I Se.=ir ch 100 I 200 I 0 
I Insert 200 I 757 I 413 
I Alternote 300 I 1902 I 751 
I s~ar ch 300 I 900 I 0 
I tr1sert 300 I 1127 I 563 
I Al t~rnd te 60G I 3808 I 1499 
I s~a r ch 600 I 1800 I 0 
I Insert 500 I 2293 I 1151 
J Alterndte 1200 I 9061 I 3035 
I S81rch 1200 I 4300 I 0 
L•••••••••••••~·~••••••••••••*•~••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~ 
Cd~e 13 - Order: 6 Buffer: 20 
\ 
r•·------·····?···--·--······~-----------·--~------·-·----·, I Operation I Number of Number Number 
I Type I O;.>erations of Reads of Writes 
t-------------+·-------------+--------------+-----·--------i 
I !Its e rt I 300 I 455 356 I 
I AI terna te I 300 I 1051 750 I 
J Search I 300 I 458 0 I 
I Insert I 300 I 848 603 I 
I Alternate I 600 I 2846 1685 I 
I Search I 600 J 1322 0 I 
I Insert I 600 I 2124 1328 I 
I A 1 terna te j 1200 I 6478 2628 I 
I Search I 1200 I 3195 0 I 
L•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ 
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Case 14 - order: 6 Buffer: 10 
( 
r••••••····--~----·-····--··?··--·-----·---~~-------------, 
I Operation I Number of .Number Number 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~-------------+--------------+--------------+--------------i 
I Insert I 50 26 15 
I A1 terna te J 50 88 7b 
I Search I 50 38 0 
I Ins~ rt I 50 92 71 
I A 1 te rna te I 100 268 206 
I Search I 100 123 0 
I Ins~ r t I 200 598 442 
I Alternate l 300 1457 d-18 
l Searci1 I 300 655 u 
I Insert I 300 1048 677 
I A 1 te rna t e I 6 0 l) Jsar:; 1760 
l StBr en I 60C 1720 0 
I Insert I 6 00 2537 1371 
I Al te rn;.J te J 1200 7 437 2655 
I S e3r c:1 I 1200 3637 0 
L----~---·M·--··--·----------~--------------~--------------J 
Case 15 - Order: 6 Buffer: 5 
r~••••••••••••?••••••••••••••?··------------~-------·~-----, 
I Operation I Nu n;b er of Number Number 
I Tv::> e I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~-------------+·------------·+--------------+--·-----------i 
I Insert I 50 I 60 45 
I Alternate I 50 I 149 107 
1 Search I 50 I 73 0 
Insert I 50 I 123 95 
Alternate I 100 I 379 261 
Search I 100 I 147 0 
Insert I 200 ' 796 481 A 1 te rna te I 300 I 1790 883 
Se:=trch I 300 I 801 0 
Insert I 300 I 1268 702 
Alt~rJldte I 600 l ·l ~ 08 178d 
Set1r ch J 600 I 1956 0 
Insert I 600 I 3195 1395 
.A 1 te r nd t e J 1200 I ti499 J 2669 
Search I 1200 ' 4051 I 0 ------·------~--------------~--------------·--------------~ 
IS 
Case 16- Order: 6 Buffer: 1 
r•••••••••••••T••••••·-------~--------------~-------------·, 
I Operation I Number of Number Number 
I Type I Operations of f<eads of Writes 
~-------~-----+--------------+--------------+--------------i 
I Insert I 50 151 87 
I Alternate I 50 326 133 
I Search I 50 150 0 
l Insert I 50 210 111 
I Alternate I 100 670 293 
I Search I 100 300 0 
I Insert J 200 1069 497 
I ~l ter nri te I 3 o"o 2623 895 
I Se.::trc!-1 I 300 1200 0 
I Insert I 300 1601 105 
I Alter n.:.t t e I 6f'JC 5657 1795 
I Search I 1)00 3000 0 
I Insert I 600 37d6 1391 
I A 1 te rna t e I 1200 12227 2679 
I ~1e .. t rc:, I 1200 6000 0 
L-•••--•••••~~•••••••••••••n•~"••••~••••••••~••••~•••••••••J 
case 17 - Order: 24 duffer: 10 
Height riei gh ting Factor: 1 
r•••••••••••··~----·-----·---~--··••••••••••y••••••••••••••, 
I Operation I Number of tlumber Number 
I Ty.? e I Operations of Reads of ~rites 
~-------------+·-------------t--------------+--------------i 
I Insert j 300 I 54 43 I 
Alternate j 300 1 280 277 I 
Search I 300 I 135 8 I 
Insert I 300 I 289 267 I 
Alternate I 600 I 1027 1016 I 
Search I 600 I 460 6 I 
Insert I 600 I 751 6AO I 
AI ternate I 1200 I 2331 2305 I 
Search I 1200 I 1101 0 I 
I :1s ·~ r t I 12 or: l 1935 16'19 I 
Altar n.:.t t e I 2'i00 I 6642 5127 I 
Search I 2400 l 3163 5 I 
--·-------·····-------------~--------------·--------------~ 
t. 
Case 18 - Order: 24 Buffer: 10 
Height ~eightin~ Factor: 2 
80 
r••••••••••··-~--------·····-~---~-----·····~-·-··---···•••, 
I Operation I Number of Number Number 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
t-------------+--------------+--------------+--------------~ Insert 300 I 54 I 43 
Altar nate 300 I 272 I 269 
Search 300 I 143 I 7 
Insert 300 I 296 I 269 
,U ter nate 600 I 1015 I 1005 
Sei1rch 600 I 463 I 5 
Insert 600 I 745 I 672 
i\1 t a 1:' nd t e 1200 I 2365 I 2338 
:lear ch 1200 I 1096 I 4 
lilsert 1200 I UHO I 159 2 
Alternate 2400 I 6120 I 5120 
Search 2400 I 2'Jl9 I 4 
L•••~•••••••••*•••••••••••••-~•••••••••-••••~••••••••••••••~ 
Cas~ 19 - CrJer: 24 Juffer: 10 
r•••••••••••••T••••••••••••·-~·-·-···-······~·-·····•••••••, 
I OperatiOfl I ~lumber of I Number Number 
I Type I Ot-~erations I of Reads of Writes 
~--·-----·----+·-------------~--------------t-------------·i Insert I 300 54 I ·lJ 
Alternate I 300 272 I 269 
Search I 300 143 I 7 
Insert I 30C 298 I 268 
Alternate I 600 1011 I 1002 
Search I 600 462 I 4 
Insert I 600 756 I 6J9 
Al te rna te I 1200 2364 I 2337 
Search I 1200 1096 I 4 
Insert I 1200 1801 I 1588 
A 1 te rna te I 2400 6019 I 5143 
Se.:H c:1 I 2400 2827 I l 
--------·----~---------·---- --------------~--------------~ 
81 
cas e 2 o - or de r : 2 4 B u f f e r : 1 0 
( Height ~eighting Factor: 6 
r•••••••••••••T••••••••••·--·~-----····----·~·-·•••••••••••, 
I Operation I Number of Number Number 
I TYI? e I 01? era ti ons of Reads of Writes 
t-------------~---·----------+--------------+------------~-1 
Insert 300 54 I 43 
AI te rnate 300 272 I 269 
Search 300 143 I 7 
Iusert 300 301 I 270 
Alt~rn<.~te f)QO 1011 I 1002 
Search 600 162 I 4 
I !13 e r t 600 757 I 679 
1\ltarnate 1200 2364 I 2337 
Sec~rch 1200 1096 I 4 
Insert 1?. 00 1725 I 1541 
Altern:~te 2400 5711 I 5134 
Search 2400 2688 j 2 
L-··----·-~·--~--------·-M---~~·--·----··---~---···----···· 
C.1se 21 - Or-ier: 24 Buffer: 10 
d~ lgh t ·.~ e i '1 h t i n g Factor: a 
r••••••••••-••y••••••••••••••T••••••••••••••y••••••••••••••, 
I Oiler a ti on I :~umber of uumber Number 
I Ty I? e I O;?erati ons of Reads of Writes 
t-------------+·-------------+--------------+--------------i 
I Insert I 300 54 I 43 
I A 1 te rna te I 300 272 I 269 
I Search J 300 143 I 7 
I Insert I 300 298 I 268 
I Alternate I 600 1004 I 997 
I Se;=Jrch I 600 466 I 2 
I Insert I 600 752 I 673 
J Alternate I 1200 2369 I 2342 
I Search I 1200 1103 I 2 
I Insert I 1200 1705 I 1523 
I A 1 terna te J 2400 5668 I 5133 
' S'}1r::h I 241'10 21)87 I 2 L••••~••••••••~••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••~ 
Case 22 - order: 24 Buffer: 10 
Height Weighting Factor: 10 
82 
r•••••••••••••?••••••••···---~------~---···-~-------------·, 
J Operation J Number of Number Nu11b er 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~-------------+--------------t--------------+--------------i Insert 300 54 I 43 
Alternate 300 272 ' 269 Search 300 143 I 7 Insert 300 296 I 265 
AI ternate 600 1005 I 995 
S~i'!rch 600 467 I 1 
Tns e rt n o·o 762 I 684 
A 1 te rnd te 12 1JC 2356 J 2332 
Search 1200 1100 J 1 
T11sart 1200 1711 I 1532 
Alternate 2•1 co 56b7 J 5133 
Search 2400 2687 I 2 
L••••••••••"••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~ 
C:35e 23 - Jrcer: 12 Suffer: 10 
~ei;ht ~ei)htin~ Factor: 1 
r•••••••••••••T••••••••••••··~--···-···-·--·~--------------, 
J Operation Uu ;nb er of Number Nu:nb er 
I Type I Operations of Reads of llirites 
~-------------t-------------·+--------------+--------------i Insert I 100 13 3 
Alternate J 100 55 55 
Search I 100 29 8 
Insert J 200 261 223 
Alter nate I 300 566 552 
Search I 300 274 7 
Insert j 300 509 427 
Alter nate I 600 1711 1361 
Search I 600 785 1 
Insert I 600 1283 994 
Alternate I 1200 4348 2891 
Search I 1200 .£030 4 
insert ' 1200 3038 2193 A 1 te rna te I 240.0 10064 F;OOJ 
Sea[" ch J 2400 ·15 ') 4 5 
-------------~--------------~--------------~--------------~ 
( 
Case 24 - Orde~: 12 Buffer: 10 
Heiqht WeiJhtin~ Factor: 2 
83 
r••••••••••··~··•••••••••···~·-···-·-------~---······-·•••, 
I Operation I Number of I Nu11ber Number 1 
I Ty&>e I Operations I of Reads of Writes I 
t-------------+------------·-+--------------+--------------i 
I Insert 100 14 4 
I Alter nate 100 60 60 
I Search 100 27 7 
I Insert 200 255 214 
I Alternate 300 560 544 
I Search 300 260 4 
I Insert 3 o"o 4tJ 0 411 
I Alter n.J t e 600 1592 1349 
I Search 600 729 6 
j lilsart tOO 123b 91d 
I Alternate 1200 4118 2883 
I Search 1200 197 4 3 
I Insert 12QC 2911 2110 
I A 1 ter nate 24CO 9100 5985 
I Se:.1rch 2400 4 463 4 
L•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~ 
Case 25 - Grder: 12 Buffer: 10 
Height :1e i gh ting Factor: 4 
r•••••••••••··~·---··••••••••T•••••••••••••·~---·-·••••••••, 
I Operation I Number of Number Number 
I Type J Operations of Reads of Writes 
t-------------~--------------~--------------t·------------·i 
I Insert I 100 I 14 4 I 
I Alternate I 100 I 60 60 I 
I Search I 100 I 27 7 I 
I Insert I 200 I 247 207 I 
I Alternate I 300 I 556 540 I 
I Search J 300 I 2b0 3 I 
I Insert I 30(1 I 474 407 I 
I Alternate J 600 I 1566 1351 I 
I Sea['cr. I o ~c I 717 .1 I 
I Insert I 600 I 1:244 981 I 
I A 1 te rna t~ I 1200 I 4173 2897 I 
J Search ' 1200 I 19bo 2 I I Insert I 1200 1 2973 2174 f 
I Alternate J 2400 I 9659 5951 I 
I Sedr en j 2400 I ·145 4 4 I 
Lw••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~•-••••••••••••~ 
Case 26 - Order: 12 Buffer: 10 
Height :.eiqhting Factor: b 
84 
r•••••••••••••?·-~•••••••••••?••••••••••••··~---··-······--, 
I Opec ation J Number of Number Number 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~-------------+·---·---------+-----------·--+--------------i 
I Insert 100 14 4 
I Alternate 100 60 60 
I Search 100 27 7 
I Ill.s e r t 200 241 205 
I A 1 te rna t e 300 5'57 541 
I St:!3rch· 300 260 3 
I I••sert 3o·o 463 399 
l Alternate 600 1483 1345 
I Se3rcil 600 676 4 
I T. r&s ~ r t 600 120 5 ?6 ':} 
l Al te rna te 1200 42b0 2382 
I Search 1200 2024 1 
I I r.s e r t 1200 3014 2UH 
I .. ltern<.ate 2'100 9tJ22 5938 
I Sear ctl 2400 4522 l 
L•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••• --------------~ 
C .JS e 27 - Order: 12 Buffer: 10 
He itJh t .~eight in~ factor: g 
r•••••••••••••T••••••••••••••T••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••, 
I Operation Nu rnb er of Nuillb er Number 
I Tjpe I Operations of Rea::is of Writes 
~-----------··t·-------------+--------------+------·-------i 
I Insert I 100 I 14 I 4 I 
I Alternate J 100 I 60 I 60 I 
I Search I 100 I 27 I 7 I 
I Insert I 200 I 240 J 199 I 
I Alternate I 300 I 573 I 558 I 
I Search I 300 I 258 I 2 I 
I Insert J 300 I 453 J 393 I 
I Alternate I 600 I 1459 I 1344 I 
I Se.3 ['Ch l 60() I ()7f) I 3 I 
I Insert I 60U I 1ldd l 9t:d I 
I Alternate I 1200 I 4301 I 28R4 I 
I Search I 1200 I 2031 I 2 I 
I Insert I 1200 I 3012 I 2172 I 
I Alternate I 2400 I 9823 I 5939 I 
I Sear c;1 I 2400 I 4522 I 1 I 
l-~--M·····---··----~--------·----------·---~-------··-----~ 
(' 
Case 28 - Order: 12 Buffer: 10 
Height Weighting Factor: 10 
85 
r•••••••··--·-~---·--·-··---·~--------------~--------------, I Operation I Number of ~umber Number 
I Type I Operations of Reads of Writes 
~----~--------~--------------~--------------+--------------i Insert 100 I 14 4 
Alternate 100 I 60 60 
Sedrch 100 I 27 7 
Insert 200 I 244 202 
.Ute rna te 300 I 571 554 
Search 300 I 260 1 
In.:; e r t 30'0 I 456 391 
A 1 t e c na t e 600 I 1456 1342 
Search 600 I 676 3 
In..; er t 6')0 I 1186 961 
Alternate 1200 I 4301 28q4 
Search 1200 I 2053 1 
In3 er t 1200 I 3007 2157 
i\lter,Hte 2~00 I 91333 5927 
Search 2400 I 4520 1 
L•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••• 
APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
r h L; a..:>~ e n ,Ji x co n t a ins 1 i .s tiny.:; of t h e P L I I p r o :ira m a n d 
~rocedures used to obtain ern~irical data given in Ap~endixes 
A and a. Tna ~ro~rams were compiled on the PL/1 O~tiwizing 
c o Iii r il e r a r; 1 r u n on a n I 8 ~-1 3 7 0 /1 6 !J c om p u t e r • The main :?ro-
yram, TEST~£~, i3 listed, followed by the procedures BTPEE, 
I~ilEXIO, GOFI~J, f~AVEL, dnd ~ANF. 
\ 
I* TESTREE 
TESTREE: PROC 0°TIO NS OlAlN ); 
I* 
AUTHOR: ROBERT WEBSTER 
DEPARTM~NT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
OKLA90~A STATE UNIVERSITY 
1979 
THIS ?RCGOJ.M IS USt:D TO TS.JT THE.SE PROCEDURES: 
1. 3T~~E- [~SERT A~D UELSTE FRO~ A MODIFIED BTR~E. 
2. T;iDt.YIJ- P..::hrOh:l ?UFfEkEO IIG ON INDEX NODES. 
3. GG~INL- SS~7CH THE oTREE fL~ ~GIVEN KEY. 
4. r~AVEL- fR~V~RSE THE TREE USING THE BOTTOP LEV~L 
1. S'iSli'i 
2. S'lSP~i~li 
3. RI~DEX - rt~~TJ~lL(l), 8LK~TZE(l000) 
INPUT: 
AT THE 8EGCHIIilG OF T~!E PROGRA~, THREE PARAMETERS ARE 
READ FROM SYSIN IN FREE FOkH\T: 
1. M~X_BR.\NCli- MAXUW."' BRANCHING FACTOR Of THE TRt:E. 
2. V.AX_KEYS - HAXIMU~ NUMBER OF KEYS TO BE PLACED INTO 
THE TdEE AT O~E TI~E. 
AFTER THES£ ARE INPUT, THE OPERA1IONS MAY TAKE PLACE. 
ANY OF 8 OPERATIONS ~AY BE SP~CIFIED FROM FILE SYSIN. SOME 
SOME OF THESE USE A COUNT FIELD. OPER~TIONS ARE SPECIFIED 
BY ENTERING A NUMBER FROM ONE TO EIGHT IN THE FIRST TWO 
COLUMNS. COU~TS ARE ENTSR~D IN COLUMNS 3 THROUGH 15. 
THE OPEkATI0~5 AYAIL~BLE A~~ AS fOLLOWS: 
1. I~S~RI ~A~DU~ ELEM~~TS. CGUNT SP~ClflES HOW MAN~. 
2. DEL~!~ Rl1DO~ ELE~ENTS. COUNT SPSCIFIES HOW MANY. 
J. Si:.AhCri FOrl ~ANDuH Ei..EHE~T.S. COUNT SPECIFIES HOW 
l-fANY. 
4. TRAVERSE TUE TRSE USING BOTTOM LEVEL LINKS. COUNT 
T..1 ;,Jl J ..;;:: C. 
C:. S.:..TI,P ~ 'lr.·,.; ~~EC:. CGU:·IT IS USED fO TELL riCfi HAN'f 
~OUES l~Z TO ~E PLACSD 1~ THE AVAILA1LZ LISf. 
87 
*I 
o. ·.:~nT::: T:i~ !i•CP.~ :·WOES ~EH..\I~HJG IiJ LiE BUFFER OUT TO 
T.t.::: ?L',r.... Cli.S .Si-iOUL~ :.L;;Ai~ So;; I.JO~.~ A'i IHS diD Of 
7~~ ~~OC~A~. CCU~T 13 NOT US~D. 
7 • c u u r j T r ri :: ~: u :·H3 s h oF' ~lli o E s At. c K ~ v ~ A T E A c H 1... E 11 E L , 
( 
USI~~ AN I~ORDER TRAVERSAL OF THE TREE. 
CuU~T IS NOT USED./ 
86 
8. P~RFORM JLTERNATE I~S£~TICNS lND DELETIONS OF RANDOM 
KEYS. CQUNT TELLS ~OW MANY OF EACH OPERATION. 
VARIABLES: 
*I 
ACTIO~ - VA~I~JLE THAT TELLS WHICH OPERATION TO PERFORM. 
A~RAY - ~~rllY OF RANDO~ INTEGERS USED TO MAKE KEYS. 
COU~T - VARI~JLi:: THAT TC:LLS fiO.,. HANY THIES TO DO A~ 
OPERATIO:J. 
C: 0 f - F L ;\ G T U .::) I G ~.A L T h!:: E i. D u F 1' HE T ~A 1/ E rt SAL. 
F I P S T - P 0 i :·l T C: R T 0 T il E ::' I q S T E L t: i1 E iiJT HI 11 A R R .- '{ 11 T HAT IS 
IN TH:: TREE. 
fo'CUiiD- ::-L.\C S2T !lY "Gu~I~iu" TE.LLI:JG :·1:1E'n-iE:R A Kt.Y :;As 
f CU :JD • 
J, K - TE~PORARY VARIABL~S. 
KEY - Ctl:\~ACfE:I\ KEY. 
K f.'ll; - P C .3 lf I iJ i; G r T H :.:; f.. C.. Y .d T d l i• T Hi C U 9 R c:l'i T R E C 0 R 0 • 
KEYLn:GTII- C~~\iUCTr:P LF:~IGT 1 ! OF KEYS Iri Tf'E fREE. 
LAST- PUU1TSR TJ THE i...~.:iT SU.::H~t-.T 11! "AldUY" THAT t:S IN 
Tift: TRZE. 
r-'.B.X_3P.ANC1l- G?.Ct:? OF TqC: T.<.::;E. 
MAX_KEYS- :uXI~W~ l•U~BER Or KEYS PEii ~ODE. 
ClJRRC:NT KEY. 
MAX_~OLES- MAXI~U~ N~~9ER OF NOGES IN THS TREE. 
POINTE!< - POINTEr\ ASSO..iiATEO 'rliTii THE KEY IN THE TREE. 
RECORDif - lNDE:X NODE NUMBER THAT COlJ'CAINS THE CURP.ENT KEY. 
RESULT- Ri::SULT FLAG FRO~ 11 BTRES 11 • 
ROOT - ROOT NODE OF THE TREE. 
STAT - 6 ME~BER ARRAY GIVING STATISTICS FOR AN OPERATION: 
STAf(l)- NU~BER OF NODE READS 
STAT(2) - NUMBEK Of NODE WRITES 
STAT(3)- NUMBER OF NOD~ SPLITS 
STAT(4)- NUMBER OF INSERTION SHARES 
STAT(5) - NIJMBEk OF DELETION SHARES 
STAT(6)- ~UMBER OF NODE MERGES 
1 NODE- NODE STi~UCTURC US::O IN "INDEXIO" 
2 :;c_--:EYj- dl'IPE~ OF :':SYS (GR Lii~K 0~1 ~ 1/AILAPLS LIST) 
2 KEYS - ~i1S Jf THE NODE 
2 PT~S - 0 0!~T~2S Cf THZ ~ODE 
DCL 
( "t. X- p ~~ :J c: i I ••. \ :<- ~ .~ 't' s ) ? i X;:::..; ?, I~· I 
KEY LC:tlG T~1 F I"<~ D l I.i T ;;r T ( 9), 
6 I :11:: c.;: ? I l :: .:. 'l 'i ( n r: 1:; .._ C i, .H. ( 1 ) , q c. C:, I Z S ( 1 0 0 0 ) ) , 
I ~ID !='.A I 0 i:. :n E.~ 'I,\ L .: : l T f\ Y ( r I X ::: u ~ I :-l , 1 , 2 r IX ED cil :~, 




F I Xi: D 3 I :-l, F I XED B I N, ( * ) FIXED B I N ) ; 
BTHEE EXTEkNAL ENTRY (CHAR(*), FIXED BIN (31,0), FIXED BIN, 
FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN, (*) FIXED BIN), 
GOFIND EXTERNAL ENTRY (CHAR(*), FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN, 
FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN, FIXED BIN (31 1 0), 
BIT(*), (*) FIXED BI~), 
TPAVEL EXTERNAL ~NTRY (FIX£D BIN,FIXED BIN1 FIXED BIN(Jl,O), 
CHAR(*), ~I~ED BIN, FIXED DIN, (*) FIXED 6IN, BIT(*)), 
RAhF EXTEFNAL ENTRf (FIXED 3Ih (31,0)) RETURNS (FLOAT BIN), 
TRUE OIT(l) INIT ('1'8) 1 
FALsE £l IT ( 1 ) HH T ( I 0 I B ) ; 
GST FIL:' (S'!SUd LIST U'AX_~RAHCH, ~AX_KEYS); 
BEGI:-o; 
DCL 
(ARFAY(~AX_K~YS), ?0INTER) FIX~D BIN (31,0), 
KEY CHAri (K~YLEUGTH), 
(FlRST,LASI,sT~T(6),J,K,ROOT,ACTIC~,COUNT,RESULT,RECORD#, 
KEY~, NO¥KEYS(30), NUMNOGES(30)) FIXED BIN, 
LO'W BUILTIN, 
(EOF, FOUND) HIT(l), 
1 NODE, 
2 NO_KEYS FI~ED BIN, 
2 KEYS (HAX_BHANCH-1) CHAR(KEYLENGTH), 
2 PTRS (O:~AX_BRANCH-1) FIXED BIN (31 1 0); 
I* SET UP KEY ~kRAV */ 
DO J = 1 TO MAX_KEYS; 
A~RAY(J) = R~NF(O) * 10 ** (KEYLENGTH- 1); 
ENIJ; 
I* SSTUP f[L~ ~1 
J = M~X_KEYS I ~AX BRANC~ * 2; 
CALL St.TUP (J); 
ON ENDf ILE (SYS e1) STOP i 
/~ ~'T~ L~OP t; 
DO :·;tHLi. ('i:<UE); 
i;~~T ('tLO:: C:.J'lsr:;) -:=:D.!T (.\CTIJ'.j,CQU'!T)(CCL(l),f(2),?(13)); 
.:;r,.u = a; 
( 
SELECT (ACTION); 
WHEN (1) DO; I* INSERT */ 
PUT EDIT ( 1 INSEhT •, COUNT) (SKIP(S), A, F(S)); 
DO J = 1 TO COUNT; 
/* INCREMENT POINTER TO LAST KEY IN TREE */ 
LAST = LAST + 1; 
IF LAST > MAX_KEYS THEN LAST = 1; 
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PUT STRING (KEY) EDIT (ARRAY(LAST)) (F(KEYLEHGTH)); 
CALL BTR~E (KEY, \«kAY(LAST), 1, ROOT, KEYLENGTH, 
MAX_B~ANCH, RESULT, STAT); 
I* C4ECK FOR ER~OR */ 
IF R~SULi ,: 0 THZ~ 
PUT ~DlT ('** ~RROR ** QiSULT,KEV: 1 1 RESULT,KEY) 
(SKIP(2), A, F(S), .\); 
END; 
~~D; /* IN~~~T */ 
WHE~I (2) DO; /* DSLET~ */ 
PUT i:DIT ( 1 DEL2:TE 1 , COU;j'i.') (S!<IP(S), A, F(5)); 
DO J = 1 ru CJUNT; 
PUT ST~INS (KEY) SUIT (~~RAY(FIRST)) (l(KEYLSNGTH)); 
C~LL RT~EE (rEV, A~~AY(~IRST), 2, ~OOT, KEYLENGTH, 
~:~X_uPAi·IC~l, K~SULT, STAT); 
!* .-::tr:c:< r-o;;: :::RRoR * 1 
I F :< E; S U L T , = 0 T H E ;, 
PUT EDIT ( 1 ** ERROR** RESULT, KeY: •, RESULT, KEY) 
(S:\IP(2), A, f(5), A.); 
I* INCi<£~mNT POI!ITER TO FIRST KEY IN TREE •; 
FIRST= FIRST + 1; 
IF ~Iqst > ~AX_KEYS THEN FIRST = 1; 
END; 
END; /* DELETE */ 
WHEN (3) DO; 1• SEARCH */ 
PUT EDIT ( 1 S~AHCH 1 , COUNT) (SKIP(S), A, F(5)); 
I* K 1S THE POINTER TO THE NEXT KEY TO BE HUNTED */ 
K = FIRST - 1 i 
DO J = 1 TO COUNT; 
K = K + 1; 
IF K > ~AX_KEYS THE~ K = 1; 
PUT .:iT 1\ Li r; C:< S Y) ::: D IT ( 5. H R A V ( '<) ) ( F ( ~ E Y LENGTH) ) ; 
CALL GU?l~D (KE1,ROOT,KclL~NGTH,~AX_aRANCH,R~CORD#, 
r31i, ?Ol~TSR, FOUNC, STAT); 
IF FOUND & PUINT~R ,: A~~AY(K) THEN 
PUT EDIT ('**~RPOR** KEY AND POINTER DO'NOT MATCH', 
'KEV,POINTER: ',KEY,POINTER) {SKI?(2),A 1 A,A,F(9)); 
PPT .:.:Di1' ('r\t.'l ::GT ?G!J:,D: •, KeY, PCIN1ER) 
(SKIP, l, ~, ~(S)); 
S ;; L i 
~4~M (4) DO; 1• TQlVERS~ */ 
( 
PUT E 0 .l T ( 1 T R .\ V E P S C:' ) (SKIP ( 5 ) , A ) ; 
KEY = LOW(KEYLENGTH); 
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CALL GOFI~D (KEY, ROOT, ~EYLENGTH, MAX_BRANCH, RECORD#, 
KEY#, POINTER, FOUND, STAT); 
IF FOUND THEN PUT EDIT ('** ERROR ** LO~ KEY FOUND: •, 
POINTER) (~KIP(2), A, F(9)); 
EOF = FALS::;; 
DO J = 1 TO MAX_KEYS WHILE (, EOF); 
ClLL TJlVEL (RECORD~, KEY#, POINTER, KEY, KEYLENGTH, 
MAX_6RANCH, STAT, EOF); 
I~ , ~OF THE~ PUT EDif (KEY) (A); 
.::. ,•J c; 
~NO; I* fOAVE~SE */ 
~H~1 (5) DQ; /* S~TUP ~S~ TR~E */ 
P IJT L D IT ( 1 3 E 1' IJ n :J S 'i T [,. E:. 1 , C J UN T) ( S :<I P ( 5) 1 .~ 1 F ( 5) ) ; 
CALL S.:.TU? (CIJUriT); 
E'JO; /* Sl::TUP */ 
'.JH E.: r.. ( 6 ) D u ; I * f..i R I T E J U T B UP' c R S * I 
2 u·;: L:; 1 T < • .. ; :~ 1 T s c u ·;.· au r?:: ~ s • > < s K 1 P c s >, A > ; 
CALL I~DEXIO(S,~OOE,RECO~aa,XEYLZNGTH,~AX_BRANCH,STAT); 
I* "EC!Jh1tl rs :Hi'I' US::;u I~ TI:C: ABOVE; C.~LL */ 
6~0; I* ~ 0 IT~ CUT 9UfF~~S */ 
~HEN (7) DO; I* TRAVERSE, COUNT KEYS & NODES */ 
PUT ~KIP(5) LIST ('STOk~GE CctARACTERISTICS 1 ); 
NU:·lKi:.YS = 0; 
NUMNODES = 0; 
CALL T~AVERSE (ROOT, NUMKEVS, NUMNODES, 0); 
PUT t.DIT ('LEVEL', 'KEYS', ·~ODES') 
(SKIP(2), A, COL(8), A, COL(l4), A); 
00 J = 1 TU 30 WHI~E (NU~NOD~S(J) > 0); 
PUT ED1T (J, •.•, NUMKEYS(J) 1 NU~UODES(J)) 
(SKIP, F(2), A, COL(6), F(6), COL(13), F(S)); 
END; 
END; /* TR~VEP.SE *I 
~HEN (8) DO; /* ALTERNATE INSERTIONS AND DELETIONS */ 
PUT EDIT ('ALTERNATE INSE~TIUNS AND DELETIONS', COUNT) 
(SKIP(5), ~, :O(S)); 
G 0 J = l r J C 0 t; 'I T ; 
I* OF.~~TE ~ ~EY */ 
PUT STRING (KEY) EDIT (ARPAY(FIPST)) (F(KEYL~NGTH)); 
C~LL 1TR~E (KEY, ARRAY(;oiRST), 21 ROOT, KEYLENGTH, 
\.~ \X_~~ ~~ ,\ ~i C: i, i1. E: S !J ... 7, .... 7 ..\ :) ; 
I * C: I c. :: :·: ? C ~ ::. R ~ 0 r.: * I 
1~ ~~SUL7 ,= ~ T~~~ 
P'!T r::Jir <' u :::~i\G~~ ""* i~E:JULr, r(ZY: •, t<E:;uLr, K£'0 
( ~ :; L' (2 ) , ", ? (: ) , ;., ) ; 
I"' [ '! C ~C.:'):: ·n ? G I :iTS~ r 0 ? 1 R 3 T K i~ Y I :-1 TREE *I 
Fi"5[ = FTR~T + 1; 
IF FiqsT > ~AX_KEYS THEN FIRST = 1; 
/* INSEKT A KEY */ 
/* INCREMENT POINTER TO LAST KEY IN TREE */ 
LAST = L..\ST + 1; 
IF LAST > HAX_KEYS THEN LAST = 1; 
PUT STRING (KEY) EDIT (AHRAY(LAST)) (F(KEYLENGTH)); 
CALL 9TREE (KEY, ARRAY(LAST), 1, ROOT, KEYLENGTH, 
MAX_B~ANCH, RESULT, STAT); 
I* CHECK FOR GRROR */ 
IF R~SULT ,: 0 THEN 
PUT ~DIT ( 1 ** ERkOR ** RESULf, KEY: •, HESULT, KEY) 
(SKIP(2), A,. F(5), A); 
ENu; 
Ei'tD; /* ALTEi\NATE ItlSL~TIO/lS AIJD DELETIONS */ 
OT!H:R\dS.:. ?UT ~:Hr ('li·IV~L(IJ OPERATION: •, ACTlGi'i) 
( Si< I P ( 3 ) , A , J; ( 5 ) ) ; 
E.:iD; I* .:i:::t..:::cr *I 
PUT ECLT('~O~l R~ACS: 1 1 5TAT(l))(SKIP(3),A,CCL(20),F(5)); 
PUT ECIT( 1 N0DS ~RIT~S: ' 1 STAT(2))(SKIP,A,COL(20),F(5)); 
?UT EDtT('~OU~ SPLITS: ',STAT(J))(SKl?,A1 CGL(20),F(5)); 
PUT EDIT( 1 l~SE~TION S~ARES: 1 ,STAT(4))(SKIP,A,COL(20),f(5)); 
PUT E0It( 1 0Et..ETIO~ SHARES:',STAT(5))(SKIP,A,COL(20),F(S)); 
PUT E01T('~OD2 M~RG~S: 1 ,ST~T(6))(SKIP,A,COL(20},F(5)); 
END; /* ~AI~ LOOP */ 
SETUP: Pi<OC C~A '(_Nu CES); 
I* THIS PROCEDURE SETS UP A THE LINKED LIST OF AVAILAaLE 
NODES FOR THE PROCE.DURE "INDEXIO" TO USE. MAX_NOOE:S 
TELLS HOW MA~Y NODES TO PLACE IN THE AVAILABLE LIST. 
THE IUDEX fiLE !-lUST llA.JE A BLOCKSIZE OF 1000 BYTES. 
*I 
OCL 1 i-IOOE, /* I/0 STRUCTURE ~UR "Bt:JOEX" */ 
2 L I ;. K f I X t: D G I 1 i, 
:2 I(~ST CJA. H 99f3) I!dT (. I), 
(J, kAX_~O~E5) fiXED 3Ih; 
OPEN ~ILE (3INiEX) DIRECT OUT 0 UT; 
L\ST, rt0UT = 1; 
FIRST = 1; 
LO J = 1 TC ~''.,(_'IO;.;FS; 
L n,.{ = .J; 
wPlTc.. riLZ (JUDr:;;q fROM (uOl-i::) KEYFRCH (J-1); 
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END; 
LINK = 0; 
WRITE FILE (BINDEX) FROM (NODE) KEYFROM (J); 
CLOSE FILE (BINDEX); 
OPEN fiLE (BINDEX) DIRECT UPDATE; 
END; /* SF.TUP */ 
TRAVERSE: PROC (~ECORD#, NUHKEYS, NUMN0DES, LE7) RECURSIVE; 
I* THIS PftOCED'JI<E TP.AVERSt:S 7HE TREr; !NORDER RECURSIVELY 
A 'J D C 0 C wr S T II F: 'W 'J B C:: R . 0 ~ K E '{ S .\ ~ 0 N 0 0 E S ll '! E A C H LEVEL • 
P .~ti.A :-! ET n.s 
RC:CGRDr,- c:JRRdiT I:iDSX ;,Qi)S !lU~1dER 
NU~KEYS - NU~3SP OF KEYS ON AT EACH LEVEL 
IHJ11NOCt.S - ~UI·;BER Or i~OOES AT E.\Cti LEVEL 
L;:;;V- CUf.F;J.:.t-iT LiVC:L (DOOT = 1). 
GL02AL VARIAJLcS: 
KEYLE:IiGTh - L2:NGTr: OF KSYS 
I·IAX_dR.diCH- '1.>\Y.l~U'-t BRIH~CHI:·iG f~CTOR FOR TRt:E. 




2 NO_KEYS FIXED EIN, 
2 KEYS(MAX_BRANCH-1) CHAR(KEYLENGTH), 
2 PTRS(~AX_B~ANCH) FIXED BIN (31,0), 
(RECORDR, NUMKEYS(*), NU~NODES(*), LEV) FIXED BIN, 
DEBUG BIT(l) INIT ( 1 0 1 8), 
J FIXED BIN; 
IF DEBUG THE!i PUT SKIP LIST('TRAV'ERSE 1 , LEV); 
IF RECORD# <= 0 TH~N RETURN; 
CALL I~DEXIO (l,UODE,RECORD#,KEYLENGTH,~AX_BRANCH,STAT); 
LEV = LEV + 1; 
~U~JKEYS(LFV) = ~fJ''Kt::YS(LZV) ._ NO_:<EYS; 
NU~NUDL~(LiV) = aU~~UDES(LE1) + 1; 
If P T Q S (2 ) > '1 T a ::. N DC J = 1 T u ~; 0 _ K i:: Y S + 1 ; 
C~LL T~AVE~SE (PIRS(J), NUM~~YS, NU~~ODES, LEV); 
END; 
LEV = LEV - 1; 
KETCi<~~; 
E ;n ; I * T !( n ::; ~~ .:> :_:: lr. I 
I* dTRE~ 
BTREE: PROC (KEY, ~EYPOS, ~CTION, ROOT, KEYLENGTR, 
~AX_B~ANC~, RESULT, STAT); 
I* 
AUTHOR: ROJERT W~BSTER 
DEPAHT~E~T OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
uKLAHO~A STATE UNIVERSITY 
1979 
T EIS p .... oc EDU .-< E P S f<FOfd-!3 H.\I :~T St-. AtiCE 0 N J\ ~ODI FlED 8-1' I\EE 
STRUCTUR~. KE~S A~C PCINTERS MAY BE I~SERTED AND DELETED. 
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*I 
T it E S 1' R U C !' U h ;;: U .:i E D I S ,\ a + T it E E • 1 H I S I S A :i 0 iU·I A L 6- T it E E 
ON UPPER LC.Vc.;LS, EXCePT TIJ.AT Oi·cL'l KE'lS AND POINTERS TO GTHt.£1 
NODSS :..;::;c STO~~J. Oi~ TPE 30TTO~~ LE'EL OF T:1E T:<EE, ALL THE: 
POt~TS~S A~~ ~~~ATIV~. fEE FT~ST POINTE~ UF EACH RJTTUM 
LEVEL ~.OCE :>OLiTS TO ITS RIGHT SliJLiiiG. THE FIRST PCU1TER C~ 
THE RIGPf~CST 30rTU~ LZVEL N08S IS ZERO. THE OTHS~ POINTERS 
ON T:-tE !'JTTO.·I L:::Vi:~L :IOOE.J POI::T T;) E.:<T~hNAL hECORDj 
REPPcSI:.~n't.u dt T:ElR ..\SSGClA'i'E.D Kt;i. SAC11 K~'i HAS A PultiT£(; 
("KEYPOS11 ) T:L\T d AS FIPUT AT THE ·rr~lE THE KEY i1AS PIS:::HTED 
INTO ThE Tr-EE. ·~EE~J \;JuDE!.> SPLIT o:. THe BOTTu:--l LZVEL, 
T4E KS'l 2?GPA~~l't:;J TO Hi ... UPl'r:R L~VEL IS NOT REI-lOVED FROM THZ 
BOTTO~ LZVEL. 3l~ILARLY, KEYS ARE NOT REUOVED FROM OR ADDED 
TO THE AOTTOA LEVEL DURING ~ SHARING OPERATIO~. THIS MEANS 
THAT ALL KSYS UN U?PEP LEVELS Wi~S DUPLICATED FRCM BOTTOM 
LEVEL KEYS. 
!~PUT PA~AAETEkS: 
KEY - KEf TO 3E INSE~TED OR &~LETED FROM TdE TREE. 
KEYPOS - ?OINTER TO Bg SET AT THE SOTTO~ OF THE TREE. 
ACTION - ~L~G TELLING WHETHEk TO INSERT OR OELET£. 
1 IS FCR INSERTION, 2 IS FCR DELETION. 
ROOT - IS THE NUMBER Of TH~ ROOT NODE OF THE TREE. 
KEYLE~GTH - LENGTH Of KEYS I~ THE TREE. 
MAX_rlRANCH - HAXIHUM ilRjNCHI~G FACTCR OF THE TRE~ • 
• -<t::.:iULT- :(.:.5ULT CJD2:.: 
0 => .SUCCESS 
1 => KE! ALREADY EXISTS; INSERTION NOT DONE 
2 => ~EY NOT FOUND; DELETION NOT DONE 
J => 0U1 G? ~~D~S; Tlrl~~ACTIGJ NGt JC~~ 
:.> !.' A -:' - ~ ~ ~ A '! C I 'JI 'j r: r: :) U . JT S il f ,~ C T I 0 r-. S .d T :1 I ~ T 1-E ? R 0 G R A ?i : 
S T U ( 1 ) - ; iU ·,i 8 S n u F :4 C 0 t: rl E A D .:J 
ST H U) - 'IU~IJE:P u:: :.COt: ~~R IT2:S 
S i \ T (:.) ) - ;! u '1 3:: ,.: 0 t;" 'I CD Z 3 :-' L I 7 S 
Sl H (-i) - ;~U.·IBt:K vF Sd..\t<ES uUhi:lG I~S~ • .:Tiu:~ 
.:lT.H(S)- ~iU:·!o~P CF SHARE~ OIJRING OJ:.L.::TION 
( 
3Tr\T(6) NU~BE~ JF NODE HERGES 
PROCEDURES CALLED: INDC:XIO 
INTERNAL PrtOC~DURES: 
BTkEE - MAIN PkOCEOURE 
SEARCH - S~ARCHES THE T~EE FOR A KEY, RETURNS ITS 
POSITIO~ IF THE KEY IS FOUND, AND THE POSITION OF 
THE NEXT HIGHcn KEY IF Ir IS NOT FOUNC. 
l~SERT- :JOE:;) A~ u;sr:RTIOii It-4TO TilE TREE. 
OEL - OO~S ~ DELETIO~ FROM TH~ TREE. 
O'JE~LE:Ff - P::RF0k1-~;:i uVt:t\fLO'·I Ot< UilCERFLO .. ol ShA.iHNG 
TC T.E L..:.?T./ 
OVERRtG4t - PSR?OR~S OVE~FLO~ OR UNDER~LO~ SHARING 
T 0 Ti1 E iH c;, T. 
CO:·•Ji.lii - .lc~GC:S t~.o ?::::'iS ;:o~ UiiDERFLO" ON DSLi:.TION. 
VAr.:I:\.SL:::S: 
ACTION- Iu?UT PAf\~\!ETi::r{ TH/..T TELLS i'tHE.'fbEfi TJ HL:ii::RT OR 
DiL::..;T.:.. 
CUR~E~lT - :Fii-1 ER OF T"-1E: :-JOCP. "CUR" 
DEBUG - DEBUG;t~G OUTPUT FLhG 
DO~NPTR - POI:HE!< THAT i'OIUTS TO THE NCDC: HELCw "CUR" IF 
0'1 .\:1 UFPER LEVEL, .\~0 CONTAINS "KEYPOS" IF ON 
TilE ROTTU:-1 LEVEL. 
HE.AD - HEAiJ OF THE AVAILABLE: LIST OF NODES. 
HORZ_PTR - TE~PORARV VARIABLE tO HOLD THE HORIZONTAL 
0 UI~TER OF THE H0TTOM LEVEL. 
11 J, K - IE~PURAPY VARIABLES 
KEY - INPUT PA~~MSTER, KEY TO BE INSERTED OR DELETED. 
KEYLENGTH - INPUT PARA~ETER, LENGTH OF KEY IN THE TREE. 
KEYPOS - !~PUT PAPAMETER, POINTER TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE KZY AT THE BOTTO~ LEVEL OF THE TREE. 
LEV - LEVEL OF' T~iE NODE "CUR" IN THE TREE. 
MAX_3PMICII- I11PUT ?ARM~ETER, MAXIMUM BRA~CHING fACTOP 
~OR THE TREE (ORDER). 
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MIN_KEY- MI~4r:1U~I r~IJ!-IBER 0~ KEY.> THAT ~L\Y BE IN A NODE. 
PA?E:~lT- .\~?..\{ c:~ t:lt: ~.U:iJ~PS GF .\LL Tile ?~P?:NT tiCDES USED 
I,J .S2ARC:Jr::G ~;OR ·r!~:: CUC\R~UT KEY. 
PA~POS- ~i-<fU'/ Of F•JT?iTEn3 FJLLJ·,,ED IN IdE PARENT I•ODE::i 
U.s:::o Hi SE~PCdiNG FO~ THE CURRE:JT Kr.;Y. 
POS - POSITION OF T9E K~Y IN THE NODE "CUR". 
RESULT - OUTPUT ~ESULT CODE. 
~ C 0 T - I .; ? u 7 :.., " rJ" \ 2. ~ C: ;; .., R C VI ,· • C lJ t. ,, U :1 S c; P 0 r T rl.l:. T R c. C: • 
s I' L r 'If; - J I J .... ~ :.; :) (j [.' ,. 'I r: .• 0 i.! :-- "s r:: " • 





(KEYPOS, NEXT) FIXED HIN {31,0), 
(KEYLENGTH, ROOT, MAX_BRANCH, ACtiON, RESULT, STAT(*)) 
FIX ED BIN, 
1 CUR, 
2 CURNOK6VS fiXED BIN INlT (0), 
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2 CURKEY(~AX_tJiHNC!I) CHAR(KEYLENGTH) INIT {(MAX_BRANCH) ( 1 1 )), 
2 CU~PTP(~AX_8R,~Ch+l) FIX~D BI~ {31,0) 
lNlT (0!AX_3!HJ!C:l + 1) 0), 
1 SI3, 
2 SIBNO~EYS FIXED BIN, 
2 SI~K~i(~~X_JRANCH) CH~q(K~YLENGTH) 
U!IT (('IAX_BRA:lCff) ( 1 I)), 
2 3TBPT~(~A~_B~~NCH+l) FIXED 81~ (31,0) 
r~1r <<~~x_JP~~c~ + 1) O}, 
1 p;., ~, 
2 PA~N0~EVS FI1ED BI~, 
2 ?~RKE1(~~X_BRA~CH) CHAR(K~YLZNGTH) 
r N r T < c 'J Ax_? R ~ r~ c H 1 c 1 • l >, 
2 PAKPI~(~AX_8~~NCH+l} FIXED El~ {31,0) 
INlT ((~~X_3RANCH + 1) 0), 
DEBUG FIXEU BI~ !NIT (0) 1 
FLOOR BUTL..TIN, 
(I, J, LEV, Hl~_KEY, P~~~NT(SO), PARPCS(SO), POS, CURRENT, 
SI3LING) FIXZU BIN, 
INDEXIO EXTEkNAL ENihY {FIXED BIN, 1, 2 FIXED BIN, 
2 (*) CHAR (*), 2 (*) FIXED BIN (31,0), FIXED BIN, 
FIXED BIN, ~!XED BIN, (*) FIXED BIN); 
RESULT = 0; 
MIN_KEY = fLOOR((MAX_BRANCH-1) I 2); 
I* ACTIO'! = 1 IS FOR I'lSSRT, Ar":TION = 2 IS FOR DELETE */ 
I F A C T I u .~ = 1 1' H d. C A :.. i.. I:i S S K T; 
ELSS IF ACTION = 2 T~2~ CALL D~L; 
RETURN; 
SEA:<Ci!: ?:\uC (,(~:·t, PuS., .:>UCCE~S); ,. 
THIS ?:<OCt:Ju:~t:: :.it;',\rC~ES t:lS 3+TC\i:;2: fOR "KEY". IF IT IS FOUND, 
..:iUCC:33 I.:> 3ZT fU u:;r::, uT:ir::i'.~T.:lE 7 E.fW. "PuS" IS THC: PUSITIGN OF 
T'li.:. :,:.·t l:j ':.'.t.::: :lv:::L, ;_~- 1::' l.S ?QU;;;.. • ..:FIT lS ~~GT FOUI'.O, "PUS" 
IS ·,n::.;t{E IT JSi...J,IC.::i. 
GLOB II. t. V ~RI ;\d t.E S: 
LEV, ROOT, PA~~~T, PARPOS, PAR, CUR, DEBUG. 




(POS, SUCCiSS, t.WB, UPB) FIXED BIN; 
IF DEBUG= 1 T~IE:I PUT SKIP LIST( 1 SEARCII', KE'l); 
CU~RENT, LE7 = O; 
PCS = 1; 
NEXT = ROOT; 
DO ~HIL~ (~EXT > 0); 
LEV = LE 'J + 1; 
PARF~T(LS1) = CU~qE~T; 
P.a.i{PLlS(LC:'l) = P03; 
IF L~V > 1 T~l~ P~R = CUR; 
CURR:::-JT = u:::.<t; 
C -~ L L G T ri v r"J i ( C U i~, CUr\;, F.:;, T) ; 
J* 1-'I;;r: T:tC: KC:'i IN THE NODE *I 
L;.[!3 = 1; 
UPD = CUr<~~V<:t:Y.J; 
DO WHILE (L~~ <= UPil); 
P OS = (LIt' IJ + UP !3 ) I 2; 
IF Ki::Y < CIJR:\EY(POS) TitEii UPO = POS - li 
ELSE IF K~Y > CURKEY(POS) THEN t.~B = POS + 1; 
f.LSE GO TO OUT; 
END; 
POS = U~a; 
OUT:; 
NEXT = CURPTk(POS); 
END; 
SUCCESS = 0; 
IF CURrtE~T > 0 THEN IF POS <= CURNOKEYS THEN 
IF KeY = CURKEY(FOS) THEN SUCCESS = 1; 
IF DEBUG = 1 THE~ PUT SKIP LIST(SUCCESS, POS, LEV); 
l{ ETU R. N; 
~~D; /~ S~A~CH ~1 
INSERT: PPOC; 
I* 
T tl I.S CJ != G C::; ;) U :\...; L i S ::: t. T :,; it K 2 'L , "K C: Y " , 1:~ T 0 T l1 I:: T R E .:. • 
T9EPE ~RZ S~V~~\L ~L01At. VARIAJL~S. 
lrj 
DCL 
(J, 3~C~~SS) ~IX~D 31~, 
[. 0 -.~ N P T t{ J;" I "{ I:; D q I I i ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
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( 
IF DE3UG = 1 TdEN PUT SKIP LIST('INSEPT', KEY); 
OOWNPT~ = -KE1POS; 
I* FINO THE KEY POSITION *I 
CALL SEARCH (KEY, POS, SUCCESS); 
IF SUCCESS = 1 THEN DO; 
kESULT = 1; 
RETURN; 
END; 
I* INITIALIZ! ROOT NODE FOR A NEW T~EE *I 
IF L2V = 0 TJZN DC; 
Lf-: V = 1; 
C~LL FeTCH (CUnREHT); 
ROOT = CU::)RE:tlT; 
CUR 'lO KEYS = 0 ; 
CURDTE = 0; 
cuR!\.:.., = I I ; 
E~D; 
LuOP:; 
I* INSERT TH~ K~Y l~TC CURR~~T NODE AT POS */ 
IF DE:RUG = 1 1'lJF:ri PUT SK[!' LIST( 1 LOOP', LEV); 
CUJhOYiYJ = CUrt~il~EY~ + 1; 
DO J = CURI10KC:'/S TO POS + 1 oY -1; 
CURPTR(J+l) = CUR?TR(J); 
CURKEY(J) = ~UrtKEY(J-1); 
END; 
CURKEV(POS) =KEY; 
CURPTR(POS+l) = DOHNPTk; 
J* STOR~ THi NODE AND RETURN IF IT IS NOT OVERFULL *I 
IF CUR~OKEYS < MAX_BRA~CH THEN DO; 
CALL PTNuOE (CUR, CURRENT); 
IF O~BUG = 1 THEN PUT SKIP LIST ( 1 h0 REBALANCING'); 
RETURN; 
END; 
/* IF AT THE TOP, THE~ MAKE A NEW ROOT */ 
IF ?AqENT(L~V) = 0 THEN DO; 
I~ OE9UG = 1 T:lEN PUT ST{IP LIS1( 1 NE'~ ROOT'); 
CALL r.:.TC'-! (.:il.H.l:~G); 
C~LL F~Tcu (?l~ENT(LEV)); 
PAHKEY(l) = CUH~EY(MIN_~~y + 1); 
IF CUPPTR(21 > 0 THEN CURNOKEYS = MIN_KEY; 
ELSE CUR~OKEYS = MIN_KEV + 1; 
I = 1; 
I* .. L ~ .:: i' :i .:: K c.. 'x' ~ , r C I u T t:. q S J 0 ~~ : J ,. I 
0 0 J = •.r I '! _ C v + I T 0 ~~ A X_ R 7< :. ~ C G ; 
i L · .. '· 't tT ) = ~ 'J 1, :< S Y (.J) i 
::; L ? ·i· ? ( i ) = C U R ? T R ( J ) ; 




SIBPTR(I) = CUR?TR(~AX_3RANCH+l); 
SIBNOKEVS = I - 1; 
PARNUKE.YS = 1; 
PARPTR{l) = CURRENT; 
P~RPTR{2) = SIBLING; 
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J* IF NODE IS A LEAVE THEN SET HORIZONTAL POINTERS */ 
IF CURPTR(2) <= 0 THEN DO; 
SIBPTR(t) = CURPTR(1); 
CU~PI?(l) = -SIBLI~G; 
E:'-W i 
I* rr;c~E:•IC::n ,jFLIT COU!iTErt ~tl 
STAT(3) = STAT(3) + 1; 
I* STOR~ f9~ NOGES */ 
C~LL PTNODE (SIB, STBLI~G); 
CALL ?TNODi (?~R, PAR2NT(LEV)); 
C~LL PT~ODE (CU?, CURRS~T); 
KOOT = [>.\RE.iT(LEV); 
RETUH:~; 
EHD; r .ni·iRoor *I 
I* LEFT SIDE */ 
IF PAFPOS(L~V) > 1 THE~ DO; 
IF DEBUG= 1 THEN PUT SKIP LIST ('LEFT SIDE'); 
SIBLING = P\WPTR(PAHPOS(LEV)-1); 
CALL GTNOD~ {SIB, SidLING); 
IF SIBNOKEYS < ~AX_BRANCH - 1 THEN DO; 
I* SHARE ON LEFT *I 
IF DEBUG = 1 THEN PUT SKIP LIST { 1 SHARE LEFT'); 
CALL OVERLEFT {PAR, SIB, CUR, PARPOS(LEV) - 1); 
I* INCREMENT OVERFLOW SHARE COUNTER */ 
STAT(4) = STAT(4) + 1; 
I* STORE THE NODES *I 
CALL PT~OCC (SIB, SIJLI~G); 
CALL ?f10DE (PAR, P~RENT(LEV)l; 
CA~L PT~OO~ (CU~, CU~RENT); 
R ETU Rtf; 
END;/* S~lld~E LEFT */ 
c..:J D; 
I* ?IL:Il ..)IC.~ ,. I 
[F ?A~POS(L~V) <= ?~~NG~~YS TP~~ DO; 
Ic [•S!!U•,"; = 1 ft.i::.1 f' 1 J'~ .S:<"'P ~IST('HIGdT SIDE:'); 
:;;r;:;r..;.~.G = Pl~?-"i'r((?J.?PO.::;(L:::'J)+l); 
C\LL ~T~ODE (srg, SI3LI~G); 
( 
' ~-
IF SIENOKEY3 < MAX_R~ANCn - 1 THEN DO; 
I* SHARE ON RIGHT */ 
IF DEBUG = 1 THEN PUT SKIP LIST ('SHARE RIGHT 1 ); 
CALL OVERRIGHT (PAR, CUR, Sia, PARPOS(LEV)); 
I* INCqE~ENT THE OVERFLOw SHARE COUNTER */ 
STAT(4) = STAT(4) + 1; 
I* STORE THE NOLES */ 
CALL PrNOOE (SIB, SI3LING); 
CALL Pf~0DE (PAR, Pl~ENT(LEV}); 
C;\LL Pl'NODE (CU~.' CURR~ta); 
RF'TUi<.N; 
EtW; ;~r .:iHAIHNG HIGHT */ 
I* SPLIT */ 
/*PUT UFDC:R ·':.;:.YS, PTRS tliTO SI£J, SPi..IT CUR *I 
I ::: 0 c; L lJ G = t T J ~. ; j p TJ T ~ K I p L I s T ( I s p [. 1 T I ) ; 
CALL Ff:TCH (S~3LUiG); 
r.EY = CUI-\KSV(:H~j_lcC£Y + 1); 
DOfd-iPTR = .)liJLI:iG; 
IF CURPTR(2) > 0 TP:;:~i CUR~JOKEYS = MIN_KEY; 
~LSE CUh~OKEY5 = MI~_KEY + 1; 
I = 1; 
/* MOVE THE K~YS, POINTERS OVE~ */ 
DO J = MIN_~EY + 2 TO MAX_BRANCH; 
SIBKEY(I) = CURKEY(J); 
SI8PTR(I) = CURPTR(J); 
I = I + 1; 
END; 
SIBPTR(I) = CURPTR(~AX_BRANCH + 1); 
SIBNOKEYS = I - 1; 
I* IF NOD~ IS A L~AVE THEN SET HORIZONTAL POINTERS *I 
IF CURPTR(2) <= 0 THEN DO; 
~IBPTR(l) = CUkPTk(l); 
CURPTR(1) = -SIBLING; 
F. 'I 0 ; 
I* I~CRE~ENT THE SPLIT COUNTEk */ 
sr~TCJJ = sr~r<J> + 1; 
I* STO'-<E r·-E l0u2:S */ 
C~LL ?T~UDi (CU~, CU~RE~T); 
C~LL ?T~0CG (31J, 5IJLl~G); 
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I* G~T ~E~Jl AHJ GO ~~C~ 20R I1SE~TION [~TO T~E rAR~NT */ 
PC~= P~~P~3(L~7); 
C U R = P ,\ t< i 
t 
\ 
CURRENT = PARENT(LEV}; 
LEV= t.EV - 1; 
IF PARENT(L£V) > 0 THEN 
CALL GT~ODE (PAR, PARENT(LEV)); 
GO TO LOOP; 
END; /* INSERT */ 
DEL: PROC; 
I* TP.IS PrtOCEDURE DELETES A KEY FROM THE TREE *I 
DCL (J, SUCC~S5} FIXED BIN; 
I~ D~3UG = 1 THS~ PUT SKIP LIST( 1 DELETE 1 1 KEY); 
I* FIND TliE '<i.:Y */ 
CALL S~ARCH(KSY, ?OS., SUCC2:SS); 
IF SUCCES~ = 0 TrlSN DO; 
RESULT = 2; 
RSTURN; 
E~; D; 
/* ~~K~ SUR~ CUR IS A L~AV2: */ 
IF CURPT~(~) > 0 THEN DO; 
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PUT SKIP LIST ( 1 ERRO~ I~ DELETE- NOT AT BOTTO~ OF TREE'); 




I* DELETE THE K£Y FROM THE NODE 1 CUR' */ 
IF DEBUG = 1 T~EN PUT SKIP LIST( 1 LOOP 1 1 LEV); 
DO J = POS + t TO CURNOKEYS; 
CURKEY(J - 1) = CURKEY(J); 
CURPTR(J) = CURPTR(J + 1); 
END; 
CURNOK~YS = CURNOKE~S - 1; 
IF L~V = 1 \. CURNOKEYS = 0 THEN uO; 
I* ;'4E.ol hOUT 'f/ 
ROOT= CUPPTR(l); 
CALL RELcAS~ (CURRENT); 
RETUl<N; 
END; 
I* IF ~CT JNJS~?ULL TPE~ STOR~ rqs NODE ~~0 ~ETURN */ 
IF L;.;;·r = l I CUr\.t'iC~EYS >= .Hi._KF.Y THEN 00; 
C.\LL ?i::GD~ (CJ9, CURRdiT); 
,.'(:: T lj,, ~i; 
S.'i 0; 
( 
I* LEFT Slue *I 
IF DEBUG = 1 THEU PUT SKIP LIST{'LEFT SIDE'); 
IF PARPOS(LEV) > 1 THEh DO; 
SIBLING = PARPTR{PARPOS(LEV) - 1); 
CALL GTNODE (SIB, SIBLING); 
IF SIBNOKEYS > MIN_KEY THEN DO; 
I* SHARE FRO~ LEFT *I 
IF DEBUG = 1 THEN PUT SKIP LIST ('SHARE LEFT'); 
CALL OVER'UGHT (PAR, SI.a, CUR, PARPOS(LEV)-1); 
!* HiCK.t::~Ei~T THE UIWEt<FLOW ~HARE COUNTER *I 
STAT(5) = STAT(5) + 1; 
I* STU~~ !fiE NOIJES *I 
CALL PT~UOE (SIB, SIBLING); 
C~LL PT~UD~ (?AP, PARENT(LEV)); 
CALL PT~UDE (CUR, CU~R~~T); 
hE'fUhri; 
t: !H..1; I* S :-lA RL'JG LEFT *I 
ELSE 00; 
I* COMBI~E uN LEFT */ 
IF DI:.:JUG = 1 T:iSN PUT .SKlP LIST ('COMBINE LEFT'); 
CALL REL2~SE (CURR2~T); 
CALL CU~BINE (P~R, SIB, CU~, PARPOS(LEV)-1); 
I* INCR~~~NT ~CD£ COM3INING COUNTER *I 
STAT(6) = STA.T(6) + 1; 
I* STuRE THE NODE *I 
CALL PTNODE (SIJ, SIELING); 
I* GET READY AND GO BACK TO DELETE FRO~ PARENT *I 
CU~REUT = PARENT(LEV); 
POS = PAR?OS(LEV) - 1; 
CUR = PAR; 
LEV = L E 'I - 1 ; 
IF LEV > 1 THEN 
CALL GT~OD~ (PAR, PARENT(LEV)); 
GO TU LJOP; 
gND; /* COMBI~ING LEFT *I 
E~D; /~ L~FT Siu~ ~1 
I* RIGHT SID~ *I 
IF DEBUG = 1 THEtl PUT SKIP LIST('RIGHT SIDE'); · 
SIBLING = PARPTR(PARPOS(LEV) + 1); 
C\Ll.. GT:iurr: (.JIP, ::)tJLI:lG)i 
l F S I 3: i C (\ E i S > .'• 1 •, _ :" ::; Y T: i ;:: .. lJ 0 ; 
I* S~·LiR;:; ~';)JI~ ?IGl!T "I 
I::- r;.:. P C G :: l ·~.: ::: i• l' ll T .:it' T 0 L ~ ;:; T ( ' .) ; i ;\ t< C: " ! ~ H l ' ) ; 
C ;.. L L C V E. R t. r. ? T ( ? A R , C U I( , 5 I .:i , ? x ? P G S ( L E V ) ) ; 
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( 
I* INCGE~ENT UNDERFLOW SHARE COUNTE~ */ 
STAT(5) = STAT(S) + 1; 
r STORI:: THE NODES *I 
CALL PTNOOE (SIB, SIBLING}; 
CALL PTNODE (PAR, PARENT(LEV)}; 
CALL PTNODE (CUR, CURRENT); 
RETUti.N; 
~NO; /* S~ADI~G RIGHT */ 
ELS'E: 00; 
I" CONEINE hiGIIT */ 
If CSaUG = 1 THEr; FUT SKIP LIST ('CCMaiN£ ON RIGHT'); 
C,\LL RELE.\S~ (SiBLING); 
CALL COM6I~E (PAfi, CUH, SI5, PARPOS(LEV)}; 
/* UiC?E.:-!E~iT tiCDE CO~iSHIING CCUNTEP */ 
STAT(6) = STAT(6) + 1; 
f~< STCctE TJG i'<ODE ~<f 
CALL PTN086 (CUR, CURR~NT); 
/* GET ~:ADY A~D GO BACK TO DELETE FRO~ PARENT */ 
CURRENT = P\~E~T(LEV); 
CUR = PAR; 
POS = P~R 0 0S(LE1); 
LEV=LZV-1; 
IF LEV) 1 THEil 
CALL GT~ODE (PAR, PA~ENT(LEV)); 
GJ TU LOOP; 
END; /* COMBINING RIGHT */ 
END; /* UELET~ */ 
sj~· ~ 
OVERLEFT: PROC (PARENT, LEFT, RIGHT, POS); 
I* 
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THIS PROCEDURE PERFOR~S OVERFLO. OR UNDERFLOW SHARING 
ON TWO NODES OF THE TREE. THE SHARING GOES FRO~ RIGHT TO 
LEFT • "L EFT 11 1 3 i: i E LEfT S l i3 L 1 N G N 0 iJ E 1 A ~I 0 "R 1 G H T" IS THE 
HIGHT SI3LING. s:!ARPIC IS DO~E: U~HIL THERE IS AN ECUAL 
( 0 l< N E ~ RL Y S 1.4 U A L) 14 m·! P E R 0 F KEYS I N E A C n S I 8 LING • 11 P 0 S" 
IS THE POSlTIOH OF THE K&Y IN TH£ PARENT NODE THAT 
DIVIDSS THE T~O SIBLINGS. 
*I 
~LeFT - ~UMJ~R OF K~YS TO ~~D UP I~ THE LEFT SlJLlNG 
:JRI0r{7- ·w"dSR OF KEY3 TO ENO 'J!? IN TflE ~[GHT SIBLING 














2 L PT R ( *} fiXED 9IN(31,0), 




F'I xc: o ar ~;, 
Cd A R (* )·, 
?' I X t: D 3 I ~~ ( 3 1 , 0 ) , 
P C S F I '< E I! 8 L'l , 
(liOPZ_?T?, i-..L~fT, NRIGHT, J, K) FIXED BI~; 
I* CH~CK fOk V~LID ~ODE SIZES */ 
J = RNuK~i~ + LNUK~YS; 
NLEFT = J I 2; 
~11I::::i1T = J - NLi::FT; 
IF rJRil.HT >= 'WCK~'iS Tn.:-:1-l DC; 
PUT SKIP(2} LIST 
( 1 ~~ROR IN OVERLEFT- NO SHARING POSSIBLE.'); 
PUT SKIP D~TA (PAD~NT, LEFT, RIGHT, POS); 
RET Ui< N; 
END; 
I* If NODES ARE L~AVES, !HE~ S10RE AWAY THE 
RIGHT HO~IZO~TAL POINTER */ 
IF RPTR(2) <= 0 THEN HO~Z_PTk = RPTR(l); 
I* FIX UP rlRST KEY */ 
J = LNOKEYS + 1; 
IF LPT~(2) > 0 THEN DO; 
I* lF UP?~!1 LEVEL, THEN MOVE DO~N PARENT KEY */ 
LKEY(J} = P~KKEV(POS); 
J = J + 1; 
L? T? ( J) = R PT P ( 1); 
E:-1 iJ; 
K = 1; 
I* MOVE KEYS & PCI~TERS FPOM RIGHT NODE TO LEFT */ 
DO J = J TO ULEF!; 
LKZV(J) = "{~Y(~); 
LPT~(J + 1} = ~?TPCK + 1); 
l< = i<. + 1; 
::;ti 0; 
I * ~ T G :? C. • • .:. " P ,\ .1 f:.;; T ;\ .:; "i " / 
It:' LPTR(2) > '1 T:1E~I GO; 
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( 
P~kKEY(?OS) = RKEY(K); 
K = K + 1; 
END; 
ELSE PARKEY(POS) = LKEY(NLEFT); 
I* HOVE THE Rir;IIT NODE'S K~YS DOWN *I 
J = I; 
DO K = K TO R~OKEYS; 
RKEV(J) = RX~Y(K); 
rtPT~<J> = KPrR<K>; 
J = J + 1; 
END; 
hPT~(J) = R~T~(K); 
I* l?' Il lS . .\ Lt:A'Jl::, THEN RESTOf1E TIJE IJORIZONTAL 
T F r: td G Tf S 1 a L I ~J G k I 
I F R P T 1; ( 2 ) < = 0 T fi f. N R P T i\ (1 ) = H 0 R Z _ P T ii ; 
I* SET THi ~.U~·i8t:R Of KEYS IN IHI:. I•OOES *I 
LIJOK2YS = :~LC: 7 T; 
rdiO!<"EY::> = .di':;:-IT; 
lNil; /* GV~RLEFT */ 
OVERRIGHT: PrtOC (PARENT, L~FT, RIGHT, POS); 
I* 
T~IS PROC~DURS PERFODSS OVERFLO~ OR UNDERFLOW SHARING 
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ON TWO ~ODES OF THE TREE. THE SHARING GOES FROM LEFT TO 
RIGHT. "LEFT" I.:i THE LEFT ~IELING NODE, AND "RIGHT" IS THE 
RIGHT SlilLlNG. Sfi.\PING IS DONE UNTIL THERE IS AN EQUAL 
(On tJEARLV EQUAL) NUM3ER OF KEYS IN EACH SIBLING. "POS" 
IS THE PuSITIOU OF THE KEY IN THE PARENT NODE THAT 
DIVIDES THE TWO SIBLINGS. 
I N T ER N AL V A R I A 9L E S : 
*I 
NLEFT - NUMBER OF KEYS TO END UP IN THE LEFT SIBLING 
NRIGHT - NUMBER OF KEYS TO EhD UP IN THE RIGHT SIBLI•G 










2 LiiOK.:.Y3 ?lXc..D JI:i, 
~ L ;: :.:.; '! ( * ) r:: I t. 1\ ( * ) , 









POS FIXED BIN, 
(HORZ_PTR, NLEFT, N~IGHT, J, K) FIXED BIN; 
/* SET UP NE~ NODE SIZES *I 
J = RNuKcYS T ~NoKEYs; 
NRIGHT = J I 2; 
NLE:F'T = J - NPIGHT; 
I* CHECK FOK VALIDITY OF NODES *I 
IF NLEFT >= LNOKEYS THEN DO; 
?UT s:OP(2) LIST 
( 1 ~~~0k I~ OVEHRTGrlT- NO SHARING POSSIBLE.•); 
PUT SKIP DaTA (PA~~NT, LE~T, RIGHT, POS); 
E::: TUci 'I; 
E~i D; 
I* MOVES KEYS CO~N TO NAKi ROOM I~ RIGHT NODE *I 
RPTR (NRIGHT+l) = RPTR(J"IlOKSYS+1 ); 
K = NRIGo1'; 
DO J = RNOKEYS TC 1 BY -1; 
RK E Y ( K ) = R KEY ( J) ; 
RP T R( K) = k PT C< ( J); 
K = K - 1; 
END; 
I* MOVE PARENT KEY OO~N */ 
IF RPTR(2) > C THEN DO; 
RKEY(K) = PARKEY(POS); 
KPTk{K) = LPTR(LNOKEYS + 1); 
K = K - 1; 
END; 
I* If LEAVE, THEN STORE A~~y HOkiZONTAL POINTER */ 
ELSE DO; 
HORZ_PTR = 1?Ta(l); 
kPT~(~+l) = L?TR(L~OKEYS+l); 
END; 
I* TRA~SF~R {2VS fROr LEFT TO RIGHT */ 
IF K > 0 THEN RPTR(K) = LPTR(LNOKEYS+l); 
J = L~OKEYS; 
iJ 0 :<: = K TO 1 3 'I -1 ; 
~~SV(!) = ~~~Y(J); 
RPTry(K) = L~TD(J)~ 
J = J - 1.; 
;;: 'J [• i 
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IF LPTt\(2) > 0 THEN DO; 
PARK~Y(POSJ = LKEY(J}; 
RPTR(l) = LPTR(J + 1); 
EUD; 
ELSE PAPKEl(POS) = LKEY(NL~FT); 
I* SET NUM9ER OF KEYS IN LEFT AND RIGHT NODES */ 
LNO!( EYS = i~LE FT; 
RNOKEYS = ~QIGHT; 
!* IF LEAVS, THEN RESTORE HORIZONTAL POINTER */ 
IF RPTn(2) <= 0 THEN rtPTrl{l) = HORZ_PT~; 
END; /* OV~RRlGilT */ 
CO~BINE: PnOC (PARE~T, LEFT, ~IGHT, POS); 
DCL 
1 PAR C~i T, 
2 PArd. OK£ YJ 
2 PARY.iY(*) 
2 ? .\ ;n:· I :< ( fo- ) 
1 LEFT, 
FI'<E.O BIN, 
C HA F ( *), 
1 I X ;.:o ~IN ( 31, 0 ) , 
2 LNOK~YS ~iXiD 31N, 
2 LKSY(*) CHAR(*), 
2 LPTrl(*J FIXED OI~(Jl,O), 







POS FIXED '3IN, 
(J, 1) FIXED BIN; 
I* CHECK fOR VALID NODE SIZES */ 
IF LNOKEYS + RNOKEYS >= MAX_BRANCH-1 & LPTR(2) ) 0 I 
LNOKEVS + RNOKEYS >= HAX_BRANCH THEN DO; 
PUT SKIP LIST 
('ERROR IN C0~9I~E- COMBINATION NOT POSSIBLE'); 
PUT SKI? DATA (PAt<, LGFT, l\IGHT, POS); 
PC: T UP.~~; 
E:W; 
J = LNu~£Y.:> + 1; 
I* IF NCT Lt:AVS THEt-; ~OVE PARENT KEY AND LEFTMOST 
PO[NTSR OF RIGHT */ 
IF LPTh(2) > J TH~~ DO; 
LKCY(l~CK~fS+l) = P~~KiY(POS); 
LPTR(LNOK~YS+2) = RPTR(l); 
,J = J 1" t i 
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I* I~ ~ODES ~R~ LE~V~S, TH~N SET HORIZONTAL POINTERS */ 
( 
\. 
EL.>E LPT!1(1} = P.PT~(l); 
I* MOVE THE KEYS AND POINTERS OVER */ 
DC I = 1 TJ ~NuKEVS; 
LKEY(J) = RKEY{I); 
LPTR(J+l) = RPTR(I+l); 
J = J + 1; 
END; 
I* SET ~UM3ER OF K~VS IN LEFT */ 
LNO!< EY;J = ,J - 1 i 
END; I* COM31~JE *I 
PTNODE: PROC (NODE, RECORDi); 
I* THIS PnOCEDURE CALLS INDEXIO TO W!1ITE 
lN l~DSX ~OOE */ 
DCL 
RECORDH ~t~EJ BI~, 
l NOD t:, 
2 NO_KE'lS 
2 :<EY S( *) 
2 i?TRS(*} 
1 P'lOD~, 
? I X C: 0 8 I ~~, 
CHA~(*), 
? ..L XL D J I :H 3 1 , 0 ) , 
2 PNO_KEYS FIXED BIN, 
2 PK~YS(NAX_dRANCH-1) CdAR(KEYLENGTH), 
2 PPTRS(HAX_3RANCH) FIXED BI'l (31,0); 
IF DEBUG= 1 THEil PU7 SKIP LIST ( 1 PTNODE:', NODE); 
I* ASSIGN NODE TO PARAMETER NCDE */ 
PNO_KEYS = NO_KEVS; 
DC J = 1 TO MAX_BPANCH - 1; 
PPTRS(J) = PTRS(J); 
PKEYS(J) = KEYS(J); 
END; 
PPTRS(MAX_B~ASCR) = PTRS(MAX_BRANCH); 
C~LL INDEXIO (2, P~8DE, RECORD#, KEYLENGTH, MAX_BRANCH, 
~TAT) i 
~NO; /* P~O~£ */ 
GTNODE: PROC (NODE, ~ECO~D#)i 
I* T~IS proc~~UPL G~TS A ~COl USlNG lNDEXIO *I 
:Jt:L 











2 PNO_Kt:YS FIXE.D BIN, 
2 PKEYS(MAX_BRANCH-1) CHAR(KEYLENGTH), 
2 PPTR~(M~X_BRANCH) FIXED BIN (31,0); 
CALL IND~XIO (1, PNODE, RECORD#, KEYLENGTH, MAX_BRANCH, 
I" AS3TGri PAfiAIIETER TO NODE *I 
NO_KEYS = ?NO_KEYS; 
DC J = 1 TO HAX_BRANCH - 1; 
PT~3(J) = POT~~(J); 
K~/S(J) = PK~YS(J); 
t:~-10; 
PTi\S(i~AX_i::~~NCii) = PPTRS(MAX_BRANCtl); 
1 F 0 E: 3 u G = l T dE:~ puT LIsT ( I G T tic D £ : I , N 0 0 .E ) ; 
END; /* GTNQOE *I 
FETCH: PROC (RECORDit); 
I* T~IS P~OCEJURE USES INOEXIO TO G~T AN INDEX NODE FROM 
THE AVAILABLE LIST. */ 
DCL 
RECORDd FIXED BIN, 
1 PNODE, 
2 NO_K£YS FIXED BIN, 
2 KEYS(MAX_BRANCH-1) CHAR(KEYLENGTH), 
2 PTRS(MAX_BRANCH) FIXED BIN (31,0); 
CALL 1ND£XIO (J, PNODE, RECORD#, KEYLENGTH, MAX_BRANCH, 
END; /* FSTC'~ *I 
HELEA3E: PnOC (~ECuRD#); 
I* THIS PROCEDURE USES INDEXIO TO PLACE AN INDEX NODE 
BACK ONTO T~E lVAILA3LE LIST */ 
DCL 
RECORDJ ?lXiD Ei~, 
1 P~WD£, 
2 ,JJ_~C:Y.:.i FEED Biii, 
2 i\O::tSC·!:.:<_~L<.\ •• Cil-1) Cd.\R(.\EYU.NGTH), 





CALL INDEXIO (4, PNOOE, RECORD#, KEYLENGTH, MAX_BRANCH, 
STAT); 
END; /* RELEASE */ 
END; I* dTREE */ 
110 
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I" IJJEXIO */ 
INDEXIO: PhOC (~UNCTION, NODE, RECORD#, KEYLENGTH, MAX_SRANCH, 
STAT); 
I* 
AUTHOR: RuSE~T WE8STEk 
D~P~~TMtNT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
OKLA~O~A STATE U~IVERSITY 
1Y79 
THIS P~OCSOURE QOES I~PUT A~C OUTP~T ON I~DEX NODES, USING 
TilE "LE~.lT i<ECE?ITL'l USED rtEPL.\C£1-IE~T" METHOD. THE NUMBER OF 
NODES KEPT IN ME:-lORi IS 11 :JC_?AGES". THE INDf:.X F"ILE MUST BE 
PREVIOUSLY SETUP ~IT~ A LijKED LIST OF AVAILABLE NODES. THE 
LIN!<J APPEAt;. Ii~ "Nu_KEYS" OF" THE UNUSED RECORDS. RECORD ZERO 
CO~THINS THE HEAU OF THE ,\VAiLhJLE LIST. IT IS NOT US£0. 
THERE A~t; SSV~lUL CONSTANTS Ul THE DECLARATIONS THAT HAVE THE 
SMlE VALUE A.j "iiO_PAGES". TliESE Si-iOULD BE A.T LEAST AS 8[G AS 
THE V:..LU.:. OF' ~Hi_?AG2S • .\LSO, THe SIZE Of "NCDES 11 AHD "THPtjCOE 11 
JAUST COiWE:Sr:JO'Iu TO TfiE :<Sco.~D SIZS Or THE UIDEX FILE. 
FUt.CTIO:~ - Oi'.S Of THC: ri'.JZ. fUNCTIONS Pt:RFORHED BY "IND~XlC 11 
NODE- HJDEX ~JODZ PASSED !0 OR fROM "INDE:XIO". 
hECO~D# - RECQrlO ~UMBEH OF THE IhOEX NOD~. 
KEYLENGTH - L3liGT H Or THC: Ki:;Y S ll• "~lODE" 
~AX_9RANCH - ORDER Or !H2 TREE. 
STAT - ~h~AY FOR 3TATISTIC3. STAT(S} IS THE NUMBER OF HEADS, 
A~D ~Rq~Y(6) IS THE ~UMBER OF WRITES. 
THERE ARE FIV~ FUNCTIONS IN T~IS PHOCEDU~E: 
GETNODE, PUTNOOE, FETCH, FREE, AND DUMPLAST. 
1. GETNODE t;ETS .\ RSCORD FiWM "NODES", IF IT IS THERE, OR 
FROM THE FILE ITSELF, IF THE HECOHD IS ~OT IN "NODES", 
AND PUTS IT INTO THE INPUT STRUCTURE "NCDE". GETNOOE 
IS P ~RF"01M ED ~ P.E ~~ THE INPUT PAR A~ETER "FUNCTION" IS 
ZCU~L TO 1. 
2. PUTNOLE ~~ClEVES 
rr cno "HODES". 
I il "N 0 0 E s II , T H E 1l 
IS t:Xi:.CUTcD \l,rJ::N 
THE INPUT STRUCTUPE 11 IICDt:" Al'tD PLACES 
If THE ~ECORD IS NOT ALREADY PRESENT 
ANOTHER RECORD IS kEPLACED •. PUTNODE 
"FUNCTION" I.S TWC. 
3. ?ZTC' :.:rs A t<'::COP:D OfF' TilE .l.VA.IL.HlLE LIST AND PUTS 
T7 I~iTO '1!40UE.:i". Ti:;:: d£.\0 uF' THE A'JAILAeLE LI~'f IS 
UPD ... Tt:.D I.~ :-1i:.JCRi. FE7C:~ l.J .:.XC.CUTED ~I!EN "FUNCTIG:-4 11 IS 
7E RS E. 
4. ~EL~A~E nutj A kECO~D BACK INTO THE LINKED LIST OF 
( 
11~ 
AVAILABLE R~CCRDS. THE RECCRD IS ONLY PLACED INTO 
"NODES", HO~EVER. WHE~ IT IS REPLACED, IT IS WRITTEN 
TO THE FILE. ~ELEASE IS EXECUTED ~HEN "FUNCTION" IS 4. 
5. DUMPLAST WRIT~ ALL TH~ NODES CURRENTLY IN 
TO THE INDEX FILE, AND UPDATES THE HEADER 
IS TO BE US~D AT THE END OF THE PkOGRAM. 
E X EC UTE D w H 1:: N "F U N C T I u N " I S F IV C: • 
*I 
DCL 
NO_P~G~S FIXED Jl~ .STATIC l~IT(20), 
NODES(20) C1AR(l000) STlTIC, 
{ADDR, CSTG, SUBST~) BUILTIN, 
1 NODE CONNECTED, 
2 NO_K~YS fiX£0 BIN, 
2 KEYS(*) CHAh(*), 




TPP10D~ CH1J(1000) BASED (ADDR(~ODE.NO_KEYS)), 
(FUNCTIG~,~~CO~D~,YEYLE~GTH,~AX_B~ANCH,STAT(*)) FIXED BIN, 
( u;rl G T ii, I, J, K, f\ E C ~W :H 2 0 ) , I .X (2 0 ) , ll E A 0) FIXED a IN STAT I C, 
(ALTERSD(20), D~uUG) BIT(l) STATIC, 
TRUE 8IT(l) STATIC INIT ( 1 1 1 9), 
FALSE 3IT(l) STATIC I~IT ( 1 0 1 3), 
FIRST BIT(l) STATIC !NIT ( 1 1 1 8), 
BINDEX FILE E~V(REGIONAL(l)); 
I* INITIALIZATICN ~1 
DEBUG= FALSE; 
tF DEBUG THEN PUT S~IP LIST ('RECOkD#:', RECORD#); 
IF FIPST THEN UO; 
!* GET THE HEAD OF THE AVAILABLE LIST */ 
kEAD FILE (3!NDEX) INTO (NODES(l)) KEY (0); 
SUdSTR(TMPNODE,l,2) = SUBSTR(NCDES(l),l,2); 
HEAD = NO_KS'lS; 
FI 1:t .>T = F \ L 3 E; 
ALTZ!ED = r.H .. St:; 
RE C ~IU }! = 0 ; 
DO J = 1 TO NO_?AGES; 
I.X(J) = J; 
~ :m; 
t:::i 0; I* I:; IT I ~ L T ~.\I I J r~ ""I 
S~LZCT (fU~CTIO~); 
,>m.:·::l (1) r.ALL G:;:T'10DE; 
.,.,IL::I~ (2) CAL~..o PUT:WDE; 
( 
ViH£~ (3) CALL FETCH; 
V:H~N (4) CALL r<ELSASE; 
~HEN (5) CALL DUMPLASI; 
OT HERW ISC: 
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PUT EDIT ( 1 INVALID FUNCTION IN INDEXIO: •, FUNCTION) 
( ~KIP(3), A, F(9)); 
END; I* SELECT */ 
i<ETU R N; 
GETNODE:: PhOC; 
I* 
THIS PROCEDURE GETS AN INDEX NODE SPECIFIED BY "RECORD#". 
flhST, ALL TdE NUDES I~ MEMO~Y AhE SEA~CH. IF THE REQUESTED 
NODE IS IN NCr Itl HE~iORY, THEN IT 15 READ IN, REPLACING THE 
L E A S T R E C E N T L '{ US E 0 N 0 D E • E I n; E R 'r. A Y , I T S P LAC E I N 11 I X " I S 
UPDATED TO l<E~~..oECT ITS REFEf<Er.CE. "IX" IS A POINTEk ARf<AY 
THAT KEE.PS ALL T.tc: NCDLS H~ LOGICAL ORDER Of TII~E Sli~CC: LAST 
REF'ERSNCE. 
*I 
I* SE~PCH FUR TrlE REQUESTLD NCCE */ 
DO J = 1 TO NO_P~GES ~HILE (KECNU~{IX(J)) ,: RECORD#); 
END; 
I* REQUESTSD ~ODS NOT FOUND *I 
IF J > NU_P~GES THEN DO; 
J = NC_PAGi::S; 
IF ALTERED(IX(J)) THEN DO; 
WRITE FILE (BIUCEX) FROM (NODES(IX(J))) 
KEYFROH (RECNUM(lX(J))); 
I* l~CRE~ENT WRITE COUNTER *I 
STAT(2) = STAT(2) + 1; 
END; 
READ FILE (GI~DEX) INTO (NODES(IX{J))) KEY (RECORD#); 
I* INCRE~ENT HEAD COUNT£~ *I 
STAT(l) = ST~T(l) + 1; 
RSC~U~i(IX(J)) = RECOitD#; 
AI..T=:!~ED(IX( J)) = FAI..SE; 
C:N D; 
I* !'UT TYE t~ODE AT TI!2: TOP OF THE LIST *I 
t = IX(J); 
DC J = J TO 2 dY -1; 
I X ( J ) = I X ( J- 1 ) ; 
E:ID; 
IX(l) = I; 
I* .\SSIG:-.l THE PHYSICAl.. RECORD TO THE INPUT STRUCTURE. 
TMPNOC'E IS 3A:.iED ON "NODi::" *I 
/* CSTG IS A 3UILTIN FUNCTIO~ THAT GIVES THE LENGTH OF 
ITS ARGU~E~T IN BYTES */ 
LE~GTH = CSTG(NODE); 
SUBSTR(TMPNODE, 1, LENGTH) = NODES(IX(l)); 
114 
IF DEBUG THEN PUT SKIP LIST ( 1 GETNODE:•, RECORD#, NODE); 
RETURN; 
END; /* GETNOD~ */ 
PUTNODE: PROC; 
I* 
THI5 PRCC~DUR£ PUTS hN INDEX NODE INTO TH~ LIST OF NODES 
IN ~EUORY. IF THE NODE IS ALREADY PRESENT IN MEMORY, THEN 
THE NODE ~NO ITS POSITION IN "IX" ARE UPDATED. IF THE 
NODE 1.3 NCT H~ MEMOR'l, THE.N TIH. LEAST RECENTLY USED NODE IS 
REP L A C E D, ~ R I ! I \I G I T T H E F I L E F I R S T I F I T S "A L T ERE D " F L A G 
IS SET. ThE "ALTEKED" FLAG ON THE INPUT NODE IS SET. 
*I 
I~ DEDUG THE~ PUT SKIP LIST ('PUTNODE:•, RECORD#, NODE); 
/* FI~D THE ~ODE */ 
DC J = 1 TO NO_PAGES WHILE (RECNUM(IX(J)) ,= RECORD#); 
END; 
I* NODE NOT FOUtiD *! 
IF J > NO_PAGES THEN DO; 
J = NO_P.A.GES; 
IF .A.LTERED(IX(J)) TH~N DO; 
~RITE FIL~ (JINDEX) FROM (NOt~S(lX(J))) 
KEYFROH (RECNUM(IX(J))); 
!* INCRE~ENT WRITE COUNTER *I 
STAT(2} = STAT(2) + 1; 
END; 
RECNUM(IX(J)) = RECORD#; 
E~D; 
I * ~~ G 'J E T li E 0 T H E .1\ !~ E M b C: rt S 0 f I H E L t S T 0 0 'II N * I 
I = IX(J); 
DO J = J TO 2 ·BY -1; 
I:'<(J) = Il((.J-1); 
END; 
I X (1 ) = I; 
ALTEREP.(IX(l)) = T~UE; 
I* STOf.".E f!i.:: l!JPUT STRUCTUPt. lN THE ?ECORO. 
T~~PNOLE IS oAS :::c 0~ ":JO.JE" *I 
/*' CJTG IS .\ 9UILT!N fUNCTIJtl THAT GIVES THE LeNGTH uF 
liS ARGU~~~T 1~ 3YT~S */ 
LE~GT!-l = CSTG CJOO E); 
( 
NOUES(IX(l)) = SUaSTR(TMPNOD~, 1, LENGTH); 
RETURN; 
END; /* PUT~ODE */ 
FETCH: PROC; 
/* THIS PROC~DURE GETS A NODE FROM tHE AVAILABLE LIST 
AND ADDS IT TO THE LISt OF NODES IN MEMORY. */ 
IF HEAD <= 0 THEb DO; 
PUT EDIT ('aUT OF NODE SPACE. HEAD: •, HEAD) 
(SKIP(J), A, F(9)); 
ST 0?; . 
E:S D; 
HECORCif = HE~D; 
CALL Gi::Tt-.CUE; 
HEAD = NO_KF:YS; 
If D~eUG T~EN PUT SKIP LIST ( 1 FETCrl: 1 , RECORD#); 
RETURN; 
END; /* ;;"ETCH "I 
RELEASE: PhOC; 
I* THiS PROCEDURE PUTS A ~ODE B~CK ON tHE AVAILA3LE 
LIST USING THS PAGING ROUTINES GETNODE AND PUTNODE */ 
NO_K C:YJ = HEA 0; 
HEAD = RE.COQD ~; 
CALL PUTNOOE; 
IF DEBUG THEN PUt SKIP LIST ( 1 RELEASE:•, RECORD#); 
RETURN; 
END; /* HEL.EASC: *I 
DUHPL.\ST: PROC; 
I* 
THIS PROCEDUR~ IS USED TO DUMP INDEX NODES IN ~E~OHY 
WHICh HAVE BEEN .\LTEI<ED BACK ONTO THE fiLE. IT SHOULD BE 
USED .\ T T H £ E :W 0 F THE P R 0 G Q Mf • 
*I 
DO J = 1 TJ JO_PAGES; 
I? .riLTEP.C:O(.J) r:H:;t; DC; 
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~RlT~ FIL~(3I~DEX) FROM (NCDES(J)) KEYFRO~ (RECNUM(J)); 




/* OUfPUT THE HeAD OF TH~ AVAILABLE LIST */ 
NO_KEYS = HEAD; 
SUBSTR(NODES(1),1,2) = SUBS!R(TMPNODE,l,2); 
~RITE FILE (BINDEX) FROM (~ODES(l)) KEYFROM (0); 
ALTERED = FALSE; 
FIRST = TRUE; 
RETURN; 
END; /* DUMPLAST */ 




I* GuFIND */ 
GOFIND: PROC (KZY, ROCT, KEYL£NGTH, MAX_BRANCH, RECORD#, 
KEY#, POI~T~R, FOUND, STAT); 
/* 
AUTHOR: ROBERT wEBSTER 
DEPART~ENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
O~LAHOHA STATE UNIVERSITY 
1979 
Tf!IS PROCZDU~E SEARCHSD THE 8-TREE STRUCTIJRE FOR A GIVEN 
KEY • T H E R E C Ll R D N UM E E R ( " E C 0 R D # ) AN D T H E P 0 S I T I 0 N u F THE 
KEY WITHIN IH~ RECORti (KEYU) ARE RETURNED, IF THE KlY IS 
FOUND. IF rqg KEY IS NOT FOUND, THE RECORD NU~SER AND KEY 
NUMBER ARE RETUHNED FOR THE NEXT GREATER KEY IN THE TREE. 
THE FLt.G uFOUt.D" INDICATES A SUCCESSFUL SEARCH wiTH A VALUE 
OF '1'?. 
INPUT PArift~ETSRS: 
KE~- KE~ TO az SEARCHED F0R, 
ROOT - ROOT NOUE OF THE TREE TO BE SEARCHED 
KEYLENGTH - L~~GTH OF KEYS IN THE TREE 
MAX_BRANCH - ~AXIMUM BRANC~I~G FACTOR IN THE TREE 
OUTPUT PARArETERS: 
RECORD# - NECO~D NUMREH OF THE DESIRED (OR NE~T HIGHER) 
KEY. 
KEY# - NU~BS~ OF THE DESIRED (OR NEXT HIGHER) KEY ~ITHIN 
STAT - STAT(l) IS A COUNTER FOR IHE NUMBER OF NODES READ. 
INTERNAL VARIABLES: 
*I 
1 NODE - INDEX NODE 
2 NO_KEYS - NUMBER OF KEYS 
2 KEYS - K~VS lN THE NODE 
2 PTRS - POINTERS IN THE NODE 
LEVEL - CU~RE~T LEVEL IN THE THEE 
LWa - LC~ER ~OUND FOR ai~ARY SEARCH 
NEXT - NEXT NODE TO 3E SEARCHED 
UPB - UPPE~ BOUND FO~ BIU~RY SEAHCH 
UCL 
KEY CHAt~(*), 
POINTER FIX~D 31N (31,0), 
NEXT FIXED 3IN (31,0) STATIC, 




(LEVEL, Lwo, UP3) FIXED BIN STATIC, 
1 NODE, 
2 NO_KEYS FIX~D BIN, 
2 KEY SOfAX_BRANCH-1) CHAR(KEYLENGTH), 
2 PTRS(MAX_8RANCH) FIXED BIN (31,0), 
TRUE BIT(!) STATIC INIT('1'B), 
FALSE BIT(l) STATIC INIT('O'a), 
INDEXIO EXTERMAL E~TRY (~!XED BIN, 1, 2 FIXED BIN, 
2 (*)CHAR(*), 2 (*_)FIXED BIN (31,0), FIXED BIN, 
FIXED 3IN, F'IXED BI~, (*) FIXE:u BIN); 
RECORDd, LEVEL = O; 
KEY# = 1; 
NEXT = ROOT; 
/* LOJP U~TIL THE 30TT0:-1 LEVEL */ 
DO WHILE (NEXT ) 0); 
LEVEL= LEVEL + 1; 
RECOHC# = NEXr; 
I* READ INDeX NODE */ 
CALL INDEXIO (1, ~ODE, RECORD#, KEYLENGTH, ~AX_BRANCH, 
STAT); 
I* DO BINARY SEAqCH IN NODE TC FIND KEY'S POSITION */ 
L~B = 1; 
UPB = NO_KEYS; 
DO WHILE (L~d <= UPB); 
KEY# = (LWB + UPB) I 2; 
IF KEY < KEYS(KEY#) THEN UPB = KEY# - 1; 
ELSE IF KEY > KEYS(KEY#) THEN LWB = KEY# + 1; 
EL S E G 0 T 0 0 U T; 
END; 
KEY# = UIB; 
OUT:; 
NEXT = PTRS(KEY#); 
END; 
I* SET rnE FOU~O FLA~ */ 
FOUND = r· ALSE; · 
IF FECuRD# > 0 THEN IF KJ:.Yd <= NC_KEYS THEN 
THE~~ IF ;< E Y = K ~ Y S (KEY 1l) THEN F 0 UN D = TRUE; 
I* IF TfiE ;:.:;y NU:-48 ER t3 TOO BIG, THEN rtEFEH IT TO THE 
NEXT ~uDt:. */ 
IF r~YJ > N0_~£1S tHSN DO; 
KEY!* = 1; 
RECORD~ = -?THS(l); 





POINTER = -PTKS(KEY# + 1); 
RETURN; 




TRAVEL: PROC (RZCOqO#, KEY#, POINTER, KEY, KEYLENGTH, 
MAX_9RANCH, S!~T, EOF); 
/* 
AUTHOR: ROBERT WEBSTER 
DEPART~E~T Of CO~PUTER SCIENCE 




THIS PROCEDURE RETURNS TYE NSXT POI~TER OF A TRES AND 
INCREMENTS ThE K~TU \~0 PO~~IBLY THE RECORD#. EOF IS SET 
AF'IER THe RIGHT~~OST t'O.INTER HAS JEl:.N RETURi~ED ,\NO .\NOTHER IS 
RECUESTEL.. 
INPUT PA~A~ETE~5: 
RECORD~ - CURRSNT P~CORD ~U~BER 
KfYff - NU~tER OF T!!E KEY '.\1 Tf-II N THE RECO?.D 
5TAT - NODE ~~AD COUNTE~ I$ 3TAT(l) 
KEYLC.NGT!i - L2:.JGi h Of i<EY S IN IREE 
~AX_BRANCH - ~AXI~U~ 3RANCHI~G FACTOR IN THE TREE 
RECORD& - RECORD NU~BER IS S~T WHEN THE LAST KEY OF TH~ 
l<SC01{D IS PrWCESSED. 
KEYit - KEYI# IS IiJCRHlENTED BY ONE, OR SET TO ZERO FOR A 
Nl:.• qr.;coRD. 
POINTER - POI~TE~ AT THE BOTTOM Of THE TREE ASSOCIATED 
iHTH THE CUR~ENT !<C..Y. 
KEY - THE KEY SPSCIFIED BY KEYu. 
STAT- NODE READ COUNTER IS STAT(1). 
EOF - END OF FILE FLAG. 
INTERNAL VARIABLC..S: 
1 NODE - I~DEX NODE 
*I 
DCL 
2 NO_KEY3 - NU~BER OF KEYS IN THE NODE 
2 K t:Y S K E Y S I N T H E ;w DC: 
2 ?T~S- 0 0UTSrtS ASSOCIATED ·~ITH T~::: KEYS. PTRS(O) 
PUINT~ TO THE NEXT ~ECO~D. ALL PTRS ARE NEGATIVE 
OR -..:EPO. 
(KE.YLZNGT:t, ~AX_6:.'~~~.Cii, i':::COf<D;;-, Ki:.VJ;, STAT(*)) FIXED BIN, 
POINTr:.:R FIX:::J )[;l (~1,0), 
KEY C~-;~.-<{*), 
C.:Cf .. d 1'( * ), 
1 ~ODE, 
2 hO_KEYS FI~ED BIN, 
2 K!:: Y S ( l-1 A X_ 3 R .\ ii C ii -1 ) CHAR (KEY LENGTH ) , 
2 PTRS(~AX_qrtANCH) fiXED BIN (31,0), 
TRUE BIT(l) STATIC INIT( 1 1 1 8), 
FALSE BIT{l) STATIC INIT( 1 0 1 B), 
INDEXIO EXTER~AL ENTRY (FIXED BIN, 1, 2 FIXED BIN, 
2 (*)CHAR(*), 2 (*) F'IXEiJ OI~ (31,0), FIXED BIN, 
FIXE:D 3IN, t'!XED 91~, (*) fiXED BIN); 
I* C H S C:< F' 0 it £ ~ID *I 
IF RECORDU <= U TH~N DG; 
EOF' = TRUE; 
RETURN; 
END; 
Eof = r- .u.s:::; 
I* GET ~ODE */ 
CALl IND~XIO (1 1 NODE, RECCRV#, KEVL~NGTH, MAX_BRANCH, 
STAr); 
I* GET KEY A~D POINTEh FROM NODE *I 
KEY = KEiS(KcYu); 
POI~TER = -Pr~S(K~Ya + 1); 
I* INCREMENT KEY# */ 
KEY#= Ki.Y# + 1; 
I* IF DONE wiTH THIS NODE, RESET KEY# AND RECORD# */ 
IF KEY# > NO_~EYJ THEN Da; 
RECORD#= -?TRS(l); 
KEY# = 1; 
END; 
RETURN; 





I* RANF *I 
(:JOFIXEDOVERFLJ',l): 
RANF: PPOC(NAQ~) R~TURNS (FLOAT BINARY); 
I* 
THIS PROCEDURE GENE~ATES PSEUOu-iANDOM NUMBERS, UNIFORMILY 
DISTRIBUTED ON (0,1). THIS VERSION IS FOR THE IBM 360. 
J.P. CHANDLER, COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT., 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
METHOD: COMPOSITe GF THREE HULTI?tlCATIVE CONGRUENTIAL 
GENERA TORS, 
G. ~'H3AGLil AND T. Bk~Y, COMM. AC~ 11 (1968) 757. 
IF RANr IS C~LLED ~ITH 1iARG = O, THE NEXT RANDOM tJUHBER IS 
RETURNED. 
IF RANF IS CALLED AITH NARG ,: 0, THE GENEriATOR IS 
RE-IHITIAllZ£0 USING IABS(2*NARG+l) AND THE FIRST RANDOM 
NU!-'DER Fi~O~ T4S :JE'if s::;.~UE'lCE IS RP.TURNED. 
*I 
UCL ~ARG FlXSD JIN (31,0), 
J FIX~C 9IN (15,0) STATIC, 
(KLP, h(l28), ~DIV, N~) FIXED DIN (31,0) STATIC, 
(Q~l1 1 F\Dl'l) FLO~T BHi STATIC, 
JRAN FIXSiJ HI:~ (31,0) BASED(AIJDR(RAN)), 
NF!RjT DIT(l) STATIC INIT( 1 1 1 8) 1 
K FIXED JI~ (31,0) STATIC INIT(7654321) 1 
L FIXEG 3IN (31,0) STATIC INIT(7654321), 
M FIXED BIN (31,0) STATIC INIT(7654321), 
MK FIXED 81~ (31,0) STATIC INIT(282629), 
ML fiXED 91~ (31,0) STATIC INIT(34021), 
MM FIXED BIN (31,0) STATIC I~IT(65541}; 
IF NARt; ,: 0 THEit DO; 
I* RE-INITIALIZE THE GEN~RATOR */ 
KLM = ABS(2 * NAHG + 1); 
K, t, X = KLM; 
END; 
ELSE IF , NFIRST THEN GO TJ SKIP; 
I* INITIALIZE TH~ ROUTI~£ */ 
NFIRST = 1 0''~; 
NDIV = 15777215; 
RDIV = 327o8 * 65536; 
I* FILL THE TABLE */ 
DO J = 1 Tu 128; 
K = K * MK; 
~(J) = "!; 
s:J o; 
s~~I?:; 
L = L ~ \~ L; 
J = l + r.BS(L) I ~.DIV; 
( 
M = M * M~; 
NR = ABS(N(J) + L + M); 
RAN = FLOAT(NR) I RDIV; 
I* FIX UP THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT */ 
IF J > 64 & RAN < 1 THEN J~AN = J'AN + 1; 
I* REFILL THE PLACE HJ THE TABLE */ 
K = K * MK; 
N(J) = K; 
RETURN (ABS(RAN)); 





PROCEDURES FOR RSLATIONAL DATABASE 
STOxAGE AND ACCESS 
This appendix contains psueJo-code, or program design 
language descriptio~s for the ~rocedures STORE, DEFINE, and 
ACCESS present~d in chapter IV. These descriptions are not 
detailed. The} are ~eant to ~id the reader in understaitding 




STORE: PRCC (I~PL~, ~ELATIO~, TID, OPERATIC~); 
I* "TID" tS 1"! TUPLE IDE~ITIFIER (lei 
GET C~TAL~G I~FUR~ATIUN 0~ RELATION; 
SELECT OPSRATIGN; 
WHEN INSSRT CALL INSERT TUPLE (TUPLE, TID); 
WHEN DELETE CALL DELETE TUPLS (TUPLE, TID); 
WHEN U?OAIE CALL UPDATE TUPLE (TUPLE, TID); 
END SELE':T; 
INSEHT TUPLE: P~GC .<TUP~E, TID); 
IF CLUSTERING ATTRI3UTE IS NULL THE~ 00; 
SEARC~ PAGE INDEX fO~ ~ARTIALLY FULL PAGE; 
IF ~LL PAGES ARE FULL TH2~ DO; 
G~T ?~G~ fROM PAG~ lND8X; 
UPDAT~ PAGE I~DEX; 
Et-.0; 
li~St.P.T 1 PLL. 1:110 P~G~; 
If P A Gr.: 1 r: r: 0 '' E S !=' U L L T!! C: N UPDATE PAGE IN 0 EX; 
Eii D i 
ELS.:; DC; /* CLUSTCPi~ Rt.LATlC!~ */ 
EXTRACT ~TT~_VALU£ F~O~ TUPLS; 
SE~i-<CH P~GE 1:-.iDEX FOri FIRST .~'£TRIBUTE VALUE 
LESS TH~N CR ~CUAL TO ATTR_VALUE; 
IF PAGE IS ~CT FULL THEN INSERT TUPLE INTO PAGE; 
ELSE DO; 
SORT IU?LiS I~ PAGE 0~ CLUSTERING ATTRIBUTE; 
PLACZ UPPE?. 1/2 OF THE IUPLES INTO NE~ PAGE; 
UPDAT~ TIDs OF &ELOCATED TUPLES IN BINAaY LINKS 
AhD TUPLE INDEXES; 
UPDAT~S PAGE INDEX; 
I~SERT THE TUPLE INTO THE APPROPRIATE PAGE; 
END; 
END; /* CLUSTERED RELATION */ 
I* 1NSERT I~TO TUPLE INDEXES */ 
DO J = 1 TC NUMBER OF TU?LE l~DEXGS; 
CALL T~PLE [~DEX (TU?L~, TID, RELATIO~, 
TU?t.C L'•DEX I~iFQ(J), r:L:iEf..T); 
END; 
I* DELt.TE TtfE 8HJARY LI:IKS */ 
DO J = 1 IJ ~U~BEH OF SETS OF BINARY LI~KS; 
CALL ~r~~RY LINKS (TUPLE, TID, REL~TICN, 
Ell~IA1Y LUK DF'O(J), C1SERT); 
r:~~ o; 
E~O I~s~qr TU?LZ; 
DEL~TZ TUPLE: ?~QC (;UPL2, Tlu); 





IF THE PAGE SECO~~S SMPTY THEN DO; 
DELETE T~c PAGE FrtOH THE P~GE INDEX; 
PLACE THC: PI\G£ ONTO THE .\V.IULABLE LIST; 
END; 
DO J = 1 TO NU~BER OF TUPLE I~D~XES; 
CALL TUPLE INDEX (TUPLE, TID, RELATION, 
TUPL?. INDEX INPO{J), DELETE); 
El~D; 
DO J = 1 TO ~UMBER CF SETS OP 21NARY LINKS; 
CALL 3INARY LI~KS (TUPLE, TID, RFLATION, 
Bl~A~Y LI~K INFO(J), DELETE); 
El~ D; 
END DELETZ TUPLE; 
UPDATE TUPLE! PKOC (TUPLS, TID); 
GET CLD TUPL~ FPC~ PAGE; 
IF CLUST~RI~G ATTRIBUTE IS NOT NULL ~NO 
OLD ATI,<_Ifr\LUE ,: :iE'f: ATT"_VALUE Tr1EN DCi; 
ChLL iJEL2:TC:: TUPLS (GLD TUPLE:, TID); 
CALL l~SE;~T TUPLE UiE·,~~ TUPLE, TIC); 
RETURt~; 
Ei~ C; 
REPLACE OLD TUPL~ IN PAGE WITH NE~ TUPLE; 
DO J = 1 TO NUMBE~ OF TUPLE INDEXES; 
IF OLL ~HD NE~ ATIR_VALUES FOR INDEXED ATTRI3UTE 
AR8 ~OT EQUAL THEN DO; 
CALL TUPLE INDEX (OLD TUPLE, TID, R~LATION, 
TUPLE INDEX INFO(J), DELETE); 
CALL TUPLE INDEX (NEW TUPLE, TID, RELATION, 
TUPLE !9DEX INFO(J), INSERT); 
END; 
END; 
DO J = 1 TO NUMBEh OF SETS OF BINARY LINKS; 
IF OLD A~D NE~ ATTR_VALUES FOR LINKED ATTRIBUTES 
ARE NOT EQUAL THEN DO; 
CALL BINARV LINKS (OLD TUPLE, TID, RELATION, 
alN~RY LINK INFO(J), DEL~TE); 
CALL i3 I~lARY LI:IKS (NEii TUPLE, TID, RELATIO~I, 
RIH~~y LI~K INFO(J), INS~HT); 
s~c; 
END; 




DEFINE: PROC (RiLAT!ON, RELAT10~ INFO, TUPLE INDEX iNPUT, 
BINARY LINK I~IPUT, OPZR.\TIO~J); 
SELECT OPERATIC~; 
WHEN DEFIN~ R~LATION DO; 
STORE RELATION l~FO IN CATALOG; 
END; 
WHEN DELET~ RELATION DO; 
GET CAT~LOG I~FORMATIO, ON RSLATION; 
TkAVE~Si P~GE INDEX, DELETI~G P~GES AND INDEX NODES; 
DO J = 1 TO ~U~BER OF TUPLE INDEXES; 
CALL USL8TE ~UPLE INUEX(TUPLE INDEX(J)); 
Et-;D; 
DO J = 1 TO NUMaER OF S~TS GF BINARY LINKS; 
CALL DELETZ BI~ARY LI~KS(BI~1RY LI9K INDEX(J)); 
E ~; TJ; 
E~D D~LETL RELATION; 
liHE~ DEFINE I!lDSX DO; 
UPCATE C.\TAL.CG INFOR~IATIO!• I.Ji: RELATION; 
IF RELATIU~ IS NGT E~PTl THEN DO; 
DO U~HIL C.~D 0~ RF.LATIOrl IS REACHED; 
CALL i• EXT TO GET NEXT TUPi.E; 
CALL FETCH TO G~T T~E TUPLE; 
CALL TUPL~ INU~X(TUPLE, TID, NELATION, 
TUPLE TrlD£Y. INPUT, INSEt<T); 
E~D; 
EfJD; 
ElJO DEFI:Jr; I liDr::X; 
WHEN DEFI~E Bl~APY LINKS DO; 
UPDATE CATALOG INFOR~ATlON ON RELATION; 
IF RELATIJN IS NOT EMPTY THEN DO; 
DO UNTIL ENL OF RELATIOh IS REACHED; 
CALL NEXT TO GF.T NEXT TUPLE; 
C~LL FETCH TO GET THE TUPLE; 
CALL 8 Ill i.PY LINKS (1'UPL.c., TID, RELATION, 
BI~ARY LI~K INDEX INPUT, INSERT); 
END; 
END; 
END DEFl~E JINARY LINKS; 
WHEN DELETE TUPLE INDEX 
CALL D~LZTS TUPLE I~DiX(TUPLE I~D~X INPUT); 
WHEN DELSTZ 3I~A]Y LINKS 
C~LL DE~STE EINAHY LI~KS (Dl~AkV LI~~ INDEX INPUT); 
END Sf..LiCT; 
DELETE TUPLE UiuZX: PROC (UILJEX); 
PERFO~~ nJ3TOriDER T~\~E~J~L Q~ INDEX, 
Df..L~TlNG l~DCX NOD~S; 
~NO DELETE TUPLE I:JDEX; 
D~LETE HI"A"~ LI~K t~CEX: PkUC (I~DEl); 
P t: ~:;- 0 R 11 ? 0 S 1' G R 0 E R T RAVER SAL 0 tj "F ~:W H 11 IN D c X 1 
DELETI~G ~AC~ NODE; 
( 
\ 
PEPFORH POSTORDER TRAVERSAL ON 11 TO" INDEX, 
DELETING EACH NODE; 





ACCESS: PhOC (rUPLE, TID, ~TTRIBUTE, ATTR_VALUE, OPERATOR, 
LINK REL~TION, OPEPATlO~); 
I* ATT!CVALUS IS TBZ VALUE OF AN INPUT ATTRIBUTE */ 
I* OPERATOK IS A REL~TIONAL OPEnATOR TO BE USED FOR 
RESTRICTIONS ~ITH ATTR_VALU~ */ 
GET CATALOG INFORMATION ON RELATION; 
SELECT OPERATION; 
WHE~ fEiCrl CALL ?ETCH (TUPLE, TID); 
WHEN REST~ICTIO~ DO; 
CALL a~5T~ICT (ATTR_1ALU~, O?ERATJR); 
E.N D P t; S r o l C 1' I 0 N ; 
~HEN NEXT TID DOj 
CALL IRA1£R~E TO GET NEXT TID ON TUPLE INDEX; 
END; 
~HEN NEXT TUPLE DO; 
CALL hEXT 10 GET NEXT TID; 
CALL FETCd TC GET THE TUPL~; 
END :·JEXT TUPLE; 
;~ H F::f·1 L;: ll '{ D u i 
/* G21' TIDS ll< 11 Ll:JI\ RiLATlCN" THAT ~lATCH "TUPLE" */ 
If T~E CORRECT SET OF 3INARY LINKS DOES NOT EXIST 
T ti E··• D 0; 
C~LL FETCH TO GET TU?LE REF~RRED TO BY TID; 
EXT~ACT ATTP_VALUE FRO~ TUPLE; 
CALL kE3TriiCT (ATTR_VALUE, ECUAL); 
END; 
ELSE DO; /* USE THE BINARY LINK INDEX */ 
CfiLL SEARCh TO FINO TID IZ.. BINARY LINK INDEX; 
DC UNTIL TIDs DO NOT MATCH GR END OF RELATION; 
ACD TID FRO~ LINK RELATION TO LIST; 





RESTRICT: PROC (ATTR_9ALUE, OPERATOR); 
IF TUPLE l~DEX EXISTS ON ATTRIBUTE THE DO; 
C~LL SE~QCH TO GET A K~1 AND TID; 
DO UNTI~ K~YS CON'T ~ATCH oa END OF RELATIO~; 
ADD TiiJ TU L!ST; 
CALL T~~V~~SE TO G~T THE ~EXT KEY AND TID; 
END; 
END; 
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